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Greetings to all of you!

I have great pleasure in conveying my best wishes to all of you. Narsee Monjee College has a reputation for attracting the best students in their chosen faculty. Today, we are living in a world which has become smaller due to the advancement in transport, communication and information technology. As a result of this, trade and commerce has increased substantially and has come to dominate the relations between countries. This means that education in Commerce and Economics is becoming more relevant compared to the past.

However, Challenges and Opportunities are two sides of the same coin. Modern education, curriculum development and teaching methodologies have to keep pace with the ever growing demand of the economic environment. The manager, businessman and the entrepreneur of today need many more weapons to compete. Holistic education should include all round development of a student.

I am glad that all of you undertake various co-curricular activities which sharpen your personality, managerial and inter-personal skills. At SVKM we continue to encourage all forms of activities which contribute to the overall development of the student. I am also particularly glad that you students are also engaged in activities like NSS Camp in rural areas which sensitize you to realities of lives of different sections of the society in our country. All this has been possible only due to the dedication and commitment of the Teaching Faculty and the support staff of the college.

I wish you all the best for achieving greater success and scaling newer heights in your education and career ahead.

My good and warm wishes to all the new entrants to our Parivar.

Shri Amrish R. Patel (President SVKM)
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Mentor, NM College  
The passion of the faculty towards teaching and all round development of the students, the commitment and care of the non-teaching faculty for the college and the students and the overall environment of pursuit of excellence in all areas have often been termed as the “NM Culture”. This NM Culture has created a unique and everlasting bond among the College staff and the students. A bond which keeps on bringing the students back to College whenever any occasion demands. As alumni and as part of the management of SVKM it has been my privilege to have both – studied in this College and being associated with the College as the representative of SVKM Management. I am sure that we shall not rest with the glories that have been attained in the past but shall continuously seek to redefine ourselves in the light of changing environment around us.

My best wishes to you all!

Shri Shalin S. Divatia (Mentor, N.M. College)
Message from The Principal

It is an honour and a privilege to be the Principal of Narsee Monjee College, the College that stands for excellence and considered among the best and most sought after colleges not only in Mumbai city and Maharashtra, but also across the country.

In its long and rich journey, the College has grown not only in strength and size but also in levels of excellence. The motto of our college – ‘Excellence in Education’ is something we truly believe in. The college is relentlessly striving to raise the standards and create a benchmark in the field of education.

Taking into account our academic achievements, infrastructure, co-curricular, extra-curricular activities and other all-round development, NAAC an autonomous body of UGC reaccredited us with ‘A’ grade in January 2017 with 3.42 CGPA.

We take pride in equipping our students with quality education, skills, confidence and thus leading to their holistic development. Our students are encouraged to participate in various co-curricular and extra-curricular activities and are excelling in academics, sports and cultural activities with high values and ethics.

The College provides a healthy and amiable environment which helps in nurturing creativity, passion and development of leadership qualities among students. We take pride in developing versatile personality.

The management is highly supportive for the overall development of the students and faculty. The management takes keen interest and stands behind all our endeavours. Our Teachers are committed and dedicated to the development of the institution by imparting their knowledge and play the role of facilitator as well as role model to our students. The members of the non teaching staff work with total commitment towards achievement of our mission and goals.

I would like to acknowledge and express my heartfelt gratitude to the Management for giving me this opportunity and for their constant support and guidance.

My sincere and heartfelt thanks to Vice Principals, Coordinators, and all the Teaching and Non-Teaching Staff members who have worked tirelessly with passion and commitment and helped us to realize our goals. My gratitude to our alumni, all the students and their parents for the support extended to us.

“We are here to build characters, inspire dreams, encourage creativity, instil lifelong learning and change lives forever! We are here to make a difference.”

Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar
Principal
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Toppers - Securing Highest Aggregate Marks from Sem – I to Sem VI


**B.Com.**

- **1st**: Harshita Gandhi
- **2nd**: Shivani Rawat
- **3rd**: Ruchi Bhuta

**B.M.S.**

- **1st**: Jahnavi Mehta

**B.A.F.**

- **1st**: Riya Shah

**B.F.M.**

- **1st**: Rupal Agrawal

**B.Sc. IT**

- **1st**: Siddhant Bhide

**M.Com. (BM)**

- **1st**: Himanshu Raghani

**M.Com. (AA)**

- **1st**: Ruchi Bhuta

**M.Com. (B&F)**

- **1st**: Himanshu Raghani

---

**H.S.C. REGULAR**

**1st**: Shreeya Shah

**2nd**: Aishwarya Nerulkar

**3rd**: Stuti Jain
H.S.C. REGULAR

1. Jash Ramani
2. Shruti Harlalka

F.Y.J.C. REGULAR

1. Sanskruti Parolia
2. Shruti Parolia
3. Esha Dedavat

H.S.C VOCATIONAL (M.C.V.C)

1. Bansri Shah
   Marketing & Retail Management

1. Manasvi Vora
   Travel & Tourism

1. Shreyans Sheth
   Accounting & Auditing

F.Y.J.C VOCATIONAL (M.C.V.C)

1. Aashima Jain
   Marketing & Retail Management

1. Jhanvi Bhatia
   Accounting & Auditing

1. Sakshi Vora
   Travel & Tourism
College Awards (2018-19)

Ms. Mamata Gopinathan
The Jamnabai Narsee Shield for the Best Student (TYBCOM)

Mr. Aakash Thakkar
Ravi Marble Corporation Trophy for the Best Organiser. NAAM Trophy for excellence in Cultural Activities. (TYBCOM)

Laveena Gandhi
Anantrai Jadavji Sopariwala Trophy for Best in Dramatics (TYBCOM)

Kinnari Raichura
Mahendra Joshi Sarvotkrisht Trophy for Rangkarmi Paritoshik

Heti Jhaveri
Maneklal Keshavlal Sheth Trophy for Best Vocalist

Manav Sanghvi
Manan Prakashan Trophy for Best Instrumentalist

Vishrut Doshi
Morarka Charity Trust Trophy for Best in Dancing

Vaishnavi Shetty
Special Prize in Dancing

Jahnvi Doshi
Special Prize in Dancing

Sreesreshta Nair
Special Prize for Speaking (TYBMS)

Ankita Parekh
Special Prize for Speaking (TYBMS)
College Awards (2018-19)

Yashoraj Singh
Tapidas Karsandas Sanghavi Trophy for Best Sportsman (FYBMS)

Ms. Tanshi Agarwal
B G Bhatt Trophy for Best Sportswoman (TYBCOM)

Sonia Talukdar
Ajit Datar Memorial Scholarship for organizing inter and intra collegiate activities (TYBCOM)

Jinesh Dhupelia
Ajit Datar Memorial Scholarship for organizing inter and intra collegiate activities (TYBCOM)

Darsh Nishar
Ajit Datar Memorial Scholarship for organizing inter and intra collegiate activities (TYBOM)

Urmil Shah
Dr. U R Koli Endowment Prize for the Super Sports Person (TYBCOM)

Poojan Sarvaiya
Raman Brothers Free Studentship for out-standing contribution towards co-curricular activities (SYBFM)

Rahul Sharma
Raman Brothers Free Studentship for out-standing contribution towards co-curricular activities (TYBCOM)

Karan Parekh
Raman Brothers Free Studentship for out-standing contribution towards co-curricular activities (SYBAF)

Rahul Sharma
Staff Special Prize for consistent performance and contribution in college activities (TYBCOM)

Sagarika Khanna
Satyabhamabai Gadgil Trophy for the Best Writer

Ms. Mamata Gopinathan
Amrutlal Bhurabhai Pandya Trophy for Best Speaker (TYBCOM)
JUNIOR COLLEGE AWARDS 2018-19

Shalin Bhansali
Narsee Monjee Trophy for the Best Student

Vineet Kejriwal
Narsee Monjee Trophy for the Best Organizer

Prerna Vichare
Jamnabai Narsee Trophy for the Best Sportswoman

Nishant Agrawal
Jamnabai Narsee Trophy for the Best Sportsman

Maushmi Wagle
B.G. Bhatt Trophy for the Best Speaker

Vijaylaxmi Gurav
Hilla Bhiwandiwala prize for the Best In Dramatics

Aayush Tawde
Dr. Deepak Bhatt Trophy for the Best Singer

Dhruv Kedia
Best Dancer

Abhijit Desai
Best Instrumentalist

Rutika Vartak
Best Writer
Recognised

Narsee Monjee College is the most sought after Commerce Colleges for the undergraduate students globally. NM College has been recognised as a Research Centre for Ph.D in the subjects of Commerce and Accountancy. Dr. Ritu Vashist, Dr. Ritika Kurana, Dr. Harish Sharma, Ms. Tessy Philiji, and Ms. Vaishali Khurekar have been recognised as Post Graduate Teachers in the subjects of Commerce, Economics, Accountancy and Geography from the academic year 2018-19.

Narsee Monjee College has applied for the status of autonomy to the UGC and the visit is expected anytime.

Most of our students appear for CA exams and bring laurels to our college year after year. This year also Students Saumya Jaju secured AIR 3 in CA Foundation, Stuti Jain AIR 7 in CS Foundation and Priyanka Joshi AIR 22 in CS Foundation in the Professional examination conducted in Nov- Dec 2018.

Duff and Phelps a well-known global company debuted its YO University Deal Challenge in India and our students Sonia Talukdar, Rahul Sharma and Mit Hariyani participated and won the second place nationally in The Case Study Competition which required participants to prepare a comprehensive analysis of a bankrupt company, choose between two exit scenarios and also solve a trademark infringement case.

Our Proud National winners with the Prize money of Rs.75000/-

The IQAC of the college continuously conducts brainstorming sessions throughout the academic year by taking quality initiatives in orienting the staff with lectures and orienting them with healthy living practices:

Dentists Dr. Supriya Munganda, the Organising secretary of Triumph- TBT and Dr. Siddhi Savla, head of their creative team were instrumental in inviting the resource person, Dr. Seethalakshmi Ravishankar, a young nutritionist who spoke about the importance of the functions of the brain in human body, role of various hormones in the mental well-being, reasons for hormonal imbalance and its impact on mental health of a person. Dr. Ravishankar also gave tips on choosing the right food, importance of balanced diet and maintaining physical fitness for better moods and mental health.
The lecture was conducted in association with 'Triumph- Transform for a Better Tomorrow', an initiative of young dentists and psychologists held a one hour session on 'Food and Mood – Implications of Nutrition on Mental Health' on Friday, 12th October, 2018. This session was planned to mark the World Mental Health Day celebrated on 10th October every year. Participants in this workshop were mainly the teaching and non-teaching staff, however some students were also accommodated in the session. The session was very interactive and the resource person patiently responded to all the doubts and queries raised by the participants. The session ended with a vote of thanks to the resource person and Triumph-TBT.

National Level Conference
NM College organised a one day multi-disciplinary National Level Conference on the theme Ethics in Contemporary Society on 23rd February, 2019 in collaboration with ICSSR Western Region Mumbai. Hon. Director, ICSSR Dr. Dolly Sunny was the Chief Guest and Dr. Smita Karve, Principal Lala Lajpatrai Law College was the key note speaker. There were six technical sessions on themes ranging from law, accounts, Business Management, Branding and advertising, Education, Environment and IT. Each session was chaired by industry professionals in the rank of CEO's and Vice Presidents of banking and start up sectors. Besides, academicians also were present as Resource Persons. Paper Presenters from across India were present. The Research papers written by academicians underwent a regress double blind peer review and 21 selected papers were published in an UGC listed online e-journal with e - ISSN Number .The conference ended successfully with the valedictory function being chaired by Dr. Geetha Shetty from St. Xavier’s Institute of Management.
Research Committee

The IQAC and Research Committee organized a Faculty Development Programme on Research Methodology on 22nd October, 2018. Dr. Kinnary Thakkar, Associate Professor Department of Commerce University of Mumbai gave a Guest Lecture on “Research Methodology – An introduction to Framing of objectives and Hypothesis”, for the Teaching staff. The teachers found the talk immensely beneficial for their Research Proposal and Ph.D. Purpose.

Guest Lectures - FDP:

Department of BSc IT conducted a Workshop on Online Content Creation on 29th March 2019. The lecture workshop was specifically meant for all the college teachers, with a view to make the participants gain knowledge in design and development of online video lectures and editing of the same. Mrs. Anupama Jawale & Ms. Ameeta Rawool – Assistant Professor B.Sc. IT, N.M. College of Commerce & Economics were the Resource Persons.

The lecture workshop was specifically meant for all the college teachers, with a view to make the participants gain knowledge in design and development of online video lectures and editing of the same.
Convocation Ceremony
The Convocation Ceremony was conducted on 28th February, 2019 in the seminar Hall for all the TY. BCOM/SFC students. The chief Guest of the function was CA Narayan Prasari
Guest lecture held by the Research Committee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Guest Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24th September 2018</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Research Methodology -Basics</td>
<td>Ms. Manjiree Gondhalekar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th September 2018</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Online Library Orientation</td>
<td>Ms. Vaishali Dawar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th September 2018</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Avishkar Competition Briefing</td>
<td>Mr. Sagar Talreja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th October 2018</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>Framing of Topic, Objectives &amp; Hypothesis</td>
<td>Ms. Manjiree Gondhalekar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th October 2018</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Ms. Anupama Chavan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20th October 2018</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Data Analysis</td>
<td>Ms. Manjiree Gondhalekar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Department of law had organised Court Visit at Consumer Disputes Redressal Forum Central Mumbai District at Parel on Friday 1st March 2019, where 17 students had participated along with Advocate Gaurang Nallawala and observed the court proceedings of Consumer court at District level. The main purpose behind was to make the student’s aware of the functioning of Consumer cases and the court room proceedings.

Student Achievements

- List of students with respective AIR (All India Ranker) in CA Final exams conducted in May 2018:
  i. Ms. Radhika Bihani - 16th Rank
  ii. Ms. Harshika Mehta - 23rd Rank
  iii. Ms. Sonakshi Gupta - 37th Rank
  iv. Mr. Udit Mehta - 41th Rank
  v. Mr. Karan Bansal - 44th Rank

- Kajol Navinkumar Vajani (M.Com) Part 2 (Advanced Accountancy) Year 2018-19

- Kajol Vajani won First prize in Lafzon ka Taana Baana, a Hindi literature event at Malhar 2018.

- Kajol Vajani of M.Com participated in an Inter-college Research Competition “AAVISHKAR” conducted by University of Mumbai & selected for its research project on further at University Level.

- At University Level, she won GOLD Medal for her research project at “AAVISHKAR” among all the colleges under entire University of Mumbai & selected further to represent her research project at State level.

- She won Silver Medal (2nd Prize) at the State level “AAVISHKAR” Research Convention conducted by Government of Maharashtra held at Gondwana University, Gadchiroli out of 22 different universities in Maharashtra & total 1000+ participants in Commerce, Management & Law category. She also received a scholarship for conducting her research further from Maharashtra Government. This achievement got covered in media in different newspaper & also Honourable Education Minister of Maharashtra Mr. Vinod Tawde invited & encouraged all the winners of Aavishkar State level participants.

- She has also won in 4 different competitions like Extempore, Book Review competition, Powerpoint Presentation Competition & News Reading competition at Gurjari Namostute, an Inter-college Gujarati language event for consecutive 7th year & the college stood as Overall 1st runner up at the event.

Ms. Suman Kalani IPR expert interacting with the students on IPR
Guest lecture held by the Research Committee

Date				Day		
24th September 2018		Monday
25th September 2018		Tuesday
25th September 2018		Tuesday
11th October 2018		Thursday
16th October 2018		Tuesday
20th October 2018		Saturday

Department of Law had organised Court Visit at Consumer Disputes Redressal Forum, Central Mumbai District at Parel on Friday, 1st March 2019, where 17 students had participated along with Advocate Gaurang Nallawala and observed the court proceedings of Consumer court at District level. The main purpose behind was to make the students aware of the functioning of Consumer cases and the court room proceedings.

2. Dept of Law ‘Kanoon ki baat’ had organised outside classroom learning about Intellectual Property Rights. Ms. Suman Kalani, IPR Expert, was invited. Ms. Suman Kalani, IPR Expert, interacting with the students on IPR.

Student Achievements

• List of students with respective AIR (All India Ranker) in CA Final exams conducted in May 2018:
  i. Ms. Radhika Bihani - 16th Rank
  ii. Ms. Harshika Mehta - 23rd Rank
  iii. Ms. Sonakshi Gupta - 37th Rank
  iv. Mr. Udit Mehta - 41th Rank
  v. Mr. Karan Bansal - 44th Rank

• Kajol Navinkumar Vajani
  • M.Com Part 2 (Advanced Accountancy) Year 2018-19
  • Kajol Vajani won First prize in Lafzon ka Taana Baana, a Hindi literature event at Malhar 2018.
  • Kajol Vajani of M.Com participated in an Inter-college Research Competition “AAVISHKAR” conducted by University of Mumbai & selected for its research project on further at University Level.
  • At University Level, she won GOLD Medal for her research project at “AAVISHKAR” among all the colleges under entire University of Mumbai & selected further to represent her research project at State level. This achievement got covered in media in different newspapers & also Honourable Education Minister of Maharashtra Mr. Vinod Tawde invited & encouraged all the winners of Avishkar State level participants.
  • She has also won in 4 different competitions like Extempore, Book Review competition, Powerpoint Presentation Competition & News Reading competition at Gurjari Namostute, an Inter-college Gujarati language event for consecutive 7 years & the college stood as Overall 1 runner up at the event.

• Vidur Dhabaria from T.Y.BMS and Jashpreet Singh from S.Y.BMS have stood first at District/Zonal Level participation at University Level for their research work on topic: “A study on the challenges and suggested possible solutions to NGOs in the Western Suburbs of Greater Mumbai.”
• Nishtha Jalan from S.Y.BCom, Viraj Modi from S.Y.BMS and Aayush Sancheti from T.Y.BCom have stood first at District/Zonal Level participation at University Level for their research work on topic: “A study on how cognitive biases affect investor behaviour in Mumbai.”
• Hridaya Chandarama from S.Y.BCom had participated at District/Zonal Level and presented research work on topic: “A study on the present state of awareness and willingness towards Organ Donation in the Central Suburban area of Mumbai City.”

13th Inter-University Avishkaar Research Competition List of Winners (NM College)

(Our Student Kajol Vajani having conversation with Honourable Education Minister of Maharashtra Mr. Vinod Tawde)

(Our Student Kajol Vajani)

(Our Student Kajol Vajani having conversation with Honourable Education Minister of Maharashtra Mr. Vinod Tawde)
Staff Achievements
Department of Commerce
Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar

Research Papers Publication:
- Published a Research Paper on A Study On Employer Branding As A Vital Tool For Attracting And Retaining Talents In An Organization in a Peer reviewed Referred and UGC listed Journal : Ajanta (Journal no.40776) Volume VII, Issue III, Part III.
- Published a Research Paper A study on Comparative Analysis between Financial and Psychological Reasons of Teaching Staff Turnover in a Peer reviewed Referred and UGC listed Journal (www.sijfactor.com), Journal no.47026 : Volume VI, Issue II, Part II , ISSN 2319-359 with Impact Factor 4.988

Books Published:

Other Achievements:
- Appointed as Convenor, Board of Studies, Business Management in Mumbai University vide letter no. ICD/2017-18/706 for the period 29th April 2016 to 31st August 2018
- Appointed as Nominee on Statutory Bodies of Autonomous College : Nagindas Khanwala College dated 26.11.2018
- Appointed as member of Advisory Committee in Model College dated 29.11.2018
- Attended a One day National Seminar on Sustainable Development: Issues and Challenges at Model College 02.02.2019
- Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on “Online Content Creation” organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019
Dr. Vijaysheer:  
**Research Papers Publications:**

- Presented a paper titled “Ethical Practices in an organisation: Evaluating the influence of quality of work life on employee performance”.
- The paper was published in International Journal of Advance and Innovative Research, Vol 6 Issue I (XX), Jan-March, 2019 with ISSN 2394-7780 with impact factor 7.36.
- Appointed as a subject expert for the post of Assistant professor. Vice chancellor’s nominee in the subject of Business Management at B. I. Amlani College of Commerce and Economics on 15th June 2018.
- Attended a workshop on PBAS and API calculation based on 3rd & 4th amendment of UGC on 30th June 2018 at Tolani College of Commerce.
- Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on ‘Online Content Creation’ organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019.
- Appointed as a subject expert on the selection committee for the post of Assistant professor at Lords Universal College on 4th July 2018.
- Was invited as an expert in Management and a member of the selection committee to appoint Assistant Professor in BMS in Self Financing section at LS Raheja College of Arts and Commerce on 19th July 2018.
- Taken the Business Management students of TY Bcom for an Industrial Visit to Bajaj Auto, Chakan Plant, Pune on 25th February 2019.

Dr. Ritu Vashisht  
**Research Papers Publications:**

- Presented research paper titled, ‘Employer Branding: Unfolding students preferences of employer in Mumbai Suburbs’, in the one day multidisciplinary National Conference organized by NM College of Commerce & Economics in collaboration with ICSSR, Western Regional Centre, University of Mumbai, on 23rd February, 2019. The paper has been published in International Journal of Advance and Innovative Research, Vol 6 Issue I (XX), Jan-March, 2019 with ISSN 2394-7780 with impact factor 7.36.

**Books Published:**


**Other Achievements:**

- Invited as re-evaluator for papers in the subject of T.Y.B.Com Semester-V Export Marketing and FY B.Com Semester I Commerce I on 30th January, 2019 at Nagindas Khandwala College
- Attended one day T.Y.B.Com syllabus revision workshop in the subject of commerce jointly organized by Lala Lajpat Rai College and Board of Studies-University of Mumbai on 7th July, 2018.
- Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on ‘Online Content Creation’ organised by IQAC and
Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019

Organized and Attended Faculty Development Programme on “Research Methodology” in the Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 22nd October, 2018.

Granted recognition as a teacher guide for the M.Com degree in the subject of Commerce of the University of Mumbai with effect from 4th September, 2018.


Appointed as re-evaluator for papers in the subject of T.Y.B.Com Semester-V Export Marketing on 27th February, 2019 by M.L.Dahanukar College of Commerce.

Participated in the Faculty Development Programme on “Intellectual Property Rights & Extension Education” jointly organized by Department of Lifelong Learning & Extension, University of Mumbai and B.L.Amlani College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March, 2019.

Tessy Philji:

Research Papers Publications:


Other Achievements:

Participation in One-day T.Y.B.Com Syllabus Revision Workshop conducted by Dept of Commerce & Accountancy and Board of Studies-University of Mumbai in the subject of Commerce at Lala Lajpat Rai College, Mahalaxmi on 7th July 2018.

Participation in One-day Workshop on PBAS, API, Online process of CAS (as per new amendments in the UGC Act) organized by IQAC of Mithibai College in association with University of Mumbai on 25th July 2018.

Recognition as teacher to guide students for the M.Com degree in the subject of Business management (P.G. Recognition) of University of Mumbai with effect from 4th September 2018 through Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics.

Organised One-day Multidisciplinary National Conference at N.M. College on the theme, “Ethics in contemporary society” on 23rd February 2019 as member of Conference Committee.

Attended Faculty Development Programme on Autonomy conducted by IQAC of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 14th March 2019, wherein Dr. Ancy Jose, Principal, Nagindas Khandwala College was the Resource person.

Appointed as Moderator for the subject of commerce IV (Management, Production & Finance in SYBCom Sem IV examination at Nagindas Khandwala College (Autonomous) Malad (W) in April 2019.

Ms. Vaishali N Kurhekar

Research Papers Publications:

Published a research paper titled as 'Critical Analysis of Environmental Ethics and Mangroves' at international journal of Advance and Innovative Research published by Indian Academicians and Researcher’s Association, Volume 6, Issue 1(X X) Jan-March, 2019. ISSN 2394-7780 with Impact Factor 7.36.
Attended and Participated in Conferences:

- Attended and presented a Research paper titled as Mapping The Perceptions Of Urban Commuters On 'Travel' at 38th INCA International Congress, Hyderabad, organized by National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA) and INCA from 28th October, 2018 to 31st October, 2018.
- Attended and presented a Research paper titled as 'Critical Analysis of Environmental Ethics and Mangroves' at national conference on 'Ethics In Contemporary Society' organized by Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics, Mumbai on Feb.23rd, 2019.
- Attended and presented a Research paper titled as 'Climate Change Resilience: Sustainable Urban Transport through the promotion of the Public Transport in Urban areas' at international conference on 'Climate Change Impacts, Vulnerabilities, and Adaptation: Emphasis on India and Neighborhood' (CCIVA) 2019, organized by CORAL, Indian Institute of Technology (Kharagpur), Kharagpur, West Bengal from 26th Feb.,2019 to 2nd March,2019. Also won Second Prize in the Technical Session on 'Impacts on Planning, Mitigation and Adaptation' amongst 35 participants in the session.

Other Achievements:

- Invited as a Member on the Selection Panel as subject expert for the subject of Environmental Studies at Malini Kishor Sanghvi College of Commerce and Economics, Vile Parle (west), Mumbai on June 12th, 2019, for the appointment of Assistant Professor, in Degree College.
- Invited as a Moderator in the subject of Environmental Studies at F.Y.B.Com Sem II Examination in M L Dahanukar College of Commerce and Economics, Vile Parle (E), Mumbai.
- Ms. Vaishali N Kurhekar, Assistant Professor, Environmental Studies, Dept. of Commerce, was invited by the Department of Geography, University of Mumbai as an Expert to guide the students who aspire to be appear for the upcoming NET/SET examinations in the subject of Geography on the topic “Preparing Environmental Geography, Biogeography for NET/SET Exams” on 26th September, 2018 at 3.00 pm at Department of Geography, University of Mumbai.
- Participated in the workshop held on Friday 6th July, 2018 on 'New API as per UGC Amendments' organized by VPM's K. G. Joshi College of Arts and N. G. Bedekar College of Commerce, Thane and University of Mumbai.
- The Entrepreneur Development Skill (EDP) under its Skill Development unit of Lala Lajpatrai college of Commerce and Economics in collaboration by the University of Mumbai organized a one day workshop on Green Wall- brining nature home' on Friday, Aug 31st,2018. Ms Vaishali N Kurhekar, Assistant Professor, Environmental Studies attended the workshop and gained the hands on experience in the Green Wall making.
- Organized an Educational Field visit cum Bird-watching trip for the Students of F.Y. B Com, on Saturday, February 2nd, 2019, at the MAHARASHTRA NATURE PARK, Dharavi, Mumbai comprising of the group of 11 students from F.Y.B.Com visited with their subject teacher, Vaishali N Kurhekar.
- Motivated students to participate in Inter-collegiate quiz competition, debate competition and “Geo-Mumbai” competition for photograph and photograph interpretation and all the students sent for the competition brought accolades to the college.
- Appointed as Marketing for Environmental Studies Sem II answer - books at M.L. Dahanukar College in May 2019.

Smitin H. Belchada

Research Papers Publications:

- Published a Research Paper 'An Ethical Analysis of Portrayal of Women in Television Advertising with Reference to Product/Service Endorsement' in international journal of Advance and Innovative Research published by Indian
Academicians and Researcher’s Association, Volume 6, Issue 1(X X) Jan-March, 2019. ISSN 2394-7780 with Impact Factor 7.36.

Other Achievements:
- Participated in the workshop to discuss the Revised PBAS Form and API Calculation based on the 3rd and 4th amendment of UGC organised by Tolani College of Commerce in collaboration with the Maharashtra Association of Minority Educational Institutions on 30th June, 2018.
- Participated in one day TYBCOM syllabus revision workshop in the subject of Commerce on 7th July 2018 at Lala Lajpatrai College of Commerce and Economics, Mahalaxmi.
- Successfully completed Refresher Course in Commerce and Management on the theme ‘Recent Trends in Commerce and Management’ organised by UGC HRDC, University of Mumbai held at Ramanand Arya D.A.V College, Bandup from 12th October 2018 to 1st November 2018 and was awarded with Grade ‘A’.
- Appointed as Moderator for the subject of Advertising SYBCOM, Sem III Examination at Nagindas Khandwala College (Autonomous), Malad (West) on 1st December 2018.
- Participated as a committee member in the University of Mumbai’s District Level Mid Term Meeting of NSS Programme Officers for the year 2018-19 of Mumbai Western Suburban Colleges held on 15th December 2018 at St. Francis Institute of Technology, Borivli (West).
- Participated at NSS Special Camping Programme at Vidhayak Sansad, Usgao, Virar District: Palgar from 20th January to 22nd January 2019.
- Accompanied TYBCOM (Business Management) students to Bajaj Auto Ltd, Pune on 25th February 2019 as part of Industry-Academia exposure to understand the Manufacturing Process as well as Human Resource Practices in the company.
- Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on ‘Online Content Creation’ organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019

Rekha Katheeth

Research Papers Publications:
- Published a research paper “Learner as a Customer In Indian Higher Education (Linking CRM success of Banking and Insurance with Higher Education learner)” in Ajanta Prakashan, Volume VII, Issue-IV, October –December 2018 ISSN 2277-5730 Impact factor 5.5(www.sjifactor.com).

Other Achievements:
- Attended a One Day Multidisciplinary National Conference on ‘Ethics in Contemporary Society’ organised by SVKM’s N.M.College of Commerce and Economics in collaboration with Indian Council of Social Science Research, Western Regional Division, University of Mumbai on 23rd February 2019.
- Successfully completed with A grade, Orientation Programme organised by UGC, HRDC, University of Mumbai from 28th May 2018 till 23rd June 2018.
- Attended workshop to discuss the revised PBAS Form and API Calculation organised by Tolani College of Commerce and Economics in collaboration with Maharashtra Association of Minority Educational Institution on 30th June 2018.
- Attended One Day Tybcom Syllabus Revision Workshop conducted by Dept. of Commerce and Accountancy, Lala Lajpatrai College, Mahalaxmi in collaboration with BOS, University of Mumbai on 7TH July 2018.
- Appointed as Field coordinator by Dept. of Lifelong Learning and Extension, University of Mumbai for the Monitoring & Evaluation of Extension Work Activities for the extension work colleges under Mumbai Region (Western) for the academic year 2018-2019.
- Conducted a guest lecture session on the topic “Group Dynamics and Team Building” for MMS Induction programme on 3rd August 2018 in DES’s Navinchandra Mehta Institute of Technology and Development.
Conducted First Term Training programme for Extension Work Students and Extension Work Teachers of SKM’s Jashbhai Maganbhai Patel College of Commerce, Goregaon West and EES’s Niranjana Majithia College of Commerce, Kandivali West on 7th June 2018 respectively.

Conducted Second Term Training programme for Extension Work Students and Extension Work Teachers of EES’s Niranjana Majithia College of Commerce, Kandivali West and SKM’s Jashbhai Maganbhai Patel College of Commerce, Goregaon West on 30th January 2019 and 13th February 2019 respectively.

Invited as Resource person for the Inter Collegiate Student Development Program organised by Students' Council 'Avabodha'19', Bunts Sangha’s S. M. Shetty College of Science, Commerce and Management Studies on February 8th 2019.

Received a Certificate of Appreciation as Field Coordinator from Dept. of Lifelong Learning and Extension, University of Mumbai, for the progress of Extension Education and Activities during the academic year 2018-2019.

Geeta Desai

Research Papers Publications:

- Published a research paper on 'Ethics: the soul of education', in an international journal of advance & innovative research with e-ISSN number: 23947780, published by Indian Academician & Researchers Association in a National Conference organised by Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics in collaboration with the Maharashtra Association of Minority Educational Institutions on Saturday, 30th June, 2018.

- Invited for an Interview for the post of Vice Principal (Degree College) at SVKM’s Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on Monday, 23rd July 2018.

- Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on 'Online Content Creation' organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019

Other Achievements:

- Invited for revaluation for the subject Foundation Course I & II on 27th June 2018 at Valia College, Andheri West.

- Attended workshop on Revised PBAS Form and API Calculation based on the 3rd and 4th amendment of UGC organised by Tolani College of Commerce in collaboration with the Maharashtra Association of Minority Educational Institutions on 29th March 2019.

Department of Accountancy
CA Savita Desai

Research Papers Publications:

- Published a Research Paper 'A Study of Accounting of Research and Development Expenditure in India’ in an international Multidisciplinary Research Ajanta, Peer Reviewed Referred & UGC Listed Journal No 40776 (Page No 37-42) having ISSN – 2277-5730 with Impact Factor of 5.5 in the Month of July 2018

Other Achievements:

- Participated in a seminar on 'Revised PBAS Form and API calculation based on the 3rd and 4th amendment of UGC' on 30th June 2018 organised by Tolani College of Commerce in collaboration with Maharashtra Association of Minority Educational Institutions

- Attended a two day workshop on 'Data Analysis with SPSS' organized by Abhinav College of Arts, Commerce and Science between 22nd and 23rd February 2019.

- Attended a Faculty Development Workshop on 'Online Content Creation' organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019

Mr. Sameer Dave

- Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on 'Online Content Creation' organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019
Dr. Kedar Bhide

**Research Papers Publications:**

- Research Paper titled "Is LLP model lucrative than Pvt Ltd Company for start ups?" published in Ajanta Peer reviewed referred UGC listed journal (No. 40776), July - September 2018, ISSN 2277 5730 with impact factor 5.5.
- Appointed on 29 June 2018 by Mithibai college for revaluation answerbooks of sybcom semester IV Accountancy and Financial Management paper (held in April 2018).
- Attended One Day Workshop on Revised Syllabus of Third Year of B.Com on 30 June 2018. The workshop was organised by Pralhadrai Dalmia Lions College of Commerce and Economics.
- Attended Planning and Projection Session of NSS on 24 July 2018. Session was hosted by Rizvi College.
- Attended One Day Workshop on PBAS, API, Online Process of CAS on 25 July 2019. The workshop was organised by Mithibai College.
- Worked as a Judge for the event "SHODH: Research Paper Inter Collegiate Competition on 10 August 2019. It was organised by Mulund College of Commerce.
- Nominated as member of Board of Studies in Accountancy, University of Mumbai with effect from 1 September 2018.
- Appointed as a guest lecturer for the seminar on "Paradigm Shift to GST and path ahead" on 3 October 2018 by MMK College.
- Appointed as a guest lecturer in the subject of Accountancy Paper 1 and 2 (TY B.Com) on 19 and 20 October 2018 by Padmashree Bhausaheb Vartak College.
- Completed UGC sponsored Short term course on Yoga for a healthy mind and body from 10 to 15 December 2018. Course was conducted by ASC of University of Mumbai.
- Appointed as a member of Expert Committee in respect of inspection of S.I.A. College of Higher Education for starting of new course B. COM (Accounts and Finance), M.COM (Business management) and M.COM (Accountancy). The visit was conducted on 8 February 2019.
- Appointed as a member of Selection Committee by N.M.College for interviews for Asst.Professor in M.COM. The interviews are conducted on 9 March 2019.
- Appointed as a guest lecturer in the subject of Accountancy Paper 2 (TY B.Com) on 15 March 2019 by Padmashree Bhausaheb Vartak College.
- Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on "Online Content Creation" organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019.

Dr. Harish Sharma

- Appointed as coordinator for Avishkar – Research Competition of the University.
- Recognised as Post Graduate Teacher in the subject of Accountancy.
- Invited to give a Guest Lecture at Malini Kishore College and Niranjana Majithia College of Commerce.
- Appointed as Subject Expert on the Selection Committee constituted for recommending Asst. Professor.
- Attended CAS Workshop organised by IQAC of Mithibai College in Association with University of Mumbai on 25th July 2018.
- Appointed as Exam Convenor of the College

Darshan Panchal

**Research Papers Publications:**

- Published a paper titled 'Cyberstalking' at an International Conference VISJC 2019 organised by Shri Jagdish Prasad Jhabarmal Tibrewala University, Rajasthan and St. Joseph College of Arts and Commerce, Satpala on 23rd March, 2019. (impact factor 7.36; ISSN 2394-7780)
Other Achievements:

1. Attended T.Y.B.Com. Syllabus revision workshop at Smt. K.G. Mittal College of Arts and Commerce on 10th July 2018
2. Attended Workshop on PBAS, API and Online CAS organised by IQAC of Mithibai College in Association with University of Mumbai on 25th July 2018
3. Attended the First-term training programme for Extension Work Teachers of the Department of Life-Long Learning & Extension, Mumbai University on 2nd July 2018 at Malini Kishore Sanghvi College of Commerce & Economics
4. Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on 'Online Content Creation” organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019
5. Completed Orientation Program with A grade organized by UGC HRDC at University of Mumbai, Kalina from 28th May, 2018 to 23rd June 2018.

Shivani Thakkar

Research Papers Publications:

1. Published a research paper at one day Multidisciplinary National Conference at N.M College on 23rd February 2019 on 'Ethics in Accounting profession.' It also got published in UGC recognized E-journal with ISSN no.- 2394-7780 having impact factor 7.36
2. Published a research paper at day workshop organized by Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019
3. Published a research paper at one day Multidisciplinary National Conference at N.M College on 23rd February 2019 on 'Ethics in Accounting profession.' It also got published in UGC recognized E-journal with ISSN no.- 2394-7780 having impact factor 7.36

Other Achievements:

2. Cleared Masters in Commerce specialized in Accountancy and Finance with 9.50 CGPA out of 10 (topper of KES Shroff college).
3. Attended 2 days International conference on HOTS and participated and presented research paper on 'Higher Order Thinking Skills and Education.' on 10th and 11th September 2018. It also got published in UGC recognised journal with impact factor 5.5
4. Participated and presented Research paper on 'A study on Impact of Non performing Assets on Profitability and Liquidity of Commercial Banks.' at International Seminar at Hinduja college on 21st April 2018. It also got published in UGC recognised journal with ISSN no. 2319-359X having impact factor 4.988
5. Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on 'Online Content Creation” organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019

Mrs. Khushboo Kothari Julka

Research Papers Publications:

1. Published a research paper at one day Multidisciplinary National Conference at N.M College on 23rd February 2019 on 'Ethics in Accounting profession.' It also got published in UGC recognized E-journal with ISSN no.- 2394-7780 having impact factor 7.36

Other Achievements:

1. Cleared M.Com in Accountancy and Finance

Department of Economics

Sneh Choithani

Other Achievements:

1. Participated in a one day workshop organized by the Board of Studies on Revision of Syllabus and question paper pattern for Business Economics at TYBCom held at MMK College, Bandra on 25th June, 2018.
2. Participated in a one day workshop on 'Revised PBAS Form and API Calculation based on the 3rd and 4th Amendment of UGC’ organized by Tolani College of Commerce in collaboration with the Maharashtra Association of Minority Educational Institutions on 30th June 2018.
3. Participated in a three day workshop for IQAC coordinators on 'Training for NAAC' from 22nd to 24th October, 2018 held at University of Mumbai’s Kalina Campus.
4. Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on 'Online Content Creation” organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019
Nirmala Chavan

Research Papers Publications:

Other Achievements:
1. Completed and submitted Ph.D dissertation under the FIP under UGC 12th plan guidelines.
1. Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on ‘Online Content Creation’ organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019.

Ritika Khurana

1. Participated in a One day Workshop on Syllabus Revision for Business Economics-V for TY B. COM students conducted at M M K College of Commerce & Economics, Bandra (West) in association with University of Mumbai on 25th June 2018.
1. Awarded PG Teacher Recognition in the subject of Business Economics by the University of Mumbai on 4th September 2018.
1. Participated in a Workshop on ‘MOOCs, E-content Development and OER’ organized by the UGC-Human Resource Development Centre, Mumbai University from 11th to 16th March 2019.
1. Organised an Educational Student tour to a Numismatic Exhibition on “The Multi-faceted Coinages Issued in Maharashtra from 2600 BCE till 2018 C.E” on the occasion of 4th National Numismatic Day at Sahyade College, Vile Parle(E), Mumbai on 24th December 2019.
1. Attended a Faculty Development Workshop on ‘Online Content Creation’ organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of N M College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019.

Ms. Kesia Varghese

Research Papers Publications:
1. Published a research paper titled E-Waste in India: Opportunities and Challenges in an UGC listed journal No: 40776 “Ajanta” ISSN: 2277-5730 with impact factor 5.5 for a Multi-Disciplinary International Conference organized by Thakur College of Science and Commerce (IQAC) and Department of BFM and BIM on “New Horizons in Banking and Finance: A gateway of opportunities for Business innovation held on 8th December 2018.
1. Published a research paper titled - The importance of Ethical, Moral and Professional Skills for Novice Teachers in Higher Education Institutes in an International Journal of Advance and Innovative Research (UGC listed journal No: 63571) with impact factor 7.36 , ISSN 2394 for an one day Multi – disciplinary National Conference on Ethics in Contemporary Society, organised by SVKM’S Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics in collaboration with ICSSR, Mumbai, on Saturday, 23rd February, 2019.

Other Achievements:
1. Went as a judge for an intra - group discussion competition on the book ‘The Accidental Prime Minister’ organised by The Debate and Literary Society of NM College on 8th February 2019, Friday.
Department of Mathematics
Dr Vandana Misra

Research Papers Publications:
- Published an article ‘Physical Activity of Women and Their Mental Health’ in the Proceedings of a National Seminar on ‘Dimensions Of Women Empowerment’ held on 27th November 2018 sponsored by Maharashtra State Commission For Women and organised by Rashtriya Shikshan Sanstha’s Swami Vivekanand Night college of Arts and Commerce.

Other Achievements:
- Attended one day workshop on Research Methodology on 7th September 2018 organised by University of Mumbai in collaboration with Sahyadri Shikshan Seva Mandal's Arts and Commerce College.
- Appointed as an NSS Contingent Leader for Mumbai University students to take part in the Pre-Republic Day Selection Camp organised at SBPPU from 8th September 2018 till 10th September 2018.
- Organized a Faculty Development program for the staff of N M College on Research Methodology on 22nd October 2018 through the Research committee in association with IQAC of N M College.
- Worked as a member of the organising committee of a one day Multi-Disciplinary National Conference on “Ethics in Contemporary Society” held on 23rd February 2019, organised by N M College in collaboration with ICSSR.

Mrs. Deepa Surve
- Appointed as the Vice-Principal of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics on 1st August 2018.
- Attended one-day workshop on Research Methodology on 7th September 2018 organised by University of Mumbai in collaboration with Sahyadri Shikshan Seva Mandal's Arts and Commerce College.
- Attended one-day State level workshop on LaTeX on 8th September 2018 organised by Departments of Mathematics and Statistics of NSS College of Commerce and Economics and H.R. College of Commerce and Economics.
- Appointed as a Subject Expert on the Selection Committee for Faculty Recruitment at Lords Universal College, Goregaon on 22nd June 2018 for Demo Lectures and on 29th June 2018 for Interview.
- Invited as a Resource person for a guidance lecture on Statistics at Gurukul College of Commerce, Ghatkopar.
- Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on 'Online Content Creation” organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019.

Dr. Meena Vazirani
- Attended 9th Interdisciplinary Refresher Course in Environmental Studies organized by UGC-Academic Staff College, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi - 221005 during May 23 to June 12, 2018.
- Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on 'Online Content Creation” organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019

Department of Law
Dr. Deepa Chitnis

Research Papers Publications:
- Presented a research Paper titled 'The future of LPO in India: Vision 20150 at National conference Organized by University of Mumbai in collaboration with Lal Lajpatrai College of commerce Mumbai Date: 7th April 2018.
Published a research Paper titled ‘Redressal of Domestic Violence Cases In India: Legal and ethical perspective – A study at National conference Organized by Narsee Monjee College Mumbai Date: 23rd February 2019.

Other Achievements:
- Awarded a Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the faculty of 'Law' by Shri Jagdishprasad Jhabarmal Tibrewala University, Jhunjhunu Rajasthan India. The title of her thesis was: Role of Indian Judiciary in women empowerment- A critical Analysis of Judicial decision on 5th Oct 2018.
- Appointed as paper setter for University of Mumbai on 22 Oct 2018.
- Appointed as Vice Chancellor nominee as Subject Expert on the Selection Committee at Dnyan Ganga Education Trust's Degree College of Science and Commerce, Thane on 29th December 2018.
- Appointed as VC nominee subject expert for the subject of Business law on 30th March 2019 at Dnyan Ganga Education trust College of Commerce and Economics Thane.
- Invited as Resource person for WDC Workshop on 'Health is Wealth' for women organized by Maharashtra State Commission for Women, WDC Lala Lajpatrai College of Commerce and Economics and WDC Lala Lajpatrai College of Law on 12th January 2019.
- Invited to judge the presentations of the participants at State Level seminar on 'Intellectual Property Rights' organized by SIES College of Commerce and Economics Sion Mumbai.
- Invited as Revaluater at Mithibai College Vile Parle on 29th June 2018.
- Invited as Moderator at Nagindas Knandwala College on 5th August 2018.
- Attended one day State level Workshop on Intellectual Property Rights on 16th March 2019 at Lala Lajpatrai College of Commerce and Economics, Mahalaxmi Mumbai.

Department of English
Dr. Muktha Manoj

Research Papers Publications:
- Published an article entitled Language lab: A Technological Breakthrough in imparting English Language skills, in an International Peer Reviewed and Referred Scholarly Research journal for Humanity, Science & English language with ISSN No. 2348-3083 and Impact factor of 5.068.
- Published an article Transition from a Compliant Model Classroom to an Innovation Model Classroom in English Language Teaching: A Study in Ajanta -An International Multidisciplinary Quarterly Research Journal ISSN 2277-5730 Impact Factor:5.5
- Published a Research Paper titled “The Importance of Ethical, Moral, and professional Skills for Novice teachers in Higher Education Institutes: A Study in a One Day Multidisciplinary National Conference on 'Ethics in Contemporary Society', was also published in Peer Reviewed UGC listed online International Journal of 'Indian Academician and Researchers Association (IARA)' with E ISSN No. ISSN 2394-7780 Impact Factor 7.36.

Other Achievements:
- Was appointed adjudicator for the Ph.D thesis in English Literature of Tamil Nadu University at...
Attended a one day workshop on CAS and Revision of API held at Tolani College On 30th June 2018.

Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on ‘Online Content Creation’ organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019

Appointed Paper setter at the University of Mumbai for FYBCOM Semester 02 in the subject of Business Communication.

Librarian
Dr. Vaishali Dawar

Research Papers Publications:
Published a Research paper titled ‘Ethical issues in Reference services in 21st Century libraries’ in the International Journal of Advance and Innovative Research with ISSN 2394-7780 and impact factor 7.36. This journal is also listed in UGC with number 63571. organised on 23rd August 2019 by N. M. college and ICSSR an

Other Achievements
Completed Ph.D. Viva-voce on 28th January 2019 at Tata Institute of Social Sciences on research topic “Developing Dynamic Digital Information Security Management Model for Indian University Libraries”

Attended workshop on ‘Rules and Regulations for Library Professionals’ on Friday 28th September 2018 organised by Bharatratna Maharshi Karve Knowledge Resource Centre, SNDT Women's University.

Attended the Faculty Development Workshop on ‘Online Content Creation’ organised by IQAC and Dept. of B.Sc.I.T. of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics on 29th March 2019

Maxwel A. Lopes
Department of commerce:
1. Invited as a resource person to deliver a speech on 'Mahatma Gandhi' on 26th sep. 2018 at Padmashree Bhausaheb Vartak college
3. Invited as a resource person to give a guidance lecture of HSC B.k. and A/c on 24th Dec. at Narsingh Govindarav Vartak Jr. College
4. Invited as an external examiner for Commerce and Accountancy at Lilavati Podar Highschool (ISC)
5. Presented a research paper on ‘ Gandhian principle of trusteeship: ethical contemplation of business’ at National conference organised by NM college in collaboration with ICSSR dated 23rd Feb. 2019 and the same paper was published in seven impact factor journal.

Mamta Jha
Department of Hindi:
1. Invited as subject expert in the subject of Hindi at Lord's universal college GOREGAON and N L College at malad for the selection of candidates for junior college in the month of may 2018
2. Got selected in Board Of Studies In in the subject of Hindi by maharashtra Rajya pathya pustak Nirmiti abhyaskram sanshodhan Mandal , Pune on 27 August, 2018
3. Invited to give guidance lecture for 12 the standard students in the subject of Hindi in the month of December and January at CHILDREN WELFARE CENTER'S Junior college of commerce on 21 at December 2018

And National Education Society's Junior college of Arts , Science And Commerce Bhandup west on 28 th January 2019 ....on the topic How to prepare and get excellent marks in Hindi subject ....both the places students were had very nourishig and fulling experience after attending guidance lecture.
Shailendra Pathare  
**Faculty Junior college, IT Department**  
1. Following books were Edited & published as a Co-Author for academic year 2018-19.  
   - I.T. IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT –PART 1 for Second year of Bachelor in Management Studies (Semester –3).  
   - I.T. IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT –PART 2 for Second year of Bachelor in Management Studies (Semester –4).  
   - I.T IN ACCOUNTANCY –PART 1 for Second year of Bachelor of Accounting and Finance (Semester –3).  
   - I.T IN ACCOUNTANCY –PART 2 for Second year of Bachelor of Accounting and Finance (Semester –4).  
   - COMPUTER SKILLS- 1 for First Year of Bachelor of Accounting and Finance Semester IV (Semester-2)  
   - COMPUTER SKILLS- 2 for Second Year of Bachelor of Accounting and Finance Semester IV (Semester-3)  
   - I.T IN BANKING AND INSURANCE -PART-1 for Second Year of Bachelor of Banking and Insurance(Semester-3)  
   - I.T IN BANKING AND INSURANCE -PART-2 for Second Year of Bachelor of Banking and Insurance(Semester-4)  
2. Was appointed for 6 years by H.S.C Board as I.T Coordinator of Mumbai Division for I.T Online Examination 2018 to look after 35 colleges in Mumbai west and was asked to inspect 5 colleges who have received permission to start I.T subject from academic year 2018-2019.  
3. Has been appointed for last 6 years by H.S.C Board as I.T Coordinator of Mumbai Division for I.T Online Examination 2018 to look after 35 colleges in Mumbai west and was asked to inspect 5 colleges who have received permission to start I.T subject from academic year 2018-2019.  
4. Was appointed as paper setter for S.Y.B.F.M Semester 3 examination held in March 2018 and November 2018 by Mumbai University.  
5. Was appointed as Moderator for S.Y.B.M.S, Semester 3 examination by Chetna Management College Bandra (East).  

Supriya Wadia  
**Faculty Junior College. Commerce department**  
1. Selected as a Resource person to train teachers for their 12 years in-service training at Sinhgad Institute Lonavala from 2nd may 2018 to 4th may 2018.  
2. Appointed by Maharashtra State Board as a Resource person for training teachers for 12 years in-service training program in K.J Somiya College Vidhya vihar from 1st June 2018 to 10th June 2018.  

Mrs. Sonal Trivedi  
**Department of English, Junior College**  
Worked as a co-writer of the book ‘Yuvakbharati Activity Sheets, SYJC English’ based on the new evaluation pattern. The book was formally released by the Secretary, Mumbai Divisional Board on 13th July, 2018 at Prahladrai Dalmia Lions’ College of Commerce and Economics in the presence of other members of Board, the Principal and the Vice Principal of the college and many other senior teachers of English from across Mumbai Division.  
1. Attended a workshop organised by Prahladrai Dalmia Lions’ College of Commerce and Economics on 13th July 2018 which was based on the activity based new paper pattern.  
2. Attended a workshop at Bhavan’s college on 28th July 2018, organised by the Maharashtra State Board of Secondary and Higher Secondary Education. The workshop was on the various aspects of evaluation of activity based papers.
Ms. Sakshi Parab
**EVS Department**
Invited to Maniben Nanavati Women’s College on 29th June 2018 as a resource person to orient the teachers, as how to implement research methodology in various environment education projects for Standard XII.

Provided guidance lecture for HSC Arts and Commerce stream students which will prepare them for Action research based projects, by conducting a workshop on journal assignments and seminar methods.

Ms. Levinda Alphonso
**Department of English of Junior college**
Attended a workshop at Bhavan college on 28th July, 2018 organised by the Maharashtra State board of Secondary and Higher Secondary Education. The workshop was conducted to acquaint teacher with the new activity based evaluation pattern. Contributed to and edited the part of the question paper allotted to the group which was greatly appreciated by the resource persons.

Shivani Bhatt
**Department of commerce:**
Presented a research paper titled 'Ethics -A beacon in times of global moral crisis' at the one day multidisciplinary National Conference on 'Ethics in contemporary society' on the 23rd of February 2019, organised by Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics. The said paper is published in an international online journal with an ISBN number.

Priti Singh
**Maths department Jr. College**
Presented a paper on "Network graph forms of Hailstorm over the neural Network orientation." on 17th December’18 in national conference held at JJT University Rajasthan.

Meenal Deshmukh
**English Department of the Junior College**
1. Successfully completed the higher scale in-service training at Ramnirajan Jhunjhunwala College, Ghatkopar West, Mumbai after completing 12 years of the service.
2. Contributed to the ‘Yuvakbharati Activity Sheet Book’ for 12th standard of the HSC Board.
3. Attended the workshop on 13th July 2018, organized by the Lion’s Dalmia College of commerce and economics, Malad West, Mumbai.
4. Attended the workshop on 27th July 2018, organized by the Maharashtra state board for the secondary and higher secondary education at Bhavan’s College, Andheri West, Mumbai.
5. Translated an English story written by Kamala Das originally in Malayalam language and the translated story was published in the Annual Diwali Magazine, ‘Uttam Anuvad’ published by Padmagandha publication, Pune.

Josphia Varghese
**English department of Junior College:**
1) Completed the 12yrs inservice training programme for senior scale held from 1st June, 2018 to 10th June , 2018 at Ramnirajan Jhunjhunwala College, Ghatkopar (West), Mumbai.
2) Attended the workshop conducted by the Maharashtra State Board for the Secondary & Higher Secondary Education based on the new evaluation pattern in English subject on 27th July, 2018 at Bhavans College, Andheri(West), Mumbai.
3) Was invited to Rizvi College on 19th January, 2019 to judge the story telling event of the 24th Fest Jashn-e-Rizvi, (the youth festival of Rizvi College, Bandra West, Mumbai)

Sumana Kanjilal
**English department NM junior college**
Attended a workshop at Bhavans college on 28th July 2018, organised by the Maharashtra State Board of Secondary and Higher Secondary Education. The workshop was on the various aspects of evaluation of activity based papers.
Marketing & Retail Management
This stream of Vocational course imparts knowledge relating to Marketing and Sales Management, Marketing Research, Retail Marketing, Agricultural Marketing, Co-operative Marketing, International Marketing, Advertising, Financial Accounting and Customer Psychology. This year also the students were placed for vacation job/training in various organisations as marketing assistants, management trainees, sales representatives etc. All the students successfully completed their Vacation / On the Job Training which helped them in understanding how to practically implement the theoretical knowledge. Campus Interviews were conducted for placing the students for vacation training. Following Companies conducted the interview and ten students were selected.
HSC result for Marketing & Retail Management was 100%. Bansri Shah of SYJC Marketing and Retail Management topped the HSC Vocational section of N M College with 87.54%

Following visits were conducted to various companies and institutions:
1. Visit to Apana Bazaar a Co-operative Store on 24th August, 2018, helped the students in understanding the working of a Co-operative Store.

Accounting & Office Management
Accounting & Office Management previously known as accounting & auditing is consistently following the tradition of hundred percent results for more than a decade. Out of 20 Students appeared for HSC Board Examination, 19 Students secured distinction and one student secured first class.

FYJC students of accounting & office management have successfully completed their summer training with chartered accountants for a period of sixty days.

SYJC students visited a bank to study the functioning of a modern bank. They also visited a chartered accountant’s office to study computation of net taxable income of a salaried person.

Travel and Tourism
Travel and tourism has been consistently securing 100 percent results for more than a decade now. Out of 17 students who appeared for HSC Board Examination 14 students secured distinction and 03 students secured first class. Manasvi Vora was the topper in the HSC Board Examination for the academic year 2017 - 18.

All the students completed their internship with travel agencies like Heena tours and travels, Udaan travels, Gem tours and travels and Hotel Taj President. The students visited the Western Railway Reservation Office, Churchgate station. As a part of their new topic, Event Management, they also visited the Travel and tourism Fair like TTF, Kalaghoda Fair and Gajalee Restaurant (to know the various procedures of service).

On the occasion of World Tourism Day, the students organized a program for all the HSC Vocational students. There was a Quiz based on various destinations of India and the world.

Projects were done by the students on Marketing Research of a consumer product, Brand Equity and Telemarketing.
of a modern Bank. They also visited a chartered accountant’s office to study computation of net taxable income of a salaried person.

FYJC students visited a bank to know account opening procedure. They also visited a post office to know about the services offered by the post office.

**Travel and Tourism**

Travel and tourism has been consistently securing cent percent results for more than a decade now.

Out of 17 students who appeared for HSC Board Examination 14 students secured distinction and 03 students secured first class. Manasvi Vora was the topper in the HSC Board Examination for the academic year 2017-18.

All the students completed their internship with travel agencies like Heena tours and travels, Udaan travels, Gem tours and travels and Hotel Taj President. The students visited the Western Railway Reservation Office, Churchgate station. As a part of their new topic, Event Management, they also visited the Travel and tourism Fair like TTF, Kalaghoda Fair and Gajalee Restaurant (to know the various procedures of service)

On the occasion of World Tourism Day, the students organized a program for all the HSC Vocational students. There was a Quiz based on various destinations of India and the world.
Faculty Achievements:

Mr. Conrad Coelho, BMS Co-ordinator

1. Mr. Conrad Coelho participated in the ‘Refresher Course in Commerce & Management’ conducted from 12 October to 01 November 2018 at DAV College, Mulund by University of Mumbai and obtained Grade A.

2. Mr. Conrad Coelho was a part of the organizing committee for the One Day Multidisciplinary National Conference on 'Ethics in Contemporary Society' on 23 February, 2019 at NM College.

Ms. Heena Kanakia

1. Ms. Heena Kanakia was invited as a resource person at MMK College, Bandra at the "TYBMS syllabus revision workshop" on 25th June 2018 for the subject of 'Sports Marketing'.

2. Ms. Heena Kanakia was invited as a resource person at Prahladrai Dalmia Lions College of Commerce & Economics, Malad at the "TYBMS syllabus revision workshop" on 30th June 2018 for the subject of 'Sports Marketing'.

3. Ms. Heena Kanakia authored a book on Sports Marketing (Marketing Elective) for TYBMS semester VI.

4. Ms. Heena Kanakia was selected to pursue Ph.D. in the subject of Commerce under the guideship of Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar at NM College Research Centre on 24th January, 2019.

Ms. Reeta Jain

1. Ms. Reeta Jain attended a National Conference on 'Inclusive Rural Development in Global ERA', jointly organised by Govt. College of Arts, Science and commerce and MKLM’s B. L. Amlani College of commerce & Economics, M.R Nathwani college of Arts in collaboration with A unit of Department of lifelong learning and Extension. The conference was held at Govt. College of Arts, Science and commerce, Goa on 18th February, 2019.

Ms. Sneha Vaskar


Students Achievement:

FYGMS

Ms. Shruti Agiwal (FYBMS A)

1. Secured 2nd position in gleam and glare event at Kshitij fest of Mithibai college on 9th December, 2018.

2. She also secured 2nd position in bid on art event at Kshitij fest of Mithibai college on 11th December, 2018.


Mr. Yashoraj (FYBMS B)

1. Won bronze at the 17th Rajasthan state shooting championship.

2. Won silver medal at the 62nd national shooting competition.

3. Won the best sportsman of the year 2018 award at the NM college annual day.

4. Won the silver medal at the national level for shooting where he was representing the Rajasthan state team. He has been awarded 3 lakh rupees by the Rajasthan government and has also marked a place for himself in the top 10 shooters of the country.

SYBMS

Mr. Sreesreshta Nair (SYBMS A)

1. Won Gold medal in debate at MU Youth Fest.

2. Won first prize at Rajneeti conducted at Vaayu fest.
3. Won second prize at war of words debate conducted as part of Umang.
4. Won first prize at AD Shroff Memorial Elocution competition.
5. Won a special award for best speaker at NM College Annual day.
6. Won a medal of excellence with A+ in the Rio +24 war and peace - International decade for the rapprochement of cultures IDRC India Program conducted by IARC, Centre for United Nations.

Mr. Jashpreet Singh (SYBMS A)
Secured first position in Aavishkar research competition Mumbai University, and was also awarded for the same in the annual day

Ms. Disha Meishery (SYBMS B)
Secured second position in the 'Start-up Nayak Competition' held at ESKAY Resorts in Borivali on 22nd September, 2018.

TYBMS
Mr. Vidur Dhabaria, (TYBMS B)
1. Represented NM College at CNN-18 News Channel Debate "Youngistan" (March'19)
2. Featured in Bombay Times/Times of India for contribution to college activities:
   ¶ National Youth Day celebrations (E-Paper, 12th Jan, 2019)
   ¶ Christmas Celebrations (E-Paper, 21st Dec, 2018)
   ¶ Diwali Celebrations (E-Paper, 04th Nov, 2018)
   ¶ Navratri Celebrations (E-Paper, 17th Oct, 2018)
   ¶ World Gratitude Day (E-Paper, 21st Sept, 2018)
   ¶ Friendship Day (Print Media, 05th August, 2018)
   ¶ Mandela Day (Print Media, 19th July, 2018)
   ¶ Holi Celebrations (E-Paper, 03rd March, 2018)
3. Mumbai University’s Aavishkar Research Competition (December 2018):
   ¶ WINNER at District/Zonal Level
   ¶ Qualified & participated at University Level
   ¶ Student Co-ordinator
   a. Felicitated on Annual Day for the same
4. A.D. Shroff Elocution Competition (September 2018):
   Stood THIRD among 10 participants and won cash prize of Rs. 1000

Ms. Namrata Balachandani (TYBMS B)
Adjudged "Ms. Talented" at Bombay Times Fresh Face 2018-19.
Runner up at NMIMS fest Vaayu for fashion Show (December 2018)

Ankita Parekh (TYBMS A)
1. SYBMS Sem 4 topper (1st/120) May'18
2. Secured the 2nd position at Gafila 2.0 - A PR crisis event at Insight 2018.
3. She also secured the 1st position at Recruiters Regime at Insight 2018.
4. Secured the position of High Commendation as the delegate of at Recruiters Regime at Insight 2018.
5. Secured the position of High Commendation as the delegate of India at the Mumbai MUN 2018 serving under UN Women.
6. Secured the position of Special Mention at the NMC MUN 2019 serving as the delegate of Sweden at the UNEP discussing Climate Change and the mitigation of its impacts.
7. Won the Special Prize for Best Speaker at the NM College Annual Day 2019
8. Secured the 2nd position at the AD Shroff Elocution Competition 2018.

Drishya Dinesh (TYBMS A)
Winner- Humare Sawal Aapke Jawab, Illusion'19

Group Achievements:
1. The following BMS students won the 54th AD Shroff Memorial Competition on the 22nd of September 2018 organised by the Economics Association of NM College. Certificates were awarded to top 5 winners and cash prizes to the top 3.
Winners were:
1st - *Sreesreshtha Nair* SYBMS
2nd - *Ankita Parekh* TYBMS
3rd - *VidurDhabaria* TYBMS
4th - *AnushkaPatil* FYBMS
5th - *AkhilMathur* SYBMS.

2. TYBMS student VidurDhabaria and Jashpreet Singh (SYBMS) secured the 1st position in the Mumbai District Round for Avishkaar, Research Competition organized by Mumbai University, on 17th December, 2018.

TYBMS (2017-2018) Alumni
- Ms. Princy Goyal, NM’s recent BMS graduate was felicitated with the ‘Youngest Woman Entrepreneur’ award by Union Minister Mr. Nitin Gadkari, at the Maharashtra Gaurav Puraskar for her successful venture, Kontor Space
- BMS (2018 Semester VI) Topper Nishtha Gupta & other academic achievers were felicitated at the Awards Ceremony on 24th November, 2018 organised by the NM Alumni Association.

### Guest Lectures 2018 – 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Name and profile of the speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29 June, 2018</td>
<td>TYBMS</td>
<td>Mr. Gautam Ravichandran, Area Sales Manager, AMUL</td>
<td>Fast Moving Fresh Products - Recent Trends in Marketing &amp; Logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th July, 2018</td>
<td>TYBMS</td>
<td>Mr. Harshil Mehta, CEO, DHFL</td>
<td>Fundamentals of housing finance in India and the future of millennial in the sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th July, 2018</td>
<td>TYBMS</td>
<td>Students of Georgetown University, USA</td>
<td>Constituents of Academic Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th August, 2018</td>
<td>TYBMS</td>
<td>Ms. Divya Morparia, the National Brand Head of Vodafone</td>
<td>Brand Image and Consumer Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th August, 2018</td>
<td>FYBMS</td>
<td>Mr. Kedar Kale, Manager Financial Planning &amp; Analysis, Godrej Consumer Products Ltd</td>
<td>Competitive Exams &amp; the Financial World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th August, 2018</td>
<td>BMS in collaboration with Intent Committee</td>
<td>Mr. Raghav Iyengar, CEO, Indiabulls Mutual Fund</td>
<td>From NM Classroom to CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 September, 2018</td>
<td>TYBMS</td>
<td>Ms. Sonam Babani, Celebrity Stylist &amp; Luxury Consultant</td>
<td>Social Media Influencers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22nd December, 2018</td>
<td>FYBMS</td>
<td>Mr. Bhagat Makhijani, Alumni &amp; Co-Author of a book on Vedic Mathematics</td>
<td>Introduction to Vedic Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30th January, 2019</td>
<td>FYBMS</td>
<td>Mrs. Asha Gala, Retired Economics Faculty</td>
<td>Economic Aspects of Leontief’s Input Output Mathematical Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th February, 2019</td>
<td>FYBMS</td>
<td>Ms. Shreya Lisa Alex, Social Media Manager- Mahindra &amp; Mahindra</td>
<td>Careers in Marketing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Winners were:
1st - *Sreesreshtha Nair* SYBMS
2nd - *Ankita Parekh* TYBMS
3rd - *Vidur Dhabaria* TYBMS
4th - *Anushka Patil* FYBMS
5th - *Akhil Mathur* SYBMS.

TYBMS student Vidur Dhabaria and Jashpreet Singh (SYBMS) secured the 1 position in the Mumbai District Round for Avishkaar, Research Competition organized by Mumbai University, on 17 December, 2018.

TYBMS (2017-2018) Alumni
• Ms. Princy Goyal, NM’s recent BMS graduate was felicitated with the ‘Youngest Woman Entrepreneur’ award by Union Minister Mr. Nitin Gadkari, at the Maharashtra Gaurav Puraskar for her successful venture, Kontor Space
• BMS (2018 Semester VI) Topper Nishtha Gupta & other academic achievers were felicitated at the Awards Ceremony on 24 November, 2018 organized by the NM Alumni Association.

**Guest Lectures 2018 – 2019**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Name and profile of the speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29 June, 2018</td>
<td>TYBMS</td>
<td>Mr. Gautam Ravichandran, Area Sales Manager, AMUL</td>
<td>Fast Moving Fresh Products – Recent Trends in Marketing &amp; Logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th July, 2018</td>
<td>TYBMS</td>
<td>Mr. Harshil Mehta, CEO, DHFL</td>
<td>Fundamentals of housing finance in India and the future of millennial in the sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th July, 2018</td>
<td>TYBMS</td>
<td>Students of Georgetown University, USA</td>
<td>Constituents of Academic Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th August, 2018</td>
<td>TYBMS</td>
<td>Ms. Divya Morparia, the National Brand Head of Vodafone</td>
<td>Brand Image and Consumer Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th August, 2018</td>
<td>FYBMS</td>
<td>Mr. Kedar Kale, Manager Financial Planning &amp; Analysis, Godrej Consumer Products Ltd</td>
<td>Competitive Exams &amp; the Financial World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th August, 2018</td>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>Mr. Raghav Iyengar, CEO, Indiabulls Mutual Fund</td>
<td>From NM Classroom to CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21st September, 2018</td>
<td>TYBMS</td>
<td>Ms. Sonam Babani, Celebrity Stylist &amp; Luxury Consultant</td>
<td>Social Media Influencers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22nd December, 2018</td>
<td>FYBMS</td>
<td>Mr. Bhagat Makhijani, Alumni &amp; Co-author of a book on Vedic Mathematics</td>
<td>Introduction to Vedic Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30th January, 2019</td>
<td>FYBMS</td>
<td>Mrs. Asha Gala, Retired Economics Faculty</td>
<td>Economic Aspects of Leontief’s Input Output Mathematical Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th February, 2019</td>
<td>FYBMS</td>
<td>Ms. Shreya Lisa Alex, Social Media Manager, Mahindra &amp; Mahindra</td>
<td>Careers in Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th February, 2019</td>
<td>SYBMS</td>
<td>Mr. Neil Chitnis, Copywriter, MTV, Viacom 18</td>
<td>Contemporary Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20th February, 2019</td>
<td>FYBMS</td>
<td>Dr. Natasha Cooper, PhD in English Literature &amp; Masters in Education from Kings College London</td>
<td>Developing Professional Email Communication’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26th February, 2018</td>
<td>SYBMS</td>
<td>Mr. Hemant Solanki, Lecturer</td>
<td>Quantitative methods in research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Industrial Visits**

TYBMS students visited Securities & Exchange Board of India (SEBI) at BKC for an informative talk & interaction with SEBI officials on 5th March & 7th March, 2019.

SYBMS students are scheduled to visit TATA Motors Plant Pune, FYBMS students are scheduled to visit GO Cheese Plant, Pune.

**Seminar on 'Human Resource Management Fundamentals for Third Year Bachelor of Management Studies students’**

A seminar on "Human Resource Management Fundamentals for Third year Bachelor of Management Studies students" was organized by the BMS Department on 4th July, 2018. This Seminar was organized to provide the Marketing & Finance students an overview into Human Resources Management.

Mr. Conrad Coelho, BMS Co-ordinator, welcomed the gathering. In the first session, Ms. Parveen Nagpal, member of Human Resource Management syllabus forming Committee for the University of Mumbai, addressed the students. She introduced the students to the fundamental terms of HR ranging from HR Planning, recruitment, training and selection to layoffs and retrenchment. This gave the students a conceptual overview of the different processes comprising the HRM.
The second speaker, Mr. Sameer Karna, a corporate trainer for companies such as Siemens, Godrej, IDBI Bank, etc.; kept the students abreast with the latest corporate events in the HRM world, the do-s and don’ts in the offices with HR managers and the jargons that most corporates used in the HR processes. His sense of humor and role plays helped the students better understand the corporate HR world.

The third speaker, Ms. Anuja Deodhar, Senior Talent Acquisition Associate at Media.Net, explained to the students the differences between the traditional and modern HR recruitment strategies. She gave many examples of how traditional resume have now been replaced by innovative and creative techniques. She also discussed the current methods of selection among Google, Amazon and other international companies with interesting case studies.

Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar, Principal and Chairperson, BMS Department University of Mumbai, addressed the gathering at the Valedictory Session. He elaborated on the importance of HRM in the corporate world and also discussed the BMS program and upcoming events at the college.

The seminar was attended by over 100 TYBMS students and the BMS Faculty members. All the students were given Certificates of Participation. The Seminar concluded with the students proposing the Vote of Thanks and appreciating the BMS Department for organizing such an insightful seminar.
The second speaker, Mr. Sameer Karna, a corporate trainer for companies such as Siemens, Godrej, IDBI Bank, etc.; kept the students abreast with the latest corporate events in the HRM world, the do-s and don’ts in the offices with HR managers and the jargons that most corporates used in the HR processes. His sense of humor and role plays helped the students better understand the corporate HR world.

The third speaker, Ms. Anuja Deodhar, Senior Talent Acquisition Associate at Media.Net, explained to the students the differences between the traditional and modern HR recruitment strategies. She gave many examples of how traditional resume have now been replaced by innovative and creative techniques. She also discussed the current methods of selection among Google, Amazon and other international companies with interesting case studies.

Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar, Principal and Chairperson, BMS Department University of Mumbai, addressed the gathering at the Valedictory Session. He elaborated on the importance of HRM in the corporate world and also discussed the BMS program and upcoming events at the college.

The seminar was attended by over 100 TYBMS students and the BMS Faculty members. All the students were given Certificates of Participation. The seminar concluded with the students proposing the Vote of Thanks and appreciating the BMS Department for organizing such an insightful seminar.

**Staff Achievements:**

**Huzefa Bhagat**
Coordinator
1. Appointed as Paper Setter by Mumbai University for SYBAF Semester III Examinations in the subject of Direct Taxation—Paper III.
2. Participated in Faculty Development Workshop on 29th March 2019 on “Online Content Creation” in NM College

**Sagar Talreja**
Assistant Professor
1. Participated in a One–Day workshop on “Research Methodology” held at Kalina, University of Mumbai, on 11th September 2018.
2. Participated & qualified for the Inter-University Level at the “Avishkar Research Competition” amongst Research Scholars at RD National College, on 30th December 2018.
4. Presented & published a Research paper on “Evaluation of Ethics in Marketing” at the National level Research Conference, organized by NM College on 23rd February 2019
5. Participated in Workshop on 15–16 March 2019 on Online and offline Tools in Research held by SVKM Pravin Gandhi college of Law
6. Participated in Faculty Development Workshop on 29th March 2019 on “Online Content Creation” in NM College

### Detail of Guest Lectures conducted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13th August 2018</td>
<td>Mr. Shannon Chavan</td>
<td>Soft-Skills Trainer</td>
<td>Interview Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th December 2018</td>
<td>Mr.Naveed Shaikh</td>
<td>Corporate Trainer</td>
<td>Powerpoint Presentation Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th January 2019</td>
<td>Mr. Nilesh Gore</td>
<td>Chartered Accountant</td>
<td>SWOT Analysis of Companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th February 2019</td>
<td>Mr. Snehal Kamdar</td>
<td>Insolvency Professional</td>
<td>Insolvency &amp; Bankruptcy Code, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th March 2019</td>
<td>Manjiree Gondhalekar</td>
<td>Statistician</td>
<td>Research Methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th March 2019</td>
<td>Mr. Aaryendra Rajpurohit</td>
<td>Social Media Marketing Expert</td>
<td>Bank’s role in Social Media</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SYBAF Students were taken to SEBI for an Industrial visit.**
B.Com (Financial Markets) Report

Workshops, Guest lectures & Industrial visit:

- Guest lecture was conducted for TYBFM students on the topic of “Experiential Marketing in the Financial Sector” on 6th August 2018, by Mr. Shaunak Joshi (Head - Marketing for multiple retail banking businesses and Local Alliances at ICICI Bank).
- Guest lecture was conducted for FYBFM and SYBFM students on the topic of “BLUFF – The use & misuse of information in Stock Market” on 10th August, by Mr. Ronak Gala.
- Workshop was conducted for TYBFM students on Technical Analysis on 11th August 2018. The keynote speakers were: Mr. Jay Thakkar (AVP-Anand Rathi), Mr. Samir Patel (from Anand Rathi) and Mr. Rajiv Indimath (Founder & Promoter-Inca Growth Partners LLP).
- Guest lecture was conducted on “Interview skills” by Ms. Shannon Chavan Roque on 27th September 2018.
- Guest lecture was conducted on the topic of “Business Communications & Soft skills” on 16th October 2018, by Mr. Vidyanand Joshi (Professional Trainer & Industry expert)
- Industrial visit to SEBI, BKC was organized for FYBFM and SYBFM on 8th March 2019.

Faculty Achievements:
Mrs. Pooja Singh (Co-ordinator)

- Mrs. Pooja Singh was appointed as a subject expert for faculty recruitment at Lords Universal College on July 24, 2018.
- Mrs. Pooja Singh attended the Orientation programme conducted at the University of Mumbai, Kalina campus from 5th October to 2nd November 2018 and successfully completed it with Grade A.
- Mrs. Pooja Singh was appointed as the Faculty Ambassador and successfully implemented the Certification program for 57 students of various
streams, conducted by IARC – Centre for United Nations Rio +24 War & Peace – International Decade for the Rapprochement of Culture IDRC India Program.


Mrs. Pooja Singh presented a Case study titled “HDFC Bank – Sustaining the brand value” at International Brand Conference on Innovative and Best Practices, organized by ITM Business School, Navi Mumbai on 8th February 2018.

C.A. Jinen Jadhav

C.A. Jinen Jadhav attended the syllabus revision workshop for TYBFM at KES Shroff College of Arts & Commerce Kandivali on July 4, 2018.

C.A. Jinen Jadhav attended the syllabus revision workshop organized by K.P.B.Hinduja College of Commerce on 15th December 2018.

Student achievements:

TYBFM

Sonia Talukdar

1. Awarded Special Prize in Economics Association as Head of Research and Planning
2. Awarded Ajit Dattar Memorial Scholarship for Organising Intra and Inter Collegiate events
3. Won second place in Duff & Phelps National University Deal Challenge representing University of Mumbai (5th March 2019)
5. Charge D’Affaires at NMC MUN Mumbai inter-collegiate Conference (3rd and 4th March 2019)

Mohit Goel

1. Won Gold medal in Mumbai Youth Festival Debate Competition (September 2019)
2. NMIMS Shastrarth Debate- 3rd Position (October 2019)

Adishva Doshi

1. Chairperson for Umang 2018
2. Captain of NM College Cricket Team
3. Winner of Kshitij Festival Cricket competition

Tvisha Tandon

1. Awarded special Prize for Department of Lifelong Learning and Extension

Vedika Agarwal

1. Awarded Special Prize for dedicated organizer in Department of Lifelong Learning and Extension

SYBFM:

Ganesh Malpani

1. Won 3rd prize in Bullring on 15th December 2018
2. Won 3rd prize in Descendants of Dow on 12th January 2019

Ganesh Malpani & Sahill Shah

1. Won 2nd position in Money talks on 17th January 2019
Kevalya Sheth
1. Won 2nd prize in Expanzia, Insight, held on 8th February 2019
2. Won first prize in Ticket to Ride, Zip Code Event, HR college held on 7th September 2018

Poojan Sarvaiya
1. Won 1st prize in M.U. Youth Fest Quiz
2. Represented University of Mumbai and won 1st position in Western India zone level quiz
3. Won 1st position in Production Paradox, Moneta, Poddar College
4. Won 1st position in Manobhav, Moneta
5. Won 2nd position in Mergers and Acquisition, Moneta
6. Won 2nd position in Inquisitive, Ka Ching
7. Won 3rd position in Expanzia, insight
8. Won 2nd position in Inquisitive, Malhaar 18

Parth Mehta
1. Awarded 1st position in Portfolio Management at the Fest organized by Insignia Internationals, St. Xavier's College (Kolkata), in February 2019.
3. Awarded 2nd position in Inquisitive, Fest of S.P Jain IMS held on 11th January 2019.
4. Awarded 2nd position in Inquisitive, Fest: Moneta, Poddar College held in December 2018.
5. Awarded 3rd place in Bullring, Fest: Moneta, Poddar College held in December, 2018.

Nemi Kamdar
1. Won 1st prize in Money Talks
2. Won 2nd position in Expanzia, Insight held on 8th February 2019

Hardik Lohiya
1. Won 1st position in Symposium, Insight held in February 2019

Nandini Maheshwari, Jatan Shah
1. Won 2nd position in Descendants of Dow, Entourage, Jai Hind held in 6th January 2019

Prachi Jithra
1. Won 2nd position in Ad-o-mania, Discidium, HR College

FYBFM:
Yash Jammar
1. Won 3rd position in Colosseum YuFo
2. Won 2nd position in Malhar

Yash Lalwani
1. Won 1st position in Zion-Rap Culture

Vishwa Maheshwari
1. Awarded consolation prize at Youth Fest Marathi Drama
2. Won 2nd prize in Open mic Competition (Ramanand Arya DAV Coll.)
3. Won 2nd prize in Zion-Rural Le Carta

Aesha Mehta
1. Won 1st prize in Insight—Symposium Research Paper presentation

Rohan Bajaj
1. Won 1st prize at Vadodara Open Cycling at District level.
2. Won 2nd prize in Gujarat State Cycling Championship.
3. Tour Of Aravallis Sprint category - 3rd prize
4. Ahemedabad Youth Cyclothon – 2nd position
5. Awarded Swaminarayan Centre of Excellence Scholarship Award

Pritha Kohli
1. CrossFit Level 1 - 3rd position

Vidhi Jhaveri
1. Malhar-Field domination - 2nd position
2. Entourage - 2nd position
B.Sc. IT Report

Orientation Course /s
1. Mr. Prashant Jadhav went for the Orientation Course (5th October to 2nd November 2018) at the Mumbai University Campus, at Kalina.
2. Mr. Prashant Jadhav successfully completed the Orientation Course. He obtained grade A.

Refresher Course /s
1. Mrs. Anupama Jawale has gone for Refresher Course (23rd September to 13th October 2018) at D. G. Ruparel College.
2. Mrs. Anupama Jawale successfully completed the Refresher Course in the subject of ICT in Higher Education. She obtained grade A.

Research Paper /s / Guest Lecture Presented
1. Mr. Dhanraj Jadhav published a research paper titled “A study to design VI in the class room” in International conference ICALT at IIT Mumbai with Mr. Parth Shah and Mr. Henil shah on 11th July 2018.
2. Mr. Prashant Jadhav, Mr. Dhanraj Jadhav and Jenny Tailor submitted paper “V-Cane: A Smart stick for Visually Impaired People” which was accepted for the International Multi-disciplinary Conference to be held on 8th and 9th February, 2019 at Vidyalankar School of Information Technology.
3. Mr. Prashant Jadhav, Mr. Dhanraj Jadhav and Ms. Jenny Tailor (TYBSc IT student) presented a research paper title “V-cane : A smart stick for visually impaired people” at the International Multidisciplinary Conference organised by Vidyalankar School of Information Technology, Wadala (East). This paper was published in International Journal of Advance and Innovative Research (IJAIR) volume 6, issue 1(XI) having publication partner as Indian Academicians and Researchers Association bearing ISSN NO: 2394 – 7780 and impact factor 7.36.
4. Mr. Prashant Jadhav and Mr Dhanraj Jadhav presented a research paper title “The Impact of Ethics in Reservation” at the National Conference organised by Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics in collaboration with Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR) WESTERN REGIONAL CENTRE, UNIVERSITY OF MUMBAI. This paper was published in International Journal of Advance and Innovative Research (IJAIR) volume 6, issue 1(XX) having publication partner as Indian Academicians and Researchers Association bearing ISSN NO: 2394 – 7780 and impact factor 7.36.
5. Mr. Dhanraj Jadhav worked as a Resource Person for the subject of GIS of TYBSc IT Semester VI in the Practical Workshop Conducted at Hinduja College on 22nd December 2018.

Guest Lectures / Workshops Conducted
1. Department organized a guest lecture by Mr. Bhushan Talekar on the topic of “Careers in IT” on 14th August 2018.
2. Guest Workshop on Practical Applications of IOT was conducted by Ms. Mokshita Shetty for TY Students. Raspberry Pi kits were demonstrated by the speaker and students performed hands on training with these kits.
3. Workshop on Android application development was conducted on 5th February 2019 by Mr. Ravel Pinto, Nevan Solutions

IOT Workshop
Guest Lectures / Workshops attended

1. Miss Ameeta Rawool attended seminar for Ethical Hacking @ Goregaon Exhibition center on 18th July-2018.

2. Mr. Prashant Jadhav attended workshop on TYBSc IT Revised Syllabus in the Subject of Internet of Things at UPG college on 17th July 2018.

3. Mrs. Anupama Jawale, Mr. Prashant Jadhav, Mr. Dhanraj Jadhav, Ms. Shital Parmar and Ms. Ameeta Rawool attended training Session on how to use smart board organised by the SVKM on 11th December 2018.


5. Mr. Dhanraj Jadhav worked as Course writer in Making Practical Manual for Teacher’s Training in the Subject of GIS (TYBSc.IT Semester VI) at Hinduja College.


7. Mrs. Anupama Jawale, Mr. Prashant Jadhav, Mr. Dhanraj Jadhav, Ms. Ameeta Rawool attended the PRE-Summit 2019 organised by NM Intent on 15th January 2019.

8. Mr. Prashant Jadhav attended the NSS camp as a Programme Officer of NM NSS at Usgaon Village in Taluka: Vasai, District Palghar, State Maharashtra from 18th January 2019 to 20th January 2019.

9. Mrs. Anupama Jawale, Mr. Prashant Jadhav and Mr. Dhanraj Jadhav attended the Advanced Excel workshop on 31st January 2019.
Library Report 2018-19

The college library is a favourite place of study for the students due to its studious atmosphere, excellent infrastructure, multidimensional books collection and various information services.

Library Modernization:
The UGC Network Resource Center (UGC-NRC) facility with five computers, Internet and network printer was used by 720 students during the year 2018-19. In addition to UGC-NRC computers, twenty more computers were provided for digital library facility within the reading room. Wi-Fi facility with individual ID and password was provided to all staff and students for free and seamless Internet access within the campus. Scanning facility was provided free of charge to all teachers and students for their academic and research activities. Division wise Google groups for all courses were used for regularly sending information about various e-books and e-journals databases, information about library activities, services and notices. The online databases were used 10281 times by students and staff members. The Information Repository was regularly updated on library webpage on the college website, which covers subject bibliographies, library newsletters archives, journal articles index and question papers of all classes.

The library has institutional membership NList consortia of INFLIBNET funded by UGC, which has 6,000+ e-journals and 31,35,000+ e-books. SVKM had provided thirty two databases on 1,70,00+ e-books, 34000+ e-journals, companies, law, statistical information of India, case study, research, marketing, etc. The links to these databases are provided on library webpage on the college website from where the staff and students can access them easily from anywhere free of charge, using the IDs and passwords provided to them.

Stock of Library:
In library’s books collection 1306 new books (costing Rs. 546432.67) were added. Library subscribed 114 periodicals including 83 journals (68 national and 17 international) and 31 magazines. The library has institutional membership of Indian Commerce Association Maharashtra Economic Development Council and Maharashtra Chamber of Commerce. Library also has collection of maps and DVDs. Daily nineteen newspapers are received in library.

Library Newsletter:
The library newsletter was published online every month on the college website and offline on the library notice board. The newsletter is also circulated via emails through Google groups. The newsletter encloses cover pages of new books arrived in library, detail of the services provided to students and details about different databases, replies to students’ suggestions, etc. The photos of various library events are attracting everyone.

Services to Ex-students:
1. During this year the certified copies of syllabus were issued to ten students going abroad for further studies.
2. This year 90 ex-students used the comfortable and centrally air-conditioned reading room of the library for their CA, CS final and entrance exams studies.

Library Committee:
The library committee had taken the following actions:
1. Decided the subject-wise budget distribution for the academic year.
2. Scrutinized students applications received for Book bank, the facility provided for financially weaker students of our college.
3. Taken decisions on students’ suggestions about the library facilities and collection.
4. Suggested subscription of two journals for library and three newspapers for staffroom.
Staff achievements:

Mrs. Vaishali Dawar, Librarian:
1. Attended workshop on 'Rules and Regulations for Library Professionals' on Friday 28th September 2018 organised by Bharatratna Maharshi Karve Knowledge Resource Centre, SNDT Women's University.
2. Completed Ph.D. viva-voce successfully at Tata Institute of Social Sciences on 28th January 2019. The theme of the Ph.D. research was 'Developing Dynamic Digital Information Security Management Model for Indian University Libraries'.
3. Attended multidisciplinary national conference on 'Ethics in contemporary society' organised on 23rd August 2019 by N. M. college and ICSSR and presented paper titled 'Ethical issues in Reference services in 21st Century libraries'. The paper is published in the International Journal of Advance and Innovative Research with ISSN 2394-7780 and impact factor 7.36. This journal is also listed in UGC with number 63571.

Library Committee

Office Bearers
Teacher In Charge – Dr. Kedar Bhide
Secretary – Dr. Vaishali Dawar
Members - Mr. Sunil Kadam, Dr. Jennifer D'Souza, Mrs. Tessy Philji, Ms. Kesia Varghese, Ms. Levinda Alphonso, Mrs. Mamta Sharma

Report: Vachan Prerana Diwas Report
A.Y. 2018-19

"Coming into contact with a good book and possessing it, is indeed an everlasting enrichment" - Wealth left behind by our beloved ex-president, missile man, Dr. Abdul J Kalam whose birth anniversary celebration is synonymous with the celebration of reading - "Vachan Prerana Diwas".

As inspired by this legend, Narsee Monjee College celebrated "Vachan Prerana Diwas" - a day dedicated to the 'reading habit', on 15 October 2018. The celebrations commenced with the rendition of the college prayer, lighting of the lamp and felicitation of the chief guest, Dr. Sanobar Hussaini. With a brief introduction of Dr. Sanobar Hussaini and her exploits by Principal Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar, the session began with Dr. Sanobar reading a short story from her compilation of Urdu short stories. This was followed by a short discussion.

After her, in all enthusiasm, the Principal, Vice Principal, chief co-ordinator of self-finance courses and members of the teaching and non-teaching staff read excerpts from books, short stories and poetry. This sharing turned so viral that a student from the audience presented few lines of poetry penned by her friend. The session ended with the re-kindling of the love of reading amongst the audience.
Friends of Library Association

Office Bearers
Teacher Incharge : Mrs. Vaishali Dawar
Committee : Dr. Deepa Chitnis, Dr. Kedar Bhide, Ms. Vaaishali Kurhekar,
Ms. Prerna Dedhia, Ms. Shivani Bhatt, Ms. Kausar Kadri
President : Ms. Priyal Bhojani
Secretary : Mr. Sreesreshta Nair
Joint Secretary : Mr. Manav Hirani
Core : Mansi Jain, Gaurvi Sanghi, Palak Jain, Ishita Todi, Anisha Baradia,
Simran Bains, Apurva Kothari, Sachin Agarwal, Sajal Neema,
Aditi Jagatramka, Dharmin Vora

REPORT (2018-19)

1. Hunger Games
An informal event was the kickstarter for the literature cell of the college. The participating teams were made to play a number of literature games and pop culture quizzes. The main objective of the event was to depict literature in an informal and student friendly manner.

2. NM wants to Know
A fiery and controversial debate competition was the second event for FOL association. It was met with appreciation by all the students and faculties as the participants debated about some of the most morally controversial and ethically mind-bending topics out there.
3. **Build your Story**

This was an online initiative by FOL encouraging the students in the college to develop their literary faculties. The format and topic of the stories were given on our social media handles. FOL received more than 100 entries.

4. **Photography Workshop**

An inspiring session on the know-how of photography was conducted by Mr. Abhishek Kamble, as the photography enthusiasts flocked to hear the expert speak.
3. Build your Story
This was an online initiative by FOL encouraging the students in the college to develop their literary faculties. The format and topic of the stories were given on our social media handles. FOL received more than 100 entries.

4. Photography Workshop
An inspiring session on the know-how of photography was conducted by Mr. Abhishek Kamble, as the photography enthusiasts flocked to hear the expert speak.

UMANG

Teachers in charge:
Degree College : Ms. Sneh Choithani
Mr. Darshan Panchal
Mr. Smitin Belchada
Ms. Pooja Singh
Mr. Dhanraj Jadhav
Ms. Reeta Jain
Mr. Sagar Talreja
Junior College : Ms. Mamta Jha
Ms. Preeti Singh
Ms. Sakshi Parab
Mr. Girish Ambekar

Organising committee:
Chairperson : Adishva Doshi
Vice Chairpersons : Rachel Mehta
Harsh Kataria
Abhishek Parekh
Malika Bhargava

Heads of Departments:
PROshows : Pratiti Khara
Workshops : Aashi Shah
Editorials : Sanjana Nurani
Photomedia : Mahek Parekh
Fine Arts : Sakshi Sheth

Music and Contemporary Arts:
Riya Mankar

iINFORMALS! : Aryan Nalawade
Gaming and Sports : Mrunal Makwana
Management ∞ Fest : Naman Khetan
Literary Arts : Afreen Kasmani
Dance and Dramatics : Rhea Soni
Security : Aman Raiyani
Finance : Palash Bhatt
Creatives : Riya Jhaveri
Printing and Stationery : Rushi Patel
Marketing : Chirag Bashyam
Public Relations : Mitali Thakkar
Hospitality : Muskaan Mishra
Technical : Dharmik Chheda

Stepping into its 19th year, Umang, never fails to impress. With an assemblage of activities and events, this annual intercollegiate youth festival has something for everyone. Umang 2018 believed in imagining beyond the unimaginable and in always reaching for moo-re...

With its enthralling theme ‘the cosmic era’, the festival, staying true to its name, portrayed the enthusiasm of the youth. 145 colleges from across the country participated in the events conducted at Umang. This year, Umang saw international participation as well with students from Russia, UK, Egypt and Turkey joining in on the festivities. Umang received a footfall of 50,000 people over the span of 3 days (19, 20 & 21 August, 2018) with over 8000 participants in 60 events ranging from music and contemporary arts, dance and dramatics, gaming and sports to management fest, literary arts and fine arts. The winning contingents namely, Jaihind, Mithibai and NM, received cash prizes as well as other exciting things like smart watches, guitar, tabla, harmonium, trophies and much more.

Speaker sessions: At Umang, we believe that only struggle and motivation can bring success to you. On the 16th of August, Umang hosted a plethora of speaker sessions to motivate, enthuse and activate the youth. Reputed speakers from all fields and from all corners of the country flew down to our college to give a varied range of interactive speeches. We had Karan Shah, founder and CEO of Indian Institute of Digital Education, Teesta Setalvad, Indian civil rights activist and Padmashri award winner), Ameet Mehta, a leading advocate and recipient of the best legal advisor award for our panel discussion. The esteemed panellists debated and discussed about the topic
'whether education is necessary for a successful career'. It was an interactive session where everyone’s vision was broadened with practically relevant examples. Speakers like Sriram Athri and Yogesh Chabria who have had an experience of 30 years as top motivational speakers graced our Umang talk. We had Mr. Sanjay Puria, CFO of WNS Global Services Private Ltd. and Ms. Princy Goyal, recipient of youngest woman entrepreneur award come down and enlighten us with their respective corporate talks.

Social Cause:
The highlight of Umang 2018 was the social cause initiatives. Umang believes that “no one can help everyone, but everyone can help someone”. As a college festival and a not for profit organization, Umang believes in giving back to the society. Along with enthralling events and intriguing activities for people of all types, Umang decided to do activities for the society.

1. The major social initiative that Umang took this year was in association with the Lions Club of Juhu where in two schools we installed vending machines for sanitary napkins along with the incinerators for their proper disposal. This was done in order to support underprivileged girls by promoting hygiene thereby taking care of their health.
2. The workforce of Umang went to Light of Life Trust, an NGO at Bandra and interacted with the underprivileged children there and took them for a visit to the Prince of Wales museum and spent the entire day with them. Along with this we hosted voice dubbing workshops for those children so that they gain vocational skills.
3. On all three days of Umang, we displayed the pictures and facts about Kerala flood affected people and appealed to the audience to donate generously for their relief.
4. S3 cabs was taken as a conveyance partner on board which has only women drivers in support of women empowerment.

Environmental Cause: Umang certainly went green this year. We attached seed paper to all of our invitation kits, which were given to every college that was invited, so that wherever the paper drops, a new plant grows.

Soul connect with Umang 2018: A tribute was paid to the late former Prime Minister of India Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayeeji by holding a two minute silence and reciting a few lines from his poetry.

Day 1: 19th August 2018
After a heart-warming inauguration ceremony with the teachers, Principal and Vice principal of the College, Umang 2018 was set to reach new heights. With an interesting set of events like Bollywood dance, fashion show, mixed martial arts, JAM, Sufi singing, art’o’mania and travel fashion, Umang was already flooded with a huge crowd of participants and audience. Umang also hosted an extremely intriguing self-hypnosis workshop.

The evening was star studded with Abhishek Bachchan, Anurag Kashyap, Tapsie Pannu and Vicky Kaushal who came to promote their movie Manmarziyaan. Along with this we had a beautiful PROnite of Amit Trivedi and a line-up of other great singers like Shahid Mallya and Harshdeep Kaur who made everyone dance to their tunes.

Day 2: 20th August 2018
Sticking true to its word, Umang saw a wide range of breath-taking events with quality participation on the 2nd day.

Starting with the classic event of jugalbandi and then moving on to other events like kabaddi, pehel, chakravyuh, just string it and photomedia's TVC film making. We had a mind reader magician, Deepak Rao, come entertain the audience and put up a great show. The street play was judged by the star cast of the movie Genius, Ishita Chauhan and Utkarsh Sharma.

The cast of Helicopter Eela, Kajol and Riddhi sen interacted with the students and shared their
experiences while shooting for their upcoming movie.

To conclude the second day, Umang hosted an unforgettable Bollywood house party for the first time, getting a youth oriented DJ to fit in for the perfect night. Samir Tanna and Arsh Tanna, choreographers from the movie Ramleela and Melvin Louis were present to judge our events.

Day 3: 21st August 2018
The third and final day of the festival began early with the throwball event. Enthusiastic teams had donned their sports attire. This day witnessed many flagship events like the western band event, Bollywood unplugged and the street dance. For puzzle-solvers, Mumbai meri Jaan was the eye-catcher. Events like war of words, Umang filmmaker, Umang laugh club and many more, kept the audience captivated. Jo aur Vo, an upcoming YouTube band sensation stole hearts at Umang with their soulful and soothing music. Workshops like 'lie to me', Mexican food making and many more catered to the interest of the knowledge enthusiasts. Events like FIFA’18 and secret service were enjoyed by gaming lovers. Thus day 3 was a grand success. Celebrity judges like Arko, Rahul Vaidya, Sreeram Chandra, Umesh Shukla, Kiran Sippy, Raayo and Shantanu Maheshwari’s Desi hoppers were present to judge all of our events. To close the third night, War of DJs one of Umang’s Mega events was a great success and had an extremely energetic crowd.
Insight’19 a three-day Business, Finance, and Economics meet incepted with the vision to fill the interlude between classroom learning and the reality of the corporate world. It consciously works towards imparting practicalities of real life to all the participants by means of various competitive events, which simulate the real life corporate scenarios, coupled with diversified speaker sessions.

**Day 1**
Insight was inaugurated by Mr. Shreegopal Kabra - Managing Director, R.R Kabel with the Business Conclave segment 'Building Success: One Brick at a time'. This session was followed up by Mr. Sunil Alagh - Ex MD and CEO, Britannia Industries in 'Unveiling Marketing Virtues'. The audience found the sessions informative and interactive. The day witnessed various other thrilling and knowledgeable events like Corporate Prowess, A Second Shot, and Game of Trades which helped the participants understand the complexities of negotiation, strategy-making, quantitative aptitude and many such BFE concepts.

The next Business Conclave Segment 'Behind the beats' helped the participants unwind from the intensely competitive atmosphere and take a breather. Attended by guest speakers like Mr. Ehsaan Noorani, a notable composer and guitarist, Mr. Mandar Thakur, COO Times Music, and moderated by Mr. Luke Kenny - director and Bollywood actor, the fireside chat was a perfect blend of the business and creative side of Music.

**Day 2**
The day began with an enlightening Conclave segment called Building Success: One Brick at a time by Mr. Niranjan Hiranandani. The participants also got a chance to not only win but also network through events like Pitch to be Rich, Periculum, Resurgence Protagonist and Corporate Prowess. Our audience was quite taken with the Conclave Segment that followed, called 'Going Viral' where four talented -
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Day 3 – Global Youth Economic Summit (GYES)
The one day youth-oriented conference commenced with 'Awaaz'- The Youth Parliamentary Debate. We had eminent dignitaries gracing the occasion like Mr. Indrajit Bhattacharya (Director, National Board for Accreditation of Education & Training) and Mr. Pramod Mohandas (Consultant, Hidden Brains Infotech Pvt Ltd.) to name a few.

This was followed by a Breakout Session, on the topic 'The Economy of Heterodox Sectors', conducted by Ms. Achala Jethmalani as the moderator. Followed by a Breakout Session on the second agenda of 'Nations and Sovereignty in the New World Order'.

Thereafter commenced the Plenary Sessions, with a keynote on Globalization, by Mr. Mukund Rajan (Former Chairman, Tata Global Sustainability Council). The second Plenary Session began with keynote speeches on Space, by Mr. S.M. Vaidya (Head of Aerospace and Defence, Godrej Group), on Media by Mr. Neil Dodhia (Business Head, Creative Lane Asia), and on Data Analytics by Mr. Jignesh Oza (Director, KPMG India).

Insight has helped attendees broaden their outlook and build an effective network for the future, be it with the Global Youth Economic Summit, Events or our Conclave Sessions. Insight has achieved highest levels of success and scaled to new heights. We are sure to return back next year and hope grow immensely and become the pinnacle of corporate meets in India as Insight'20.
Inspire Change, Inspire Innovation, Inspire Leadership

The motto of Intent E-Cell truly defines its spirit since last five years. Intent E-Cell, has grown by leaps and bounds, since its inception in the year 2014. Intent E-Cell has been actively involved in organising events over the years with the objective to promote entrepreneurship among the students. Intent E-Cell continuously strives to give complete support to the budding entrepreneurs.

Events Organized:
Intent E-Cell organized series of events to develop entrepreneurial spirit amongst students:

1. **Why to start a Startup? - 31st July 2018**
   Intent E-Cell organised a speaker session on the topic “Why to start a startup?” This session aimed at enlightening the students on the conception of a business idea and later developing a working business model. The guest speaker Mr Ankush Aggarwal, an established entrepreneur shared his insight and his journey as an entrepreneur with the budding entrepreneurs.

2. **Art of Pitch Deck – 13th August 2018**
   The smart idea or the product will not be successful if not pitched in the right manner. A speaker session by Mr Praveen Wadalkar, Co-founder and CEO of Techizer Solutions and seven times International TEDx speaker provided the students with a perspective of mastering the art of pitch to investors, and the do's and don'ts for pitching an idea. The students learned the importance of business storytelling with great impact and the spirit of never giving up in their journey of entrepreneurship.

3. **From the classroom of NM to the CEO of Indiabulls Mutual Fund – 25th August 2018**
   Intent and the BMS Department organized a fireside chat session with Mr Raghav Iyengar, CEO of Indiabulls Mutual funds. Mr Raghav Iyengar answered the questions asked about his experiences and learning in his career journey. Being the alumni of the college, instantly connected the students with his ideas and experiences.

   ![Mr. Ragav Iyengar in fireside chat session](image)
4. Ascend your way to success – 12th September 2018
The speaker session with Mr. Gejo Sreenivasan, an IIT and IIM alumni was organized with the aim of giving an opportunity to the students to take guidance from him in career planning. The students asked questions regarding the fields they wish to pursue and the hardships and challenges associated with the respective field. The speaker’s knowledge and experience helped students getting insight into future career planning.

5. BPC Boot Camp – 4th and 5th September 2018
Boot Camp was organized with the objective to provide the students with a unique and practical insight into the world of entrepreneurship. Professor Omkar Pandharkame spoke about start-ups and the strategies to be kept in mind while starting his venture. Prof. David Wittenberg gave brief insights into Design Thinking Process and explained how customers find value in their products. Dr. Sapna Malkiya introduced participants to financial aspects that one must consider for a start-up. Professor Nikita Gupta, had a session with the participants asking them to do tasks and make them brainstorm on different alternatives if they lack certain resources.

On the second day the list of speakers included Professor Omkar Pandharkame, Mr. Utsav Shroff, Mr. Pratik and Professor Ameya Ambulkar who engaged sessions related to various aspects of Entrepreneurship. Total 110 students participated in the Boot Camp

At Business Fair the participants of Business Plan Competition showcased their product to public and gauge future investment prospects. The public judged and invested in business plan proposals which took the participants to the next level. The event gave the participants hands on experience of pitching and getting people into investing in their start-up ventures. The audience got to sneak a look at the innovative entrepreneurial skills and creative marketing tactics of the participants. The audience asked questions to the business plan competition participants and gave suggestions to improve their business plan.

BPC Semi-Finals was organized on 4th October, 2018. Mr. Anant Mukim, Cofounder Blurb Box, C A Parinita Adukia, Image Consultant, stylist and Communication Trainer and Dr. Ritu Vashisht-Faculty SVKM’s NM College of Commerce & Economics were the judges for the competition. Total thirteen teams presented the business plan proposals. Out of thirteen teams only seven qualified for finals, which included Agora, Vrindavan, Nexus, Dima, Game X, T-immigration and Parivartan. The judges also gave their inputs to the participants.
8. Food Wars – 22nd September 2018
Intent E-Cell organized an interactive session with eminent panelists, Aditya Shah - Founder and CEO, Juno’s Pizza; Senil Shah - CEO and Founder, New York Burrito; Maulik Mistry - Founder and CEO, Mojo Bars; and Ms. Ritika Betala, founder of the food blog – Foodies of India. The objective was to provide the students insight of the food industry from both the producer as well as consumer perspective. A wide arrays of topics from snacks to cloud restaurants were discussed. The panellists emphasized on the importance of technology in the food industry. They advised the students to move forward with a passion of learning and thinking beyond themselves.

9. Business Plan Competition Final - 15th December, 2018
The BPC final was held between seven finalists and the judges for the competition were Mrs. Seema Singh Bhadoria – Ex- CEO at Richfeel Health and Beauty Pvt. Ltd., Mr. Ramesh Joshi – Founder and CEO, Fundcorps, Mr. Pratik Jani – Managing Director, Compaxed, Mr. Jaideep Kewalramani – CEO at Legasis Services Pvt. Ltd. Each of the semi-finalists presented their business venture in detail and professional manner, and they all were successful in putting across their points to the judges with their communication and presentation skills. The first positions was a tie between two most deserving business plans Nexuss presented by Pranav Chalodiya and Vrindavan Bhanushali. They received cash prize of Rs. 17,500 each. The second position was scored by business plan Parivartan presented by Vatsal Shah, who also received the cash prize of Rs. 1,5000.
10. Core Identity Learning Workshop – 20th December 2018
A workshop that aimed at enhancing the business etiquettes of the students was organised in collaboration with KTA Global. Mr. Keyur Thakore – Founder Director at KTA Associates commenced the session with a brief introduction and trained the students on how to develop a professional outlook, all the while sharing his personal experiences and examples.

11. Participation in Inter College Business Plan Competition at Lala Lajpatrai College on 25th and 26th Feb 2019
The Entrepreneurship Development Cell of Lala Lajpatrai College in Collaboration with E-cell of IIT Bombay and start up ecosystem Chatur Ideas had organized there two days’ inter-college Business plan competition for the college’s all over Maharashtra which was based on theme GIG ECONOMY – Empowering Millennials. Two of the winners of Business Plan Competition Pranav Chalodiya and Deepen Bhanushali from our college participated in the competition. Pranav Chalodiya presented Business Plan Nexuss and was declared 2nd runner-up and was felicitated with certificate and a trophy.

12. Participation in Inter College Business Plan Competition at S.K. Somaiya College on 12th and 13th March 2019
A Business Plan Competition –Startup Funda under Innovage 2019 was organized by S.K. Somaiya College. The winner of Business Plan Competition of our college Deepen Bhanushali participated and presented his business idea Vrundavan Go-Seva Farms. He won second prize and got Certificate of Excellence and Cash prize of Rs. 3100.
The book “Ideas With Intentions” is about the Visionaries of SVKM’s Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics. It traces the journey of 50 successful Entrepreneurs who have made it large through their perseverance, hard work and determination. It is an initiative by Intent E-Cell to bridge the gap between students and the alumnus by providing exposure to our alumni motivational and eventful journey. In 2015, the first edition of Ideas with Intentions was published. It has inspired the students to aim and strive for success and helped many young minds to come up with innovative ideas and implement them.

Intent E-Cell published the second volume of Ideas with Intentions compiling interviews of another revered 50 alumni entrepreneurs.

Some of the stalwarts included in Ideas With Intentions 2.0 are Paresh Rawal: Founder - Playtime Creation, Arundhati Nag: Founder - Ranga Shankara, Dr.Suresh Surana: Founder and Chief Mentor - RSM Astute, Prakash Kacholia and Krishna Karwa, Founder - EMKAY Global, Hemant Panpalia: Founder - IndiaNivesh, Dr. Dewan Nanda: Founder - Topsgrup, Girish Vanvari: Founder - Transaction Square and many more...

The book was launched on 26th March, 2019 and the Chief Guest for the function was Dr. Radhakrishnan Pillai: India’s No.1 Best Author and National bestselling author- Corporate Chanakya and the Guest of Honour Mr. Feroz Abbas Khan: Director & Writer- Mughal-e-Azam Musical Play. More than 30 entrepreneurs, whose stories got published in IWI 2.0 attended the book launch.
Leadership Summit 2019 – 15th, 18th and 19th, January, 2019
The Leadership Summit 2019 was a perfect concoction of speaker sessions, panel discussions, workshops, competitions, etc. to aspire future leaders and budding entrepreneurs to enhance their personality and find the essence of their ventures. Keeping Intent’s vision in mind of “striving students to become world leaders and driving human progress” and our desire to build #LeadersofTomorrow. In its first year, Leadership Summit 2019 provided unique opportunity of interacting with some of the best Industry Leaders, Revolutionary Entrepreneurs and Change-makers.

Leadership Summit 2019 received patronage from some of the renowned Government associations and initiatives like StartUp India, Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, WEP NITI Aayog, Digital India, Make in India and Skill India.

The Pre-Summit Leadership 2019 - 15th January 2019
To mark the beginning of leadership and entrepreneurial journey of carving students into #LeadersofTomorrow, the stalwarts of the country, whose high calibre and impeccable experience makes them worthy of every power and esteem they are bestowed with were invited.

On the 15th January 2019, revered speakers were:
Mr. Amitabh Kant – CEO, NITI Aayog
Mrs. Arundhati Bhattacharya, Ex-Chairperson, SBI
Mr. Suresh Prabhu – Union Minister of Commerce & Industries and Civil Aviation
Mr. Amitabh Kant, IAS officer and CEO of NITI Aayog, in his keynote address highlighted that India’s policies must be reformed in such a way so as to create the environment in which we carry out business with ease, by removing human intervention and digitizing India. He reiterated the fact that leadership is about change, requires foresight and big thinking.

Mrs. Arundhati Bhattacharya, Ex-Chairperson, SBI explained that banks are adapting to new-age technology, and public sector banks are not left behind. She also shared with the audience that how SBI YONO application was created. Mrs. Bhattacharya also expressed her thoughts on entrepreneurship and how Indians have always had fewer resources to work with, and so we always find a way to deal with sudden and uncertain circumstances. Ms. Kiran Manral, an award-winning author, journalist and currently an Ideas Editor for SheThePeople TV, led the chat with Mrs. Bhattacharya.

Mr. Suresh Prabhu, Union Minister of Commerce & Industries and Civil Aviation talked about the dimensions of leadership. Sir emphasized that leadership is the driver of change, and that nothing could happen without it. Mr. Suresh Prabhu spoke about start-ups, and their creation because of initiation and leadership. He mentioned that leadership is trying to do something good for yourself and society, in a smart and sustainable manner.

The Leadership Summit 2019 – 18th and 19th of January, 2019

On 18th and 19th of January, Team Intent E-Cell hosted events by inviting some of the most prolific speakers from diversified fields. Ranging from guest speaker sessions, panel discussions and competitions, the Leadership Summit embodied the spirit of leadership and entrepreneurship. The key areas which the Summit focused on are some of the important economic aspects, such as Social and Women Entrepreneurship, StartUp India, Emerging Technologies, etc. and were addressed and brought to the forefront by our esteemed speakers on-board that include the Leadership Team and Senior Executives.
of YES Bank, Reliance industries, IBM, KPMG, Deloitte, EY, PwC, Goldman Sachs, Godrej, Mahindra, OLA, Indiabulls, Sony, Zee, Xiaomi, Netflix, JIO, Inox, Awfis, Motilal Oswal, PocketAces among others.

These 2 days were a unique opportunity for everyone to step into a simulated midget world full of business dynamics that helped them think out of the box, defy and redefine the existing restricting boundaries, and help them set their unparalleled mark in the entrepreneurial world.

Events

Epiphany
Epiphany-The Business Plan Competition provided platform to the aspiring women entrepreneurs to present their business proposal. The business plan proposals were screened and ranked in a course of two months. The Top three finalists were given a chance to present their extensive business ventures in front of a panel of industry experts.

Rural Connect
This event focused on encouraging The participants were provided a case study to analyse. The team from Child Help Foundation addressed the participants on the issue of social entrepreneurship.

This event was successful in inculcating values of social entrepreneurship and societal well-being amongst the students.

Out-Think Uber Eats
This event provided the students an opportunity to get an internship with Uber Eats. Uber Eats provided a case study to the participants. The participants were asked to present case study analyses. All the out of box and innovative solution presentations to the problems were recorded and sent to Uber Eats.

Speaker sessions and Fireside Chats
To make the Summit a perfect blend to the aspiring future leaders, we organised a series of keynote sessions, fireside chats and panel discussions. This provided delegates diversified perspectives through our esteemed speakers who are creating a niche for themselves in this dynamic world. The list of speakers and presenters is as following:

Day 1 on 18th January, 2019:
1. Panel Discussion: Partners from the Big Four, The speakers were Mr. Rajesh Vig- Partner PWC, Mr. Hasnain Shroff- Partner- BSR & Co., Mr. Rakesh Alshi- Partner Deloitte Haskins and Mr. Divyesh Lapsiwala- Partner Ernst and Young.
2. Speaker session with Mr. Amit Ramani, CEO at
Awfis, spoke on the topic “Metamorphosis in the working environment”.

3. Panel discussion on “Women transforming the globe”, the speakers were Ms. Revathi Roy, founder- HeyDeeDee, Ms. Geeta Ratwani, Co-founder and CEO- WowVenues and Ms. Jasmine Kaur, Founder and CEO: Green Snack Co. and the moderator for the session, Ms. Dipika Singh-Founder of She Means Business.

4. Panel discussion on “You are under surveillance” the panelists were Mr. Hitesh Mulani, Sr VP-Mahindra and Mahindra and Rajendra Mhalsekar- IndusInd CISO.

5. Speaker session, on the topic “Tricks to get more eyeballs on your brand” by Mr. Saurabh Verma, CMO-INOX.

6. Speaker session on the topic “Rules of success in professional life” by Mr. Srinivas Chunduru.

7. Speaker session on the topic “Secret sauce to the digital world” by Mr. Murtaza Adenwala, Founder and CEO of DigiMall.

8. A panel discussion on the topic 'Indian OTT market as $5 billion industry by 2023’ with panelists Mr. Uday Sodhi- Business Head Digital-SonyLiv, Mr. Sagar Pandit- Business Development Head- South Asia and India Netflix, Mr Manish Aggarwal- Business Head-on Zee5 and Mr. Anil Vanvari- Founder and CEO- Indiantelevision.com group.

9. A Panel Discussion on "Identifying the next unicorn' with venture capitalists, Ms. Neha Jain- Co-founder and CMO-Z Nation lab, Mr. Amit Mehta- Founding Principal- Unicorn India Ventures and Mr. Dishit Shah- COI- Arthav Capital.

10. Speaker session on the topic ‘Changing the landscapes of Fintech' by Mr. Suresh Sethi MD and CEO- India Post Payments Bank.

11. A fireside chat with Ms. Muskan Chanchlani, YouTuber (Channel: Miss McBlush)

Day 2 on 19th January, 2019:

1. Speaker session on the topic “Why Brands?” by Mr. Jagdeep Kapoor-Chairman and Brand Director of Samsika Marketing Consultants.

2. Speaker session on the topic ‘How to market the right way?’ by Ms. Mitchell Carvalho, Co-Founder and CEO, Cogmat.

3. Speaker session on the topic 'Attitude to stay on the top' with Mr. Raghav Iyengar, MF and CEO- IndiaBulls Mutual Fund.

4. Speaker session on the 'Imminence of retail in India post E-commerce emergence' by Mr. Ashwin Khasgiwala, CFO Reliance Retail Ltd.

5. Speaker session on the topic “Business for this century” by Mr. Satyarth Priyedarshi, Head of Product Marketing-JioChat.

6. Speaker session on the topic “The Future of Work”, by Mr. Sahil Nayar, HR director- KPMG.

7. Speaker session on the topic “Internet of things” by Mr. Himanshu Goyal, Country head of Sales-IBM.

8. Speaker session on the topic “Master of Speed- Building the right consumer-centric product” by Mr. Manmohan Chandolu, Head- POCO India.

9. Speaker session on the topic “How the phone is eating television” by Mr. Anirudh Pandita, Founder- Pocket Aces.

10. Speaker session on the topic “In pursuit of excellence” by Mr. Nikhil Desai, international speaker and motivator.

11. Speaker session on the topic “Leading the real estate legacy” by Mr. Sharad Mittal, CEO- Motilal Oswal Real Estate.

12. Fireside chat with Ms. Prajakta Koli, YouTuber (MostlySane) and Mr. Anirudh Pandita Founder-Pocket Aces to discuss their career, the YouTube industry.

Intent E Cell Leadership Summit concluded with fireside chat with two guest speakers. In the span of three days Team Intent succeeded in giving inputs to the participants on the business environment and its impact on different industries including financial, entertainment and media Industry.
1. Speaker session on the topic “Metamorphosis in the working environment” by Ms. Dipika Singh.

3. Panel discussion on “Women transforming the globe”, the speakers were Ms. Revathi Roy, founder- HeyDeeDee, Ms. Geeta Ratwani, Co-founder and CEO- WowVenues and Ms. Jasmine Kaur, Founder and CEO: Green Snack Co. and the moderator for the session, Ms. Dipika Singh—Founder of She Means Business.

4. Panel discussion on “You are under surveillance”, the panelists were Mr. Hitesh Mulani, Sr VP- Mahindra and Mahindra and Rajendra Mhalsekar—IndusInd CISO.

5. Speaker session on the topic “Tricks to get more eyeballs on your brand” by Mr. Saurabh Verma, CMO- INOX.
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2. Speaker session on the topic ‘How to market the right way?’ by Ms. Mitchelle Carvalho, Co-founder and CEO, Cogmat.

3. Speaker session on the topic ‘Attitude to stay on the top’ with Mr. Raghav Iyengar, MF and CEO—IndiaBulls Mutual Fund.
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12. Fireside chat with Ms. Prajakta Koli, YouTuber (MostlySane) and Mr. Anirudh Pandita—Founder—Pocket Aces to discuss their career, the YouTube industry.

Intent E Cell Leadership Summit concluded with fireside chat with two guest speakers. In the span of three days Team Intent succeeded in giving inputs to the participants on the business environment and its impact on different industries including financial, entertainment and media Industry.
Narsee Monjee Finance & Investment Cell Popularly known as FIC is one of the premiere Associations of the College with its primary motive of Continuous Learning and bridging the gap between theory and practical learning. NMFIC is committed to deliver value addition and finance knowledge amongst the students. NMFIC has successfully conducted a lot of impactful events on various financial topics. Under the leadership of Ronak Joshi (Secretary) and all the Directors, NMFIC has successfully conducted notable events like:

1) Coffee With Luminary with Mr. Sujan Hazra ex-Director RBI, and Chief Economist at Anand Rathi.
2) The Financial Dilemma with Mr. Prashant Pimple Fund Manager at Reliance Nippon Asset Management Company Fixed Income.
3) Workshop On Technical Analysis and Mental Management by Mr. Manav Chopra Head of Technical at Indiabulls Ventures Ltd.
4) Portfolio Management Competition.
5) What's Next for India!? By Mr. Robin Banerjee, notable personality in Corporate world and Managing Director of Caprihans India Limited, and Mr. Harshad Shah, CA Rank Holder and Notable Personality in Corporate world.

As the world is going online, NMFIC is not behind. With our digital initiatives, we have started achieving our objectives with the help of Social medias. We have been sharing knowledge based content with our stakeholders on the subject of Finance and Investment. Responses from students were very encouraging and motivating for us.

With the Changing trends and evolution of Print media and knowledge Resources, Ronak Joshi (Secretary) has introduced Research Department in NMFIC with continuous efforts from Research and Development.
Director Akanksha Tulsian To let our stakeholders access the best qualitative knowledge to be up to date with the Global world. Our Editorials department has achieved milestone in reaching more people with our very interesting and informative newsletters headed by our very knowledgeable editor Muskan Aswani.

Our Public Relations Department headed by Palak Modi has set benchmark this year by taking very innovative initiatives to promote our various events. Corporate relations headed by Janvi mehta has achieved great success in getting corporate resources for the cell. Departments like Logistics headed by Laksh Dhameliya, Events headed by Sunny Nadar, Marketing headed by Ria Rajpopat and Digital Designs headed by Preet Ganatra and Parth Shah has made NMFIC proud by achieving best results for the cell and working continuously to improvise the functioning of the cell.

Team NMFIC consist of 50 people. FIC is proud of its smart working Executive Members who all have worked very well to make the cell a better opportunities to learn and grow day by day.

NMFIC is privileged to have the support from management, Faculties and non teaching staff whose constant support has made our functioning possible.
National Service Scheme Unit (NM-NSS)

Office Bearers
Teacher In charge:
1. Mrs. Savita Desai
2. Mr. Kedar Bhide
3. Mrs. Vandana Misra
4. Smitin Belchada
5. Prashant Jadhav
6. Kesia Varghese

Secretary / Core Team Members:
1. Aman Bafna
2. Bhumika Makwana
3. Keval Parkar
4. Krunal Shah
5. Muskan Aswani
6. Shivangi Shah

Not Me, But You

Being a part of NMNSS is like a dream come true
Not just some other committee
It’s more like a family
Make a difference in someone’s life
See the transformation in yourself while you strive
Uplifting the deprived, lending helping hands
Working selflessly to serve the society is for what it stands
You can be a part of this thrill
All is requires is Thoda sa Dil, Thodi si Will
- Lavina Jain

Few of the Projects we conduct:
1. Edify
   “Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.”

We at NMNSS strongly believe in the power of education and the change it brings about not just in the lives of the learner but in the society at large. We have taken an initiative to teach basic English and Maths to the students of Dixit Municipal School under the project named Edify. Educating students who can’t afford education in a better school, building their personalities, developing a new perspective and making them capable of doing something by themselves is what is Edify all about.
2. Kadam - A cleaner world awaits us
“We don’t inherit the earth from our ancestors; we borrow it from our children.”

Project Kadam works towards a cleaner and greener world. Under Project Kadam societies were approached to motivate them to adopt waste management systems. The walls of Cooper hospital were painted to spread awareness regarding hygiene and messages relating to female foeticide, save Earth, Freedom of Life and others were expressed through these paintings.

3. Pragati - A step towards Women Empowerment
There is no tool for development more effective than the empowerment of women.

Project Pragati believes that action speaks louder than words. It has taken up the cause of Women Empowerment and has been working towards it with all its heart. It has conducted various sessions with the women of Shitladevi Slum, Andheri West. Activities include ice breaker events, self-defense sessions and cloth bag making session. It has taken up the initiative to teach English to the girls residing at Bhanbhai Nenshi Hostel for Girls as well.

4. Nirmaan
"Mahatma Gandhi never compromised on cleanliness. He gave us freedom. We should give him a clean India." And with this motive, Project Nirman is working towards the construction of toilets. It aims at hygiene and sanitation. Ground work for construction of toilets in slum area was done under this project during the year.

5. Labh - Digital India
"I see technology as a means to empower and as a tool that bridges the distance between hope and opportunity" - PM Narendra Modi.

Project Labh is working towards Digital India and conducted sessions wherein the volunteers taught the residents of Shitladevi Slum how to use smartphones. It made efforts to spread awareness about the importance and uses of UTS app and also about the Consumer Protection Act and Child and Women Abuse Helpline Numbers.

Few of the Events we conduct:
1. Meethi Si Dor (Rakhi Selling)
We at NMNSS organized and set up a desk in college premises wherein we sold Rakhis and Chocolates made by specially abled kids at zero profit margin and Volunteers with their whole heart and soul dedication for the event were able to collect an amount of Rs.1,23,800 approx. on behalf of specially abled friends.
2. Blood Connect 2.0 - Ab har dil dhadkega (Blood Donation Drive)

BDD is a signature event of NMNSS with an approximate footfall of more than 800 people. Each and every volunteer put in their best to make this event a great success. Various Rallies throughout Vile Parle, Flash Mobs, Skits, Pamphlet distribution forms the pre-working for the event. We saved 1128 lives i.e. 376 bottles of blood were collected.

3. Remedium (Kerala Relief Drive)

"Aao kisike dard ki dawa bane, Umeedon se bhara savera bane"

Sadly the state of Kerala had to face the fury of nature this time. With an estimated loss of Rs. 21,000 Crores of Property and livelihood, Keralites were in need of backing from their other fellow Indians. We had initiated a Donation Drive in and outside our college premises for the relief of people of Kerala in association with Sahas Foundation.

4. Tree plantations, Afforestation Programmes and Cleanliness Drives

NMNSS is very well aware of our responsibility towards our Mother earth. Our team conducted Tree Plantation Drive HARIYALI initiated by Art of Living in collaboration with department of Forest. Also we organised Cleanliness Awareness Drive at Juhu Beach and our adopted slum and village.

5. Cloth Bag making sessions and distributions

The volunteers were asked to bring newspaper, magazines and cloth and were taught how to make the bags. Glue was used to make the paper bags and tight knots were tied in case of cloth bags.

6. Student-Police Interaction

NMNSS organized this event during Ganpati Visarjan Days so that the volunteers can support the efforts of Mumbai Police and lend them a helping hand. Various pointers performed were Guiding crowd, separating Biodegradable components, Traffic Management etc.
7. Bhajan Sandhya
On 2nd October, 2018 for celebrating world Non Violence Day, Bhajan Sandhya event was held at Gateway of India. At this event devotional and nonviolence based songs were presented by the musicology department of Mumbai University.

8. Inter College Competitions and Workshops
Volunteers of NMNSS participated in various inter college festivals, events and also were a part of many University level as well as College level sessions like at a festival at DAV College, Shivangi Shah bagged the 1st prize in essay writing while Vishwa Maheshwari got the 2nd prize in open mic. A District level Leadership Training Camp was conducted by university of Mumbai at Kalina Campus Santacruz, wherein Bhavya Shah, Year 1 volunteer of NMNSS attended the Training Camp. Also our volunteer Khushvi Shah attended the Society and Law Workshop at Chetana College.

9. Visit to Mani Bhavan
A field visit to Mani Bhavan gave us the privilege of viewing the house if Gandhi his own room, letters written by him and also to witness important events in the history and Gandhi’s contribution to the independent India. The visit will be in that we all will always treasure.

10. Old Age Home Visits
Event Sahaara was conducted at an Old Age Home named Jivan Asha at Andheri West. Our Volunteers conducted various activities along with a discussion of the current issues with the people over there. While leaving some Gifts in Kind were given by our unit as a Token of Love from us.

11. National Voters Day celebrations
The NSS Unit arranged a Essay Writing Competition for the College Students, to create awareness about the necessity of voting and role of EVM. A total of 20 Students participated and won 3 Prizes from the Election office of India. Also a voter registration drive was conducted by our unit for college students at beginning of year.

12. Waste Management Seminar
With the need to tackle Global warming, NMNSS are very well aware of our responsibility towards our Mother Earth and are participating in the Green Revolution. With this motive, we had organised a seminar on Waste Management where Clean GO organisation chairman Mr. Shrikant Parab shared his views on the menace of waste management and how we as an individual can contribute to the society. The session was attended by approx.100 students of our college.

13. Shawl Distribution
The helping staff of our College plays a major contribution to NMNSS, so with a gesture of love towards our helping staff, we at NMNSS distributed a total of 40 shawls to them.
14. Aashayein – Giving a platform to special hidden talents

"We rise by lifting others". Aashayein was an event wherein we provided a stage to the virtually challenged to showcase their talent. Competition which took place was dancing, singing and quiz among other fun activities. Through Aashayein we want to showcase that the people whom the society considers as less fortunate are instead more brighter stars than us, if given a chance to prove themselves.

15. Tetrapack Collection

Under the project Kadam, our volunteers had organised TetraPak collection drives at nearby areas. 1100 tetra packs were collected and deposited at Shahkari Bhandar for the purpose of recycling.

16. River rejuvenation Programme

Our unit had also organised a session on the topic River Rejuvenation by Mr. Himanshu from Art of Living foundation. We also decided to collaborate with the foundation for their efforts to revive the Mithi River of Mumbai and to begin with visited the dam site at Sanjay Gandhi National Park and spread the enzymes in the water body.

17. NSS Residential Camp – Other worldly experience

“When you give what you have, You get what you want”

The NSS Unit of our college has adopted Usgaon Village for its Residential camp. Activities like donation of toys, clothes, food grains, foot wears, stationary, books, medicines, games, blankets, shawls were taken place. Various sessions were conducted for the students regarding topics like Menstrual Hygiene, Healthy Diet, Communication Skills, Cleanliness and also fun activities like Quiz. Also we painted trees, Village Well and School Walls. Information regarding tobacco, Drug addiction and Voter Awareness were painted at the walls at Medical Centre and Zilla Parishad school of Parol Village. Awareness drives regarding Digitalization, consumer protection act, IRCTC (helpline numbers were provided). A Medical camp had free medical checkup, medicines and spectacles were provided free of charge. More than 700 patients visited the medical camp for checkup and were beneficiaries of the service.
The Rotaract Club of N.M. College is an organization of over 300 students who come together and hold several different events. The Club has thirteen different avenues like Human Resource Development, Marketing, Professional Development, Community Service and Digital Communications, that help in the overall development of the students. The Club held several events throughout the year ranging from community service to entrepreneurship development. These events reflected our theme for the year, which was ‘Empowering Lives’.

When we started our year, one of the most beautiful states in India, Kerala, was struck by disaster. We took it upon ourselves and conducted a donation drive where we requested students from the entire college to donate some food, clothing and other required articles to Kerala. We collected over five hundred articles of clothing, some food items and for people who were unable to donate in the form of clothing, toiletries and food, we encouraged them to donate through PayTM. We donated all these articles to Kerala with the help of the Goonj Foundation.

Bazaar was an event that we conducted in the month of September where we gave an opportunity to rising entrepreneurs to set up a stall in our college to promote their brands and sell their products. The stall owners, who were between the age 16 to 21, were very enthusiastic to helm their Kiosks. A variety of stalls such as LAN based gaming, 1-minute carnival games, desserts, live food counters, fandom merchandise, imitation jewellery and handicrafts were setup by student entrepreneurs.

In our event the Management Fiesta, we succeeded in bringing out the managerial abilities of 300 students from the age group 12 years to 21 years. We focused on several core managerial activities including planning, innovation, budgeting, team building, and communication and focused on diverse management profiles like hotel management to top executives.
On 29th September 2017, on the Elphinstone Road Station, we lost over 25 lives and several suffer from disabilities to this date, the Rotaract Club of N.M. College took the responsibility to beautify and paint several beautiful paintings on the bridge where the fateful event took place.

On the occasion of 'National Nutrition Week' which was celebrated throughout the country from 1st September, 2018 to 7th September, 2018, The Rotaract Club of N.M College organized an event named 'Handful of Grains', wherein food grains were collected from school children to donate to a village in Maharashtra.

An event known as Swaraksha was conducted to help young girls to learn basic self-defense so that they can protect themselves whenever the need arises. The instructor for Swaraksha was Sensei Rahul Kareliya who helped the girls learn many things and ways to protect themselves. He summarized it by saying that the best way is to be active on your feet and quick in your thinking.

The 26th of November, 2008 began as any other day and yet it took only 4 gunmen to turn it into a day that all the Mumbaikars dread. RCNM conducted a candle march from Metro Cinemas to CSMT station and performed a flash mob to perform a fictional take on the event that brought all the Mumbaikars together as one.

The club also organized “Scripted’18” which include several events such as a novel writing workshop with Ms. Himali Kothari, a crime solving event where the participants embodied Detective Sherlock Holmes from the works of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and a writers’ summit with Ms. Sonalli Gupta, Mr. Hetansh Desai and Mr. Faizan Anjum as speakers were conducted to learn and appreciate literature.
Workshop Mela represented a spectrum of cultural and professional workshops to increase the diversity of students’ talents. Our workshops were as engaging as Dance and Zumba and as innovative as 3D Printing. For our 10 workshops, we hosted many reputed guests and speakers include Mr. Karan Shah, the CEO and Founder of IIDE, Mrs. Mamta Dua, and TR Dance Company among others. We are proud to have impacted 350 students through this project, including young interactors at Jamnabhai Narsee School.

RCNM conducted an event where several members were taken on a tour to the backstage of Indian Idol at Yash Raj Studios. The students had many questions pertaining to the set-up, sound checks and the different job profiles that the set offered which were satisfactorily answered.

Project NEEV is an on-going project by the club initiated with the objective to promote social entrepreneurship. The aim of the project is to help the underprivileged section of the society generate a stable income and thereby trying to achieve the ultimate goal of improving their standard of living. The initial stage of the project involves procuring a cotton wick machine and developing a manufacturing business plan model. The machine will be handed over to a few selected families free of cost along with raw material for them to start the business.

NOVA’18 was a three-day techno digital fest focusing on technology, cybersecurity, web designing and developing, ethical hacking, and digitalization. With a participation of over 250+ active and curious students from different colleges, NOVA’18 was successful in bringing out the techno-digital interests of each participant, it was truly a fest with combination of fun-filled learning, showcasing, planning, and understanding the technological and digital evolution.

The highlight of the year though was Rotofest’18, a two-day cultural fest conducted by the entire organization. Rotofest is the most awaited event of the entire year, where different fun filled events are organized for the members, the college students and several underprivileged children from NGOs like Vivekananda Youth Foundation, Spark-A-Change and several others NGOs. Rotofest’18 impacted the lives of more than 250 underprivileged children by involving them in workshop and events where they were the chief guests.
The A's of Articleship:
Date: 11th August 2018
The Commerce Association of NM College, under the guidance of its convener Dr. Vijayshree Anand, conducted a session called 'The A's of Articleship' on the 11th of August, 2018 in room number 5. The objective of the activity was to familiarize the students on the first step in the life of a professional CA aspirant- Articleship, to bust myths related to the study patterns and exams, and give them an overview of the plethora of career opportunities associated with it. The session began with our principal Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar welcoming our alumni - CA Urvish Mehta, CA Pooja Shirali, CA Vijaykumar Puri and CA Vaibhav Dikshit and addressing the students. The stage was then passed over to the 4 speakers to share their valuable insights on choosing Chartered Accountancy as a profession and career, the various departments to work in as a budding CA, the pros and cons of each department and how one should make the right choices in this field. They also shed light on the working of the 'Big Fours' and why one should/should not opt for the same. They then answered questions addressed by the students and cleared their doubts and misconceptions. They were later felicitated by planners, marking the end of the educational event.

Teachers' Day Celebrations
Date: 5th September 2018
Most events are organized for the benefit of the students, however none for the teachers. Thus, with an aim of allowing the teachers to divorce their authority and stature, take a back seat and feel appreciated, the Council arranged for a Teachers' Day programme on the 5th of September, 2018 in collaboration with all the other associations of the college. The event began in room number 13 with our Principal Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar addressing the teachers and thanking them for their valuable service in shaping human lives, and the steps to adhere to while the college moves towards autonomy.
This was followed by a fun Housie game and chocolates being awarded to the winners. The Cultural Team then performed a series of songs from all genres, mesmerizing the audience. The event closed with the Hobby Centre and Friends of Library handing over gifts and bookmarks to the teachers. The event was all smiles.

Students' Week:
Date: 11th to the 14th of December 2018
The Students' Week was celebrated from the 11th to the 14th of December, 2018 by the Brand Building Committee of the college in association with the Students' Council, INSIGHT and the other associations. It celebrated the Rotofest on 2 days, the Traditional day, The Black and White Day and the Rose Day. The proceeds of the rose day went for charity. These days saw students dressed in the clothes of the day and living the theme of 'One Last Time in the OC' as the NM College building goes for redevelopment.
Student's Forum
(Junior College)

Teachers-in-charge : Mrs. Sonal Trivedi
                    Mr. Girish Ambekar
                    Ms. Bhavana Menon

Ms. Shivani Bhatt
Mr. Bhavin Kothari

Secretary : Drishti Goenka
Joint Secretaries : Yashvi Shah, Pradnya Pekam
Treasurer : Vaibhav Shah, Vandana Hemdev
P.R. Head : Vedika Gandhi

Playmate – 11 August, 2018
The first event of the Students' Forum was conducted on the 11th of August. The event was based on the theme of friendship. It was conducted in three rounds. The first round being a questionnaire round and the second round was based on Bollywood songs based on friendship. The final round was based on dumb charades. The students enjoyed the event along with their friends.

Teachers' Day – 05 September, 2018
The Teachers' Day was celebrated by the Students' Forum on 5th September. They expressed their gratitude in a unique way by taking the teachers back to their college days by organising some games for them. They also presented a small gift as a token of their respect for teachers. Everyone enjoyed this unique celebration organized by the students.

Clash of Committees – 27 November, 2018
The signing off event of the Students' Forum of junior college, Clash of Committees, was organised on 27th November, 2018. Ten teams of various associations participated in the event. It was conducted in four rounds testing various skills and abilities of students, also relevant to their own committees. Ms. Meenal Deshmuk ans Ms. Zarana Desai were invited to judge the event. It was an event full of fun and excitement. The Computer Society bagged the trophy of the Best Committee of the year.

Students' week – 18, 20 & 21 December 2018
The Students' Week was celebrated by the Students' Forum from 18th December to 21st December 2018. The first day was a Carnival day in which various stalls were put up along with light music and various fun games. The second day, the 20th, was the Formal's Day, where the students came dressed in Western formals and a DJ was also organized. The third and the final day was the traditional day along with the rose day. All the students were dressed in Indian traditional clothes and roses were exchanged amongst the students. A massive crowd of junior college students enjoyed the days with dance, food and photos during the Students' Week.
The Planning Forum

[Degree College]

Leadership & Management Cell of NM

Office Bearers:

Teachers In Charge: Ms. Tessy Philji (Convener), Ms. Geeta Desai, Mr. Jinesh Jadhav, Mr. Sagar Talreja
Secretary: Mit Hariyani
Joint Secretaries: Aayush Kamboj, Umang Agarwal
Head Of Departments: Sakshi Mhatre (Research and Development), Dhruvin Desai (Technicals), Sucheta Anchaliya (Digital Media PR), Sakshi Shetty (Communications & PR), Radhika Bajoria (Design Thinking), Garvit Vijayvergia (Management), Ayush Agarwal & Krishna Saiya (Personality Science), Rashi Savla (Marketing)

Report of Events Conducted:

Participation in ‘Milaap’: 30th July, 2018: The Planning Forum was introduced to the students through the platform of Milaap, wherein the concepts of Design Thinking and Personality Science were introduced to the students by asking a basic question of ‘what drives you?’ which was followed by brainstorming at large. Recruitment of committee members & formation of Interest groups for the various skill sets were the major outcomes of the exercise.

Core Meet: 1st September, 2018: An over-view of the role, scope, vision and mission of the committee was explained by the Secretary, Mit Hariyani. This was followed by short introduction by each HOD explaining their job profile and how they would help in the working and execution of their department.

General Meet: 24th September, 2018: All committee members of each department gathered for a brief session on the vision, mission, role and scope of the committee as a whole and individual department respectively. They were given a gist of their work and left escalated for upcoming events.

Art, Freedom and Creativity will change society faster: (Design Thinking Workshop): 28th Sept 2018: In this session Dr. Arup Mazumdar, Chief Design Thinking Evangelist, Founding Fuel Publishing Pvt. Ltd. explained various tools of design thinking, how to approach a problem & how the right approach will result in effective solutions. He focused on asking the right question in the right way and at the right time.

11th January 2019: Thinking Further, Thinking Better: Design Thinking workshop: The process of ‘definition’ and ‘ideation’ in Design Thinking was introduced in this workshop by Dr. Arup Mazumdar through various activities like ‘the six-pencil challenge’, 26 dots fill and water under the bridge analogy. The two-fold meaning of ‘definition’ i.e.
defining the problems as well as goals was elucidated. The interest groups projected their ideas on post-its & charts focusing on requisite thought pattern while exploring the 'ideation' process.

**Panel Discussion on Mergers & Acquisitions and Private Equity : 22nd January, 2019**

A panel discussion was held with Mr. Jinesh Shah, Partner – Deal Advisory, M&A (tax), KPMG India, Mr. Amit Doot, Director – Deal Advisory, PE (tax), KPMG India, Mr. Nilay Shah (Manager – Deal Advisory, PE (Tax), KPMG India and Mr. Nikhil Saraiya (Asst. Manager – Deal Advisory, M&A (Tax), KPMG India to acquaint people with M&A and PE and to understand the opportunities and outlook for the sector. The students learned about the current and future Outlook of M&A and PE, various stakeholders in the Deal Processes, Present Day Tax & Regulatory environment and Career Opportunities in M&A and PE.
Advertising and Marketing
Circle of N.M. College

Teachers In Charge: Dr. Ritu Vashisht (Convener), Smitin. H. Belchada, Reeta Jain
Secretary: Charmi Zaveri
Joint Secretary: Apporva Mishra
Treasurer: Pranshu Singh
Heads: Akhil Mathur, Raiyyan Habib, Meghna Lall, Binoy Manek and Manushi Shah

   To bring some nonpareil advertisements with some meaningful content, which people skipped, we hosted A-FAC. It unfolded with the game of Taboo, succeeded by Guess the brand and was followed by plethora of advertisements with a social message to convey the same to audience followed by deliberation. The event helped in understanding relevance of creativity and efforts put in making an advertisement with purpose.

2. Big Brand Theory – 31st August, 2018
   This event entailed three rounds and Mr. Neil Dodhia, Expert in digital marketing was invited as judge for the event. The first round “What’s your Brand?” tested the general knowledge of participants and acted as an amusing ice breaking session. The second round, “Back with a Brand” evaluated students on their stage presence, humor and spontaneity. The final round, “Brand Kshetra” brought out the street-smart thinking abilities of the students to strategize a perfect marketing plan. Amul was a clear winner.

3. Guess lecture by Ms. Aleya Sen – 28th September 2018
   In order to sensitize students towards insightful content of feature films, we invited Ms. Aleya Sen, Director, Producer, Feature film and Ad-maker. She discussed her journey in the industry and emphasized on the importance of emotions and experiences of big projects like KBC, Nokia and Badhaai Ho. This was followed by a question-answer session where students asked her questions about her personal journey and experiences as a film director.

4. Meet the marketer – 5th October, 2018
   To understand the fundamentals of marketing and its functioning in respective organizations, team AMC interviewed professionals from different industries. While interviewing Mr. Amit Kekre, the National Planning Head of DDB Mudra, he briefed us about his perspective about worldly affairs and its benefits. He also talked about brand sustainability and advised the aspiring marketers to hold the humanistic view to sell the product and the idea behind emotions which help us to create more awareness on the digital platform.

5. Mastering Marketing with Bonnie Michael — 5th March 2019
   Mr. Bonnie Michael, the Vice President of Planning, Ogilvy spoke about how Ogilvy has made some of the best creative ads for various clients like Vodafone and on social service campaigns - i.e. save water. He reiterated that creative advertisements are not similar to commercial ads, which only last for 60 seconds. In this era of digitalization, Ogilvy is keeping creative aspect in advertisements intact. In the current time where so many agencies are in the competition to secure their clients. He revealed that one thing that makes Ogilvy stand out of the competition and attract more clients by humanising advertisements.
AMC Photo Gallery

REPORT:
The Advertising and Marketing Circle’s (Junior) ADVERTO conducted its first event ADO-QUIZ on 27th September from 3:15pm-6:25 pm in room no.13.

Three rounds were conducted -
1) The Elementary Round
2) Guess the Logo
3) Who’s the entrepreneur?

The first place was achieved by Dhruvil Doshi (I110/FYJC) & Suneet Kejriwal (B52/SYJC)

The second place was achieved by Hiranshi Sanghavi (D28/SYJC) & Rushil Shekhar (I71/FYJC)

DEBATE COMPETITION—SOCIAL MEDIA: BOON OR BANE FOR ADVERTISING

This event had taken place on 15th December 2018 where two teams, team A and team B competed against each other on the given topic. Team A was against the topic and Team B was for the topic.

As per the results, the winning team was Team B.
ADVERTO

(Junior College)

Office Bearers:

Teacher In Charge : Ms. Anupama Chauhan
Secretary : Darshi Vicchivora
Joint Secretary : Dhruv Shah and Parva Gala
Treasurer : Gresha Shah

Name of the Core Committee Members:
Darshi Vicchivora (Chairperson), Dhruv Shah, Parva Gala (Vice Chairperson), Dhruvil Shah (Security), Gresha Shah (Finance), Hetanshi Sanghani, Ishita Sanghvi (PR), Aayush Tated (PA), Dhruv Sukhadia (Technical), Vatsal Chheda (Creatives) and Disha Shah (Printing and Stationary)

REPORT:
The Advertising and Marketing Circle's (Junior) ADVERTO conducted its first event ADO-QUIZ on 27th September from 3:15 pm-6:25 pm in room no. 13.

Three rounds were conducted -
1) The Elementary Round
2) Guess the Logo
3) Who’s the entrepreneur?

The first place was achieved by Dhruvil Doshi (I110/FYJC) & Suneet Kejriwal (B52/SYJC)
The second place was achieved by Hiranshi Sanghavi (D28/SYJC) & Rushil Shekhar (I71/FYJC)

• DEBATE COMPETITION - SOCIAL MEDIA: BOON OR BANE FOR ADVERTISING
  This event had taken place on 15th December 2018 where two teams, team A and team B competed against each other on the given topic. Team A was against the topic and Team B was for the topic.
  As per the results, the winning team was Team B
1. **Bollynomics**

The Economic Association of N M College kicked off its first event on 14th August 2018, with a fun-filled event called “BollyNOMICS”. The basic objective of the event was to instil fun in learning of economics and also to explore the diverse fields in which economics can be used including Cinema. The game was devised by the students which fused the ideas of economics and Hindi movie plots in a very interesting way. The participants were acquainted with the nuances of economics through Eco-Pictionary in which they had to depict economic concepts/principles in the form of drawings. An overwhelming participation of 44 students was received. The first and second winners were given prizes and certificates.

2. **Participation in Inter-collegiate event:**

Arthanomics - 30th August and 1st September 2018

The students had participated in Arthanomics fest organised by Jai Hind College. The event was a mock stock trading event which actually tested their intellect and required them to use their wits to emerge on top. They learnt to observe the general trends in the market, and to predict the way stock prices will move according to various news flashes. Sahil Radhanpura (S.Y.B.AF) and Naman Agarwal (S.Y.B.COM) were declared as winners of the event.

3. **Economics Blog**

In the month of September 2018 The Economics Association of NM College started a blog - [http://nmeconomania.blogspot.com](http://nmeconomania.blogspot.com). The blog is a platform for students to read and learn interesting economic concepts through comprehensive topic articles. It has been attracting a lot of articles and comments from the student community. The association team members also had a chance to interview Mr. Vishal Baxi, the CEO of KV Wealth Advisors on the topic of -Investment Opportunities for Teenagers which was published on the blog.

4. **A.D. Shroff**

A.D. Shroff is being conducted since 1965 in memory of the late Mr. A.D. Shroff with the object of encouraging college students to think and debate on economic and related subjects, besides enabling them to demonstrate their speaking abilities. This competition was open to degree college students who were given the topics well in advance. The participants were allowed to speak for 5 minutes in all. The aim was at selecting 10 quality participants with good oratory skills. Mrs. Sonali Chatterjee, (HOD Economics Department) of Mithibai College was invited as a judge. With the outstanding speakers from the NM College, the event ended with 5 best speakers and 3 prize winners - Sreesreshta Nair, Ankita Parekh and Vidur Dhabaria. Prizes were as follows: 1st Prize: 2500, 2nd prize: 2000, 3rd prize: 1500. The First Prize winner went on to represent college at the University level.
The Economics Association (Degree College)

Teachers-in-Charge: Dr. Ritika Khurana, Prof Nirmala Atul Chavan, Prof. Kesia Varghese, and Prof Jinen Jadhav.
Secretary: Pooja Kenia
Joint Secretary: Bhavya Chheda
Treasurer: Neerav Bothra
Members: Aayush Kapasi, Dhairya Kamdar, Darsh Nishar, Heet Shah, Manan Parekh, Medhavi Welekar, Neel Randeria, Sonia Talukdar, Nishtha Jalan, Pooja Sanghvi, Raj Thakkar, and Siddhharth Kothari

1. **Bollynomics - 14th August 2018**
The Economic Association of N M College kicked off its first event on 14th of August 2018, with a fun-filled event called "BollyNOMICS". The basic objective of the event was to instil fun in learning of economics and also to explore the diverse fields in which economics can be used including Cinema. The game was devised by the students which fused the ideas of economics and Hindi movie plots in a very interesting way. The participants were acquainted with the nuances of economics through Eco-Pictionary in which they had to depict economic concepts/principles in the form of drawings. An overwhelming participation of 44 students was received. The first and second winners were given prizes and certificates.

2. **Participation in Inter-collegiate event: Arthanomics - 30th August and 1st September 2018**
The students had participated in Arthanomics fest organised by Jai Hind College. The event was a mock stock trading event which actually tested their intellect and required them to use their wits to emerge on top. They learnt to observe the general trends in the market, and to predict the way stock prices will move according to various news flashes. Sahil Radhanpura (S.Y.B.AF) and Naman Agarwal (S.Y.B.COM) were declared as winners of the event.

3. **Economics Blog - September 2018**
In the month of September 2019 The Economics Association of NM College started a blog – http://nmeconomania.blogspot.com. The blog is a platform for students to read and learn interesting economic concepts through comprehensive topic articles. It has been attracting a lot of articles and comments from the student community. The association team members also had a chance to interview Mr. Vishal Baxi, the CEO of KV Wealth Advisors on the topic of Investment Opportunities for Teenagers which was published on the blog.

4. **54th A.D Shroff - 22nd October 2018**
A.D. Shroff is being conducted since 1965 in memory of the late Mr. A.D. Shroff with the object of encouraging college students to think and debate on economic and related subjects, besides enabling them to demonstrate their speaking abilities. This competition was open to degree college students who were given the topics well in advance. The participants were allowed to speak for 5 minutes in all. The aim was at selecting 10 quality participants with good oratory skills. Mrs. Sonali Chatterjee, (HOD Economics Department) of Mithibai College was invited as a judge. With the outstanding speakers from the NM College, the event ended with 5 best speakers and 3 prize winners - Sreesrehta Nair, Ankita Parekh and Vidur Dhabaria. Prizes were as follows: 1st Prize:2500, 2nd prize:2000, 3rd prize: 1500. The First Prize winner went on to represent college at the University level.
5. **Careers in Actuarial science and data and Data Science Seminar - 12th January 2019.**

The seminar was undertaken by Mr. Saket Sarogi, Representative and faculty of the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries- IFoA, UK to help the students wanting to pursue a career in actuarial sciences. Around 60 students participated in the seminar. The speaker, Mr. Saket Saraogi began the session by challenging the students to an interesting math problem that would require using the method of elimination. He went on to talk about how actuarial science requires mathematical and statistical skills to be able to design creative ways for mitigating risks. He spoke about the various opportunities available for an actuary and how one can apply and study for the course. He also busted some common myths that pertained to the job of an actuarial science and spoke about how success will be achieved after a considerable hard work, hustle and multi-tasking as a student, given the rigorousness of the course and the time it would demand. He then went on to talk about courses for data science and the potential that the career will have especially in the future. He iterated that “data is the new oil” and that students must learn those essential skills in order to adapt to technological changes. Students of NM College left with a better understanding of the actuaries and data science industry and the scope for making a career in them. Other than technical issues in the beginning, the event was carried out smoothly and the Speaker took personal questions from the students for an extra hour so as to solve each of their varying doubts.

6. **Epsilon - 2nd February 2019**

The aim of Epsilon is to conduct a well-organized, qualitative research paper intercollegiate competition and to provide a platform for students to showcase their best research work. Topics relevant to global economics affairs were shortlisted and event dates were finalized. 15 colleges all across Mumbai were personally invited. The event was held in two rounds – the screening round and the research paper presentation round. For the 1st round two esteemed judges – Dr. Gopal Kalkoti (Principal, M V Mandali’s College of Commerce and Science.) and Dr. Flora Pandya (Asst. Professor, Dept of Economics- K. J Somaiya College of Science and Commerce) were invited to screen the research paper. Of the 19 entries made for the first round, approximately eight teams were selected for the second round. They were provided the presentation rules and were also asked to make certain modifications based on the judges’ feedback of their research work. Of the 19 entries made for the first round, approximately eight teams were selected for the second round. They were provided the presentation rules and were also asked to make certain modifications based on the judges' feedback of their research work. Two judges- Mr. Rajeev Pawar (Group Head Balance Sheet Management and Investments, Edelweiss Financial Services, Former Director and Head of Trading – American Express Bank, Former Director – Rates and Credit Trading, Standard Chartered Bank, Ex Head of Fixed Income Bank, Singapore) and Mr. Pratham Sutaria (Charted Accountant and MBA from IBS, Masters from London School of Economics, Management Consultant – Accenture and founder of the company Immrse) were invited to judge the final round presentations. Each team presented for 8
minutes followed by a 2-minute Question and Answer session. Top 3 winning teams were chosen by the judges and were awarded trophies and cash prizes.

The Winning Colleges were as follows -
1st Place - St. Xavier’s College Mumbai
2nd Place - St. Xavier’s College Mumbai
3rd Place - NM College of Commerce and Economics

Students are seen participating in the various events of Economics Association.
The Economics Association
(Junior College)

Office Bearers
Teachers in charge : Mrs. Shruti Kale Deshmukh  Ms. Kausar Kadri  Ms. Disha Ashar
Secretary : Rishi Jain
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Name of core committee members only: Rohil Khakhar (Public Relations), Sonit Jain (Technicals), Sneha Patel (Creatives), Dhairya Shah (Innovation), Eashan Mangal (Treasury), Janmesh Kashiramka (Marketing), Vaibhav Shah (Security).

REPORT:
"Economics is not just about making money but about making choices and weighing different alternatives." Keeping this in mind, The Economics Association of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics, aims at not only introducing students to the world but also giving them exposure to real world scenarios.

The association will forever be glad to have a superb, hardworking core committee which proved to be the backbone of the team, as well as members with amazing talent in each field of work.

Events conducted by The Economics Association in for the academic year 2018-19 are as follows:

Money Makers on 27th August, 2018
Based on testing their logical thinking skills and knowledge about world economy, the association conducted its first event Money Makers that included not only rounds challenging their general knowledge on brands but students were also given a firsthand experience at investing in mutual funds.

Apart from this an Entrepreneurial Round was conducted where students had to come up with solutions and suggestions for a sick unit.

Stockathon on 11th October, 2018
The EA conducted its second, major flagship event, "Stockathon: Mock the Stock." This event focused on introducing the students to the complex system of stock market where their ability to analyze and predict the market was tested.

Students in were teamed up in teams of two and made to buy shares of various companies and were then given the liberty to sell, short, cover or even buy more shares according to market fluctuations. In such a manner, they had to pass twenty rounds before one team, who truly was the definition of “street smart” was declared the winner.

Beat The Clock on 3rd December, 2018
Beat The Clock was the most awaited and fun-filled event conducted by The Economics Association. Students who wanted to show their spontaneous and quick thinking skills were invited to this event. Rounds that involved general knowledge questions, games like Heads-up, Flip-The-Bottle, as well as a Treasure Hunt that left all the teams racing to the very end.

Truly, the entire year has been a roller-coaster ride of fun, humor, hard work, integrity and more than anything, joy. The committee is thrilled to have the support of all the teachers in charge who guided them every step of the way. We are nothing but grateful and proud to be a part of this family!
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The Economics Association Photo album
Every year the computer society tries its best to prove that how in today's generation every sector of the world is dependent on IT and this year it took a step forward towards achieving its goal.

SPEED-O-TYPE
The Computer Society of NM College had conducted their Flagship event Speed'O'type on 11th August, 2018.

It was a blissful event charmed by the warm welcome of our honourable Principal Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar Sir, Vice Principal Mrs. Deepa Surve Ma'am and Co-ordinator of the Computer Society Mr. Sunil Kadam Sir and Mrs. Anupama Jhawale ma'am. The Judge for the event was Mr. Dhanraj Jadhav Sir. The event was sponsored by CreativelIdeas.com.
GAMING MIRAGE
Computer Society had organised its second event "Gaming Mirage" on the 3rd & 4th of October, 2018. The event consisted of - A FIFA’18 Tournament, PUBG Tournament and VR Experience!! The event was inaugurated by Our Principal, Dr Parag Ajaonkar Sir and SFC Co-ordinator Gomthi Iyer Ma’am experiencing gaming in VR. On the 3rd Oct itself, the enthusiasm among the participants boosted when they saw their friends playing. Those who experienced such unique gaming on the VR were so thrilled that they experienced it not just once but twice...thrice... The next day was allotted only for the PUBG.

ADVANCED EXCEL WORKSHOP
All thanks to our very own NM College’s Computer Society for giving such an opportunity of keeping An Advance Excel Workshop. The workshop was conducted by NIIT Officials on the 31st Jan and 1st Feb.
CAREER GUIDANCE
It was a privilege for our BScIT college students to have a career counselling session.

L.E.A.D.
NM’s Computer Society’s Last Event of the year L.E.A.D. wouldn’t have been such a success. The LEAD was organised on the 1st and 2nd of March in the Bhagubhai Seminar hall.

Panel Discussions on trending topics like Artificial Intelligence, IoT and Cloud were conducted along with keynote speeches on topics like Data Science, Cyber security etc. Finally the event ended with a demonstration of 3D Printer.

Mr. Sunil Kadam
Convener
The Computer Society
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Techbash’18
1. Blockchain Technology and QuizIT- 3rd August, 2018
The Computer Society (Jr.) conducted its first event of the year 2018 on 3rd August, 2018 which comprised of a quiz competition QuizIT and a workshop on “Blockchain Technology” by Mr. Sachin Dedhia. The event began with the elimination round for QuizIT followed by the workshop by Mr. Sachin Dedhia who gripped the audience with knowledge about Blockchain Technology. The workshop was proceeded by the completion of quiz.

2. Battle of the Bids- 10th October, 2018
The third event of Computer Society (Jr.) was Battle of the Bids, an IPL Auction conducted on 10th October 2018. The event began with an elimination round which comprised of questions about the Indian Premier League. Top 10 teams who made it to the finals were allotted an IPL team. These teams then bid for IPL players to create their own IPL team. The event was thoroughly enjoyed by all the participants as well as audience.

An Interstellar Ride- 4th December, 2018
The fourth and final event of the Computer Society (Jr.) conducted on 4th December 2018 included the participants getting a chance to play a life-size board game. The participants had to answer a series of logical, mathematical and general knowledge questions to proceed on the game board. The event was coupled with inauguration of the annual newsletter “BITZ!”.
The Computer Society (Jr.)

1. Urban Farming

The "Guest Lecture Series" organized their first event on 26th November, 2018 on 'Urban farming'. The event was spearheaded by Biswajit Dasgupta (multimedia head at Mindspace Malad) and Rajesh Sundarajan, who is specialized as Horticulturist and plant breeder. The honorable guests were welcomed by the respective teachers. The event spoke about the various methods of farming and its evolution in the same. The highlights of the event was 'Urban farming' to office farming'. It showed the students how urban farming is important due to urbanization. Other highlights such as Panchkavya, Hydroponic system and self watering system proved very useful to the students. Vertical farming which helps a family of four to eat sufficiently for about a whole week. The event also threw light upon how one could develop their own nursery which earlier seemed impossible. Presence of plant samples in order to make the concepts clear made the session more interactive. The event was attended by 108 students. All and all it was a great success.

2. A Motivational Speaker Session

On 13th October 2018, the committee members as well as the teachers in charge had organized a motivational speaker session for the students of junior college on the topic 'Shaping our Reality'. Mr. Chinmaya Joshi, a professional motivational speaker, an experienced pilot and an engineer had graced the event along with his wife. The event took place in a classroom of NM College with a lot of student spectators. Mr. Joshi was greeted by the committee members and the teacher in charge before the event. Mr. Joshi was full of energy and didn't take much time to connect to the students. He told the students the story of his life and how difficult it was to settle at one job. It was that moment where with the support of his loved ones, he decided to do what he truly liked. He shared his childhood instances where he mentioned that it very soon hit to him that how many 10s make a 100. Later, he indulged the students in some activities which would actually make them realize their strengths and weaknesses. Some students readily agreed to volunteer and share their answers and experiences as well. The students had a clear perspective of life after this event. It showed them the true meaning of life. The students look forward to attend more guest lectures and learn something new.
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The Wildlife and Nature Club (WNC) is really known for its Annual Trek which they organize every year. This year the trek was taken to Kalavantin Durg, a 850 feet high flat land near Panvel in Navi Mumbai on 11th August 2018. The trek was organised specially to explore nature and visit places which a very few people are aware of.

The day began at 6.00 am, when all the 98 participants assembled in the college premises, packed and ready to go. A roll call of all the people coming for the trek was taken and instructions were given to the participants by the organizing team and the teachers who were coming for the trek.

The participants enjoyed playing team games on the bus, which broke the ice for them. They reached the destination at 9:30 AM and started trekking by 10AM. While ascending they experienced heavy rains which made it more challenging and enjoyable. It took 2 hours to reach the top and enjoy a beautiful view of the surrounding peaks, the winds pushing the fog over the hills and the sky painted with dark heavy moving low level clouds made it a truly heavenly affair. The participants made lots of memories by playing various games and clicking pictures.

After spending a few hours on the top, they started descending. The participants showed a lot of enthusiasm which made it an exciting trip. They reached college back by 07.00 pm.

To sum it up it was an amazing day for all those who came for the trek. The association got great feedbacks and reviews from the participants for their efforts and hardwork put in to organize the trek.
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To sum it up it was an amazing day for all those who came for the trek. The association got great feedbacks and reviews from the participants for their efforts and hardwork put in to organize the trek.
The celebration then continued with a game of Housie among the teachers. The winners were given delicious treats as a prize. There was a Musical jam where students, the Principal and teachers came and sung lots of songs. All the students were excited as they saw a different side of their teachers that day.

Towards the end of the event, the students gave a small token of appreciation to our faculty for their love and devotion towards us. Everyone took back lots of happy memories. It was a very lively and a buzz filled day!!

**Teachers Day Celebrations**

Wildlife and nature club of NM college celebrated Teacher’s day in college with a lot of fun filled activities on the 5th of September 2018. The teachers were greeted with roses when they arrived to college in the morning by the members.

On the same day, the club completed its 18th successful year. The day had an emotional and recreational touch. A small cake cutting ceremony was done in the staff room on the occasion by the Principal. A nature themed cake was cut which was a symbol of the club. A few performances were also done by the talented students.

**Leave Nothing in the Beach, but Footprints!**

We believe the society we live in does a lot for us, and it is our duty to give something in return to the community. What we give may be in any form such as to give in some of our time for some community work.

With this thought, on Monday 24th of September, 2018 at The Pagli, Juhu Beach, The Wildlife and Nature club of Narsee Monjee College organized a beach cleaning drive wherein the members of the committee gathered at 7:00 am to collect the broken Ganpati idols and waste created during immersion process with great enthusiasm and community spirit. Prior to the actual work, basic working material for the team were provided, such as hand gloves and garbage bags. The members took pleasure in what they were set out to do and what they were doing. Within about two hours, around 50 idols were collected and bags were filled with garbage and some even took extra bags. At the end, the amount of garbage retrieved from this little portion of the beach was surprising. With this, the members of the Wildlife and Nature club went home with a thousand and one memories and to their belief, all participants learnt a lot from this project. Furthermore, this project taught that the people around are responsible for the mess and should keep the surrounding pollution free and to appreciate God’s gift by taking care of the most wonderful treasure “the beach.”
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Carnival Day, 2018

The carnival day is celebrated every year by all the committees of the college. It is a one-day festival to bring all the students together and enjoy. This year the carnival took place on 11th December 2018. The Wildlife and Nature club took active part and organized exciting games for the students.

The theme for this year was Foodie day. As per the theme, Oreo biscuits were chosen by the team. A few exciting games and activities were arranged by the team for the students to enjoy. The winners received packets of Oreo biscuits as well.

Lots of students as well as faculty members participated in the games and thoroughly enjoyed themselves. This day gives the students an opportunity to relax and create memories with their friends.
THE WILDLIFE AND NATURE CLUB
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Teacher In charge: Mrs. Sakshi Parab, Mr. Ayan Bhattacharjee
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The Wildlife and Nature Club, this year as usual had some memorable events including the most awaited event for all the students of NM College, the Trek.

1. DO SOMETHING, LEARN SOMETHING
The event “Do Something Learn Something” took place on the 6th August, 2018. It was based on the plastic waste awareness and plastic recycling.

To understand this, Mr. T.K. Bhandopandhya who was from ICPE (Indian Centre for Plastic in the Environment) came to our college to share his knowledge and help us understand the basics. He conducted a semi-workshop for us which were indeed helpful. He is a very renowned personality in this field and has contributed a lot to The Indian Centre for Plastic in the Environment.

The event was also in collaboration with Stree Mukti Sanghatana who came to collect the plastic waste from our college (which was generated from all the students) This NGO has been a part of waste collection and generation of Mumbai from a long time.

The entire event was a huge success; the students understood and managed to get their facts about plastic awareness clear. There were around 136 students participating to gain knowledge to make a plastic free tomorrow.

2. TREK TO PRABALGAD
The most awaited event of the NM College, the Trek was absolutely amazing and a huge hit.

The trek was on the Prabalghad hill in Prabalmachi. On a rather chilly morning on the 14th of August 2018 all eager and energetic Nmites were ready for their trek to Prabalgad organized by the wildlife and nature club.

The journey began at 7am with 2 buses and a dozen of eager smiles. The atmosphere during the trek was serene and splendid. It rained quite a few times during the climb, which only made it enjoyable.

Everyone could trek up to the top and the breathtaking view at the top made all the aching limbs, scrapes and scratches worth it!!

After the trek everyone rushed down to the base to have hot lip smacking lunch, which was enjoyed by one and all. Finally we arrived back in Mumbai at 9pm and reached home with big smiles and new memories.
3. **WHACK YOUR BRAINS**

Whack your Brains was a fun event with quick games like heads-up, taboo, and charades. These games are small and quick games which are to be played in 1 minute!

The event Whack your Brains had 8-9 teams participating and large audience all awaiting the exciting event.

The event included heads-up, taboo and dumb charades with a twist of nature. All the words had been replaced with elements and creatures of nature making the game not only exciting but also educational.

3 teams qualified from which we had a winner, a great event full of fun and memories.

4. **BEACH CLEAN UP DRIVE**

Wildlife and Nature Clun Jr. was also a part of the beach cleanup drive which in collaboration with the PRAYAAS FOUNDATION.

**Venue:** Juhu beach, Mumbai  
**Date:** 24th September 2018  
It was 6:30 am onwards and was a great success!

5. **WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY**

Wildlife Photography as its name states was an online Photography contest held by the club. The contest not only found the winners but also witnessed all the amazing photographs shot by the students of NM College, showing the talent within us is abundant.

The contest was for the best wildlife photos throughout the year and the club had a tough time selecting the winner.
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Report:

THE FLUID ART WORKSHOP, 13th AUGUST, 2018, ROOM NO. 17:
A lovely and lively response from our students who got to experience and explore their colourful and creative side. Each HC member actively participated in teaching and guiding the fluid art technique to all the excited participants who got to take their masterpieces and a whole bunch of memories home.

TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATION, 5th SEPTEMBER, 2018, ROOM NO. 13:
To celebrate this day and to honour them, our association along with other associations of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics, came together to put a beautiful event followed by music performance, dance and other such games and activities. The creative team members of HC came together and gifted each teacher a beautiful basket of pictures and quotes to our lovely teachers and our dear principal.

CARNIVAL DAY CELEBRATION, 11th DECEMBER, 2018, NM OLD CANTEEN:
Hobby Centre celebrated the 'Carnival Day' by setting up a stall along with the Wildlife and Nature club. The students had to make a stable tower using Oreos without letting the tower come crashing down. The logic was simple, 'Beat Gravity to it and win'. The winners were given Oreo packets as gifts, to share joy and happiness. The event was a success, with the vibrant music perfectly complimenting the spirit and enthusiasm of the students.

THE ART PAGEANT, 18th JANUARY, 2019, ROOM NO. 18:
The event was conducted to appreciate and
encourage the expressive artists of our college and provide them a platform to express themselves through their art form. The Contest had 2 rounds – i) Talent Round ii) The Question - Answer Round

Each artist was given an opportunity to express their thoughts and ideas through the art form they are comfortable with be it writing, painting, doodling, sketching or quilling. The finalists were promoted to the second round where they were asked to present their art work and questions were asked based on their art and their personality. The winners were awarded excellence certificate.

THE ART OF CALLIGRAPHY WORKSHOP, 5th MARCH, 2019, ROOM NO. 10:
The calligraphy workshop conducted by the very talented Debabrata Das from Pearl Academy was the last and the most memorable event for all the members as well as the participants. The participants were supplied with all the required equipments along with the expertise of the calligraphy skill. Each participant was given wonderful goodies by our sponsors from Pearl Academy which they took home along with a bunch of memories and the skill in calligraphy art.
WEALTH FROM WASTE
8TH AUGUST 2018
The first event of hobby centre which was an art based event. This event had two rounds featuring drawing without paintbrushes. The event was a beautiful mixture of creativity as well as fun. None of the participants were ready to give up the title of art champion. After the tough selection among the participants we finally received the winner of this event

CREATE FROM RAW
28TH SEPTEMBER 2018
The Second event of Hobby Centre. It was a workshop based event which was conducted by Mrs Cassandra Nazareth. The students were taught to make productive things from raw materials. This event was a workshop as well as a competition for the participants. Everyone left with great memories and fun

FOOD-O-MANIA
4TH OCTOBER 2018
the third and one of the most successful event of Hobby Centre. It was a challenging bootcamp event with a twist of food and many more surprises. People participated in large numbers. The event was on of our flagship event and everyone enjoyed a lot. There was a great feeling of enthusiasm among the participants and teachers also enjoyed being a part of this event
The Cultural Committee encouraged students of N M College to participate in various Inter-Collegiate Festivals of Performing Arts, Literary Arts, Business Management and Finance during the A.Y. 2018-19. The students brought lot of laurels to the college during the year. The Committee also organized events like 'Gujrat Ni Asmita -Garba Night', 'Mr and Miss N M', and cultural Programs for the College Annual Day. Following are the details of various festivals participated and events organized during the year :

1. Malhar

Malhar’2018 is the intercollegiate festival of St. Xaviers College. The festival had various events in the fields of Performing Arts, Fine Arts, Literary Arts and Management events conducted on for 4 days that is 5th, 16th, 25th and 26th of August 2018. The total no. of participants on the day 1 were 49. The total no. of participants on the day 2 were 33. The total no. of participants on the day 3 were 23. Our contingent had participated in 33 out of 47 events and were competing with colleges like UPG, KC, and Mithibai which had come full contingent. We proudly say that our contingent had received a podium finish in 8 events. In spite of not going full contingent, having all the delays of the First Year admission procedure, crossing all the deadlines of Malhar, and not participating in a single Performing Arts event, we proudly say that we have received for the college-pride by giving a very tough competition to colleges like UPG and KC and have secured the position of the 3rd Runners Up. Also, our college has received the trophy of the Best College in the Literary Arts Department.

2. Umang

An Inter-collegiate Festival organized by our own college, the Team participated as more or less a full contingent by taking part in 50 events out of 54. The enthusiasm and the hard work of the students was something that was really appreciated. The prelims were held on 13th and 14th of August and we qualified for six out of the seven prelims events. The students performed exceptionally well under pressure and made the college proud by winning the 3rd over all podium and the Fine arts trophy.

3. Youth Festival

This mega event is organised by the University of Mumbai for degree collegiates. Around hundreds of colleges participate but only a handful of them manage to reach the finals. We are proud to say that even in this year, students of our college have brought laurels to the college. This year, around seventy students from our college had participated in 36 events out of the 48 events organised by the University. No doubt, there was a tough competition out there, but our students managed to qualify for
around 15 events. In literary arts and fine arts section, our college managed to win three gold and one bronze respectively. The drama team won the consolation prize, and in the music section we won two bronze. In the performing arts section, we won one gold. Some of the students, namely, Vaishnavi Shetty and Poojan Sarvaiya, went for the Nationals and represented University of Mumbai in Indian classical dance solo (Bharatnatyam) and Quiz respectively.

Vaishnavi Shetty, who won the "Rajarao trophy” also won the gold medal at the National level this year in Classical Dance.

4. Reclamo
It is a Management Fest organized by Mithibai College, organized on 11th and 12th September 2018 in which our college won 2nd Podium overall. Around 35 students participated this year winning 2nd Podium in two events, 1st Podium in one of the events.

5. Gujrat ni Asmita – Garba Night
The event was organized by the Cultural Committee on 25th October 2018 at Santokba Hall, Santokba Foyer and Foyer of N M College (old Building) wherein we got tremendous response of our students so much so that we had to stop issuing passes in just three days considering the availability of space. The Best part of the event was that the Music Band ‘Goonj’ which made the participants dance to their tune, consisted of all NM students including Singers except one Professional Casio Player. It was a superb hit event where the Branding Committee and RCNM also helped.

6. Kshitiz
An intercollegiate festival organized by Mithibai College which had 57 events out of which we participated in 53 events. Their events ranged from Performing Arts to Fine Arts and Creatives, from Gaming and Sports to Photography and Film Fest. They also had Managements events.

The events in the festival were carried on for 4 days- 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th of December, 2018. We are proud to inform that we won the FIRST POSITION in the festival competing against more than 60 colleges across Mumbai and from out of Mumbai. Colleges like KC, Xavier's and NMIMS were too part of this festival. Not only did we win the first position but also received the MANAGEMENT EVENT’S TROPHY as well as the PHEONIX CUP.

Out of the 53 events in which we participated, we got a podium finish in 16 events which was more than any other college that participated.

7. Vayu
It is the Inter-collegiate festival organized by NMIMS in December 2018. Out of the total events, we participated in around 45 events and won podium finish in 8 events and 2nd Podium in 5 events and 3rd Podium in four events.

8. Fresh Face of India
It is a pageant that gives a great platform to students all over India to showcase their Talent, Confidence, Poise and Intellect. The first round of selection was conducted in our college in Room Number 10 where more than 20 students participated out of which six were selected for Semi-Finals and four were selected for finals.

We are proud to inform that 3 students from NM college had made it to the Bombay Finals after having competed against thousands of students selected from Mumbai’s Best Colleges that had participated in Livon Bombay Times Fresh Face 2018! Not only did our students work their way to become finalists but also did they win respective titles:-

1) Namrata Bachaldani:- won the Title of *MS TALENT* in FreshFace 2018
2) Kunjan Modi :- won the Title of *MS BOLLY BEAUTY* IN FreshFace 2018
3) Alroy Remedios:- won the position of 2nd Runner-up
The Fresh Face Finals were judged by Miss Diva Universe Nehal Chudasama and the very popular Bollywood Celebrity Nora Fatehi.

9. Mr. and Miss N M
During the Students Week, the Cultural Committee took initiative to organize the Competition 'Mr. and Miss. N M' on 14th December 2018 at NM College Foyer (Old Building) wherein around 30 students participated and the event was judged by Mr. Advait Chandan, director of the film 'Secret Superstar' who have won the Zee Cine Award as the most promising Director and Miss Aanandana Garg, a Winner of Mrs Royal India World 2018, Mrs India Splendid Star 2017, Mrs. India Remarkable West. The competition was enjoyed by more than 200 students.

10. Ka-Ching
It is the annual business, economics and finance festival of the Sarla Anil Modi College of Commerce and Economics, NMIMS organized on 18th and 19th of January 2019. Our College participated in this fest and secured overall Second Podium. Total 40 students participated and won 1st Podium in two events and 2nd Podium in one of the other events.

11. Zion
The Zion fest was hosted by Institute of International Studies on 2nd of February 2019. In this fest 20 students of NM college indulged in 7 of the events giving their best and their enthusiastic spirit got them to secure at the 2nd position overall.

In Mock Stock exchange the team secured the 1st prize, won the 2nd prize in rural le cartel and Dead man's chest.

12. Discidum
It is the annual Business, Finance and Economics festival conducted by HR College of Commerce and Economics in February 2019. The students of our college participated in this festival and secured First Runners Up Trophy for the Best Contingent.

Out of total 9 events conducted, we participated in 5 events and won Podium finish in one event.

13. Insight
Insight is the annual business, finance and economics festival organized by Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics. Our students also participated in this festival and won the second podium overall.

Out of total 13 events, 70 students participated in 12 events and proudly won podium finish in 9 of them which was more than even the Winning Team.

14. Annual Day
Due to shifting to new premises, the students prepared just in a week's time and performed in the College Annual Day on 25th January 2019. They performed Bharat Natyam, a Classical Dance, Group Dance showcasing various dance styles, Marathi Skit, Fashion Show and orchestra with many melodious songs including patriotic number like 'E Vatan, Mere Vatan'. The performances were appreciated by the authorities, teaching-non teaching staff members as well as by the students.

The Students also performed on the occasion of Farewell of Last Year Students.

Our student Prachi Shah participated in Nirmal Science College's Elocution Competition and won 2nd Prize. She also participated 'She's got the talent' and 'Miss Mood' at Mood Indigo Fest organized by IIT, Mumbai and won Second Position in 'Miss Mood'.
Cultural Society Jr.
(Junior College)

Office Bearers
Teachers In charge : Mrs. Divya Kaushik  Mrs. Sonali Trivedi  Mrs. Sumana Kanjilal
Ms. Kausar Kadri  Mr. Maxwell Lopez
Chairperson : Ishita Shah
Treasurer : Arushi Parasrampuria

The Cultural Society had fantastic events this year, all of them were loved by the audience.

Event 1: MEHFIL
The Cultural Society(JR.) had their first event “MEHFIL” on 27th July, 2018 from 3:15pm-5:15pm. It was a classroom Antakshari event with a twist in Room No.5.

Event 2: THEATRE WORKSHOP
This event was on 24th September conducted by the Mumbai Actors Academy(MAA) in Room No.13. This workshop was addressed by prominent actors like Mr. Kishor Soni and Mr. Pramod Kapoor. The audience enjoyed a little vocal exercises that the judges taught them. The two judges gave a lot of information on the field of acting.

Event 3: THEATREWORKS
It was an acting event that encouraged the participants to showcase their talent in the field of acting. This event was conducted in the JJH Hall from 3:15 to 5:15pm on 10th October. This event was a huge success thanks to our participants and our judge Mr. Mustafa Burmawalla who has debuted in the movie Machine.

Event 4: RHYDHUN
A dance event conducted by the Cultural Society had 3 rounds:
1. Fusion &
2. Impromptu

This event was conducted in the Old Canteen Area from 3:15 to 5:30. This event was a huge success thanks to our judges Mr. Raj Baikar and Ms. Shital Uphare.

The Most Awaited Event
MR. AND MS. NM

Our last event ended on a great note because of our talented participants and Mr. Tanuj Virwani our judge who made a show a great success with his lively performance. The event took place in the JJH(Seminar Hall) from 3:15 to 5:05. The event had three rounds:
1. Off the Broadway- Ramp Walk round
2. The Spotlight- Talent Hunt round
3. Cattle Call- Q & A round, based on this round we had the winners of the event MR. AND MS. NM.
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(Degree College)
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Teacher In Charge : Dr. Muktha Manoj
Joint Secretary   : Janki Purohit
PR Head          : Ashwini Vyas

Secretary : Khyati Thaker
Treasurer  : Bhavya Shah

Report
DEMOCRACY DIES IN DARKNESS, 28th September 2018
The Debate and Literary Society organised a debate competition among the student community. The event was organized with an aim to encourage the student body to voice their opinions on the existing social conditions in today's India. Six participants voiced their opinion on issues such as “Reservations- Needed or Not”, “Capital Punishment” and “Role of Citizen Journalism”. The participants expressed their views on the topics, answered questions from their opponents and also faced questions from our judges, Dr. Jennifer D’souza and Dr. Vijayshree Anand. Later, we also had an interactive session between the judges and the audience on the topics. The event was graced by the Principal Dr.Parag Ajgaonkar who gave a motivating speech to our participants and audience present and gave out prizes to the winners.
DEMOCRACY DIES IN DARKNESS, 28th September 2018

The Debate and Literary Society organised a debate competition among the student community. The event was organized with an aim to encourage the student body to voice their opinions on the existing social conditions in today's India. Six participants voiced their opinion on issues such as "Reservations- Needed or Not", "Capital Punishment" and "Role of Citizen Journalism". The participants expressed their views on the topics, answered questions from their opponents and also faced questions from our judges, Dr. Jennifer D'souza and Dr. Vijayshree Anand. Later, we also had an interactive session between the judges and the audience on the topics. The event was graced by the Principal Dr. Parag Ajgaonkar who gave a motivating speech to our participants and audience present and gave out prizes to the winners.

The Debate and Literary Society of NM College, on 8th February, 2019 organised its second event: "COENSEO". Where we invited students to think, evaluate and opine on a topic which created a nationwide hype: "Manmohan Singh: The Accidental Prime Minister?" Our discussion was majorly based on the book 'The Accidental Prime Minister' by Sanjaya Baru, and other related facts. Our event was judged by Dr. Jeniffer D'souza and Ms. Kesia Varghese. The participants also answered questions posed by our judges and later by other professors also present for the event.
The Debate and Literary Society
(Junior College)

Office Bearers
Teachers in charge : Ms. Levinda Alphonso,
Ms. Sonal Trivedi,
Ms. Sumana Kanjilal
Secretary : Udit Nikam
Joint Secretary : Moksha Gada
Treasurer : Moksha Gada
PR Head : Aparna Mundhra

Technicals : Akshay Maloo
Creatives : Rutu Shah
Event Head : Shifa Maqba
Members : Shrutee Shetty,
Samarth Maheksha,
Khushee Shah, Manav Ahuja,
Hiral Shah, Raj Giridhar and
Rasesh Majithia

1. Power To Voice, August 29, 2018
The Debate and Literary Society of N.M. College (Junior) held its first event, 'Power To Voice' on 29th August at 3:15 P.M. in Room No. 5. A riveting debate competition, the event was graced by esteemed judges Ms. Supriya Wadia and Ms. Meenal Deshmukh; teachers in-charge Ms. Levinda Alphonso, Ms. Sonal Trivedi and Ms. Sumana Kanjilal; and a zealous audience of around a hundred students. The competition comprised of two rounds: rehearsed and impromptu. The topics for the first round were disclosed beforehand. Paired up, the contestants played as teams but were judged individually based on relevant criteria. In the end, six finalists were deemed eligible for the second round wherein one contestant was pitted against another. In addition to the extemporary nature of the debate, the topics were selected by the finalists from a ready-made list of debate topics. The presentation of lucid and cogent arguments and the adroit responses to the challenging rebuttals from the opposing teams, the eager audience as well as the committee added zing to the competition. Culminating on a satisfying note, Nidhi from FYJC was declared the first runner-up and Vijaylaxmi from SYJC the ultimate winner.

2. LitCon, October 10, 2018
The second event- a carnival- 'LitCon', was organized on October 10, 2018 in the Old Canteen Area. The event was organized on a large scale to foster the habit of reading among students, promulgate awareness about the significance of language and literature and its appreciation and most crucially entertain the masses. Engaging stalls including both books and literary based games were set up. Books were sold at nominal charges so as to enable students to glean the joy of reading at affordable rates. Further, to make the carnival even feistier, the following mini-games were organized: Stick-Stack-Stir a derivative of Tic-Tac-Toe and Watch Your Step, both of which incorporated the benefits of both vocabulary and physical agility; Bull’s Eye a simple yet challenging game that tested the ability of the participants to make the best of their lexis in a limited timespan; and fan-favourite Dumb-Charades. The winners of each game were paid a sum in the customized token currency, 'litcoins'. The hour-long carnival, a paragon of creativity and hard work, attracted a humongous crowd from both F.Y. and S.Y.J.C. The nominal rates of books, the arrangement of massively intriguing games and the vibrant milieu proved to be instrumental in the success of the event.
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ગુજરાતી સાહિત્ય મંડળી અમા માનવું છે આપણું સાહિત્ય એજ આપણી ઓળખ છે. મૌજ મતી અને સાહિત્ય કાયમોને ઉમેરવામાં આવે તે સમાય સાહિત્યનો બદ્દું થાય છે.

અમારી યોગ્યતા હોવાનો ગાવ મહેસૂસ કરાવવો. અમતરે, લોકોને માટે તે રીતે સાહિત્યકાય આપવાનો છે.

વર્ષ દરમિયાન અમે 2 કાયમોનુ આયોજન કર્યું હતુ.

1) તરંગ 2.0 (17 ઓક્ટોબર 2018)
આ કાયમમાં દીશા મિણયાર કેટેસ પરખ- નાટક પડાવ થઈ હતી. સેમકોપણે 3 મહાન અંડલ પસાર થવાનું હતુ - કલચરલ , નવનાત્મક અને નાટક. પરંતુ સાહિત્ય મંડળીના આ અનોખા સફર માટે ખૂબ આભારી છીએ.
સાંભળવા માટે પોતાનું 'ઓડ કેટીન' આયોજન આવેલ. જેની માંગ અસીમ રીતે આપણી ઓળખ છે. જે પોતાનું પ્રાથમિક પ્રભાવ હતુ અને પ્રભૂતિત કરવામાં આવેલ. જે પોતાનું પ્રથમ મૂલ્યાંકન પોતાનું સફળ કાયમ થયો. જે પોતાનું સમીક્ષા અને સાહિત્યકારી સાધનો થયો. જે પોતાનું સિદ્ધાંત ખુબ સાંભળવામાં આવેલ. જે પોતાનું સફળ કાયમ થયો. જે પોતાનું સમીક્ષા અને સાહિત્યકારી સાધનો થયો.

2) યાજ રમી લઇ (11 ફેબ્રુઆરી 2019)

જે આપણી પોતાનું 'ઓડ કેટીન' આયોજન આવેલ. જેની માંગ અસીમ રીતે આપણી ઓળખ છે. જે પોતાનું પ્રથમ મૂલ્યાંકન પોતાનું સફળ કાયમ થયો. જે પોતાનું સમીક્ષા અને સાહિત્યકારી સાધનો થયો. જે પોતાનું સફળ કાયમ થયો. જે પોતાનું સમીક્ષા અને સાહિત્યકારી સાધનો થયો.

બધાનો નવી સુધીમાં વધારાની પૂ� સ્પેસમાં પાછી પાડવી થઇ, ચાર ટુકડી અંતમ પડાવ - 'સાધનના પ્રશ્ન' સુધી અને તેમાંમાં 'ઓડ વિજ્ઞતાની વાત' બની. જેની પણ પોતા પ્રાચીન મહા વેત્તા માટે અને પ્રાચીન મહા વેત્તા માટે ઉદઅનતમ છે. અમે, ગુજરાતની સાહિત્ય સંસ્થાની ભારતના અનોખી સહજ માટે પુસ્તક આપણી છીએ. વધુ પ્રેમ અને સાધ મળવામાં આવી થાય પણ આમ અને વધુ પ્રેમ છીએ. 

અમે ગુજરાતની સાહિત્ય સંસ્થાની ભારતના અનોખી સહજ માટે પુસ્તક આપણી છીએ. 

અમે ગુજરાતની સાહિત્ય સંસ્થાની ભારતના અનોખી સહજ માટે પુસ્તક આપણી છીએ.
Гુજરાતી સાહિત્ય મંડલ (સુનિમર કોલેજ) દ્વારા વર્ષ ૨૦૧૮-૧૯ ક્રમિકક પાદલી જીવાર વિષ્ણુ ગુજરાતી દિવસની ઉજવળી કરવામાં આવી હતી. વિભાગીયોને તે પર અને પોતાની માતૃવાસા પાણી તેમનો ગ્રભ કેળવામાં આવ્યા હતું. પ્રેમ માનવશાસ્ત્ર વિભાગ અને સામાજિક વિવિધ કાર્યક્રમો પ્રમાણક ભાગી હતા પ્રશાસન પર્વો રાજનીતિ અને સમાજમાં રાજીવીને જીવિત કાર્યક્રમો પ્રવૃત્તિ આપી હતી. જીવનદ્રોહ દિવસ (૨૪/૮/૨૦૧૮):

1. `મામલા' (૨૪/૮/૨૦૧૮):

શેखર સંબંધ પ્રભાવના પ્રથમ કાર્યકામ તરીકે વિષ્ણુ ગુજરાતી દિવસની ઉજવળી કરવામાં આવી હતી. કવી નરેનીના જબમહિદલ વિભાગીયોને સુરત સેંટીક તેમણે નાતક-નૃત્ય દરશાવવાનો માટે આયોજન. માતૃવાસાના મણીયા શ્રેણીના ધ્વનિશેરીની કાર્યક્રમ પણ કરવામાં આવ્યો હતો. વિભાગીયોની જીવનદ્રોહ કરવાના એક ભૌગલિક આ કાર્યક્રમ યોજનામાં આવ્યા હતા.

2. `ગજીએ રમો' (૮/૧૦/૨૦૧૮):

`નાગરની' અને ગુજરાતીઓનો સૌથી મોટો તહેવાર છે અને `ગજી' અને ગુજરાતીઓની જાગૃત ઓળખણે. કોલેજના પુદાન વિભાગીયો નવાશિંઝમ સંસ્ત રીતે ગણ રમી રહી રહ્યે તે માટે એક વિદ્યાર્થી યોજનામાં આવી હતી. વિભાગીયોને અને કોલેજ પરામપરા અને આધુનિક ગીતોને પર ગણન રમવાનો આલોચન વ્યાપાર હતો.

અંક હેશો: શી. એ કોલેજ દ્વારા યોજણાઓ પર ચૂંટાવેલી ‘ગુજરાતી નિરસુકત અને કોલેજ સંબંધિત વિભાગીયો માટેની વિશ્વસદવ્ય સ્વધારધ, આફરિયત, પુસ્તક સમીક્ષા, પાવર પોટ્સ્ પ્રેન્ટેશન જેવી પક્ષીય સંશોધનઓ ભાગ લીધી હતી અને ઈનામાં પણ મેળવવા હતા.

આમ, વિભાગીયોની સાથ-સહકાર પણ વૈવિધ્યપૂર્વી કાર્યક્રમો યોજનાને માતૃવાસા સાથે તેમનો નાટો બદલ માગ તેની પ્રયત્નો કરવામાં આવયું હતા.
विद्याध्यापन : डॉ. हरीश शर्मा, डॉ. बंदना मिश्रा
हिंदी साहित्य मंडल के विद्याध्यापन ने जुलाई महीने में गुरूपूर्णिमा के उपलक्ष्य पर गुरु की महिमा और उनके प्रति अपना आभार व्यक्त करते हुए सभी शिक्षकों के लिए पोस्टर एवं कविता पाठ के माध्यम से अपने भाव प्रस्तुत किए। इसी प्रकार ५ सितंबर को शिक्षक दिवस के उपलक्ष्य में संपूर्ण महाविद्यालय में चित्र एवं पोस्टर द्वारा विद्याध्यापकों प्रदर्शनी लगाई।
हिंदी साहित्य मंडल का पहला कार्यक्रम "आमाज एक नई सीजन" 1 अगस्त 2018 को रूम नंबर 13 में आयोजित किया गया। इस कार्यक्रम को दर्शकों का खुब प्रतिसाद मिला। करीब 150 दर्शक और 12 प्रतिभागियों इसमें शामिल हुए थे। यह कार्यक्रम प्रतिभागियों के लिए ही नए बल्कि दर्शकों के लिए भी लाभदायक साबित हुआ। दर्शकों ने भी अपना खुब प्रतिसाद इस कार्यक्रम में दिखाया। इस कार्यक्रम में अंग-अंग राउंड थे जैसे राउंड राउंड अनौपचारिक परीक्षा था, दूसरा राउंड भाषण था, तीसरा और आखिरी लोक सभा राउंड था। इस कार्यक्रम का उद्देश्य लोगों को अपने देश की समस्याओं के सार्वजनिक कराना और उनसे संबंधित सही सुझाव चाहना था। पहले राउंड की अनौपचारिक परीक्षा में अपने देश के हिलहास, देश की संस्कृति के ज्ञान पर आधारित था। समय और शिक्षकों की प्रति संदेश थे और अनौपचारिक परीक्षा की संस्कृति के ज्ञान पर आधारित था। समय और शिक्षकों की प्रति संदेश थे और अनौपचारिक परीक्षा की संस्कृति के ज्ञान पर आधारित था। समय और शिक्षकों की प्रति संदेश थे और अनौपचारिक परीक्षा की संस्कृति के ज्ञान पर आधारित था। समय और शिक्षकों की प्रति संदेश थे और अनौपचारिक परीक्षा की संस्कृति के ज्ञान पर आधारित था।
नरसी मोगजी महाविद्यालयाच्या मराठी साहित्य मंडळाने २०१८-१९ या शैक्षणिक वर्षात अनेक कार्यक्रम आयोजित केले. या कार्यक्रमांची सुरूवात 'प्रभादशिर' ह्या स्थापनेचे झाली.या स्थापनेचे शेल्फ व्यवस्था विद्यार्थ्यांनी आयोजित केली होती व अनेक शिक्षक व शिक्षकतार कर्मचारीयांनी यांचा सहभाग घेतला. यांच्या निर्देशनाच्या कालात साधने, अन्ततः अशा फेरीच्या संगतीने प्रत्येकाची आशीर्वाद दिली.

दुसऱ्या महत्त्वाची सप्ताह ऑकटेबर महिन्यात आयोजित केली होती, ती महत्त्वाची 'शुद्धलेखन' ह्या साङ्केतिक परिक्षणाच्या अंतर्गत विद्यार्थ्यांनी सापडली. संविधान कालात विद्यार्थ्यांनी नजारे निकालून तर दुसऱ्या क्रमांक क्रमांक कॅटेगरीत अनेक केन्द्रांचा सहभाग घेतला.

दिनांक २० जानेवारी २०१९ रोजी मंडळांनी विले-पार्स वृत्ती येथे हे विषयावर विवाचन केले. कार्यक्रमाच्या सर्वांगीणतेने आयोजित केलेले नवीन चिन्हांचा स्थानमापन तथा साहित्याच्या परीक्षणांचा विवेचन दिले.

मराठी साहित्य मंडळाचे दिनांक २७ फेब्रुवारी २०१९ रोजी जागतिक मराठी भाषेची संस्थापनेचा केला. कार्यक्रमाच्या सुरूवातीला महाविद्यापीठाचे प्रारंभिक डॉ. पराग आभासकर यांनी आयोजनाचा शेखर केलेले. त्यांच्यामध्ये मराठी भाषेची महत्त्वपूर्ण संस्थापनेची भूमिका दिली. इतर शिक्षकांनी इतर विषयांमध्ये आयोजित केलेले धार्मिक साहित्याची सृष्टी निम्नलिखित विषयांमध्ये दिली.

मंडळाची कार्यवाही कृंभिका निमित्त कोल्हापूर, कर्नला शिक्षकांनी कार्यक्रमाची पूर्वपूर्वी निर्देशन केली. तर कुंभिका बंगले हिंदी भाषेच्या निमित्तील जबाबदारींसाठी अभियंता उत्तमराघु यांनी पाहली. कार्यक्रमाची पूर्वपूर्वी निर्देशन केली. गणकांनी संगतीत निर्दिष्ट केलेले यांनी संगतीत बऱ्यांना उत्तमराघु आशीर्वाद म्हणून कार्यक्रमाची प्रमाणपत्र देण्याचा आभार दिले.
‘प्रश्नमंजुषा स्पर्धा’
“मराठी भाषा दिवस”
माराठी साहित्य मंडळ  नरसी मोल्की महाविद्यालयातील
विद्याध्यायाने मराठी संस्कृतीची ओळख करून देखील आपला आयोजक आहे. विविध चीजांच्या विविध उपकरणांमध्ये कार्यालयातील सदस्य होतील आणि शक्तीच्या दरवर्षी हे कार्य
करतात. असाधारण व प्रमाण 2018 – 2019 याची खासी उपकरण आयोजित करतात.

1. बारी (Vaari): दिनांक  २३  जुलै २०१८ रोजी मराठी साहित्य मंडळाच्या बारी हा अपल्ल पहिला यासाठी उपकरण आयोजित केला. हा उपकरण राजकीय संस्थानांमध्ये मुख्य हे असेही सर्व विद्याध्यायाने भावात करून महाराष्ट्र साहित्येची संस्कृतीच्या अभियंता असाधारण हा होता आणि आयोजक एकदा इतर संस्थेचे दिसत व कार्य करून मंडळाची निवडला होता. तत्काळीन माननीय उपाध्यायांनी महाराष्ट्र व माननीय तर्कमाध्यम शिरोमणी गीता भे यशों यांनी, आपण तर यांच्याकडून आयोजनाची आई आसमन आपल्याच्या भाषेतील व तीन विषयांच्या कार्यक्रमाने लागले. शासकीय अधिकारी आणि कलाकारांनी माननीय शीर्षकांनी विजय भरत यांनी मुख्य पाहतात, तसेच मुख्य वकर तत्त्वांशी आमंत्रित केले होते. त्याने महाराष्ट्राच्या योग संस्कृतीच्या व आज्ञाच्या युवानवार्त्याच्या आपणे विचार मंडळ. व मंडळाच्या अर्थशास्त्र उक्तावरोलिंग झाल्याच्या त्याने त्याच्याच्या मोठ्यांच्या प्रमाणात प्रतिसाद लागला.

2. केल्डिस्कोप (Kaleidoscope): दिनांक २४  नोभेंद्र २०१८ रोजी मराठी साहित्य मंडळाच्या त्याच्या यशस्वी असा दुर्लक्ष कार्यक्रम आयोजित केला. याच्या उपकरणात बाजूंत आणि लघुपट दाखवला गेला. याच्यात उपकरणात कार्यक्रम आयोजित केला. या लघुपट दाखवला गेला. या लघुपट दाखवल्याने कार्यक्रमाच्या माध्यमातून एक सामाजिक संदर्भ देखील दिला. या लघुपट दाखवल्याने कार्यक्रमाच्या माध्यमातून एक सामाजिक संदर्भ देखील दिला.

मंडळाच्या विचाराच्या टाकेचे आपल्या पत्रिका तिथिनांतर कुरेच्या सार्वजनिक अभियंत्य नियंत्रणाने पायलत व सामाजिक समाजात एक आदरांत देखावेले. या लघुपटाने तसेच अन्य विविध मूल्यांचे करून बुस्तानेच होणार आणि अंतिम विचाराने आपल्या आकार तर विचारांची कार्यक्रमाची पुरस्कृति मिळवला व विचारांची कार्यक्रमाची पुरस्कृति मिळवला व विचारांची कार्यक्रमाची पुरस्कृति मिळवला व विचारांची कार्यक्रमाची पुरस्कृति मिळवला.
The French Association
(Junior College)

Office Bearers
Teacher in charge : Mrs. Divya Kaushik
Secretary : Dipshi Marlecha
Joint Secretary : Ashish Mehta
Treasurer : Rushit Khimani
Name of the core committee members : Anurag Matondkar (HOD Public Relations)
Vedant Dhairyawan (HOD Marketing)
Yash Parmar (HOD Technicals)
Gautami Dhawan (HOD Creatives)

Event Reports:
1. **The Bastille Day celebrations (14th July, 2018)**
   The French Association celebrated the Bastille Day, which signals the French Revolution. The event saw a footfall of 120 students with 2 special French guests, namely Adrian and Alina Peff and Ms. Rita Kalbag. The celebration started by reciting the national anthem of both the countries, which was then followed by a video on the beauty of France. The audience engaged in a fruitful interaction and also had a chance to converse in French. Our principal and teacher in charge were delighted to see this and the French students expressed that this is a memory they will cherish forever.

2. **Visit to an orphanage (7th September, 2018)**
   The French Association organised a visit to the Shishu Bhavan, located in Vile Parle [West]. This event was conducted for students from SYJC since the FYJC members had their first unit tests. The orphanage was a home to some really young physically and mentally challenged kids. On conducting various activities for the kids, the students had a heart touching experience and they felt grateful for all that they had. The smiles on the faces of the lively kids were priceless.

3. **Treasure Hunt- Trouvez le trésor (24th September, 2018)**
   This fun filled event was conducted in the Old Canteen Area from 3:15 to 5:45. The start and the finish point was the Old Canteen Area. Event was attended by twenty teams from FYJC and 20 from SYJC. One team from both FYJC and SYJC was clubbed. Out of the 20 teams 15 were eliminated with the help of a French questionnaire and the...
rest 5 teams of 4 moved in different directions accompanied by taggers, unfolding every clue given to them in French. Each team was also provided with an opportunity for 2 translations and 2 hints, during the course of the hunt. In the meanwhile, the participants of the rest 15 teams were entertained by the members of the Association in the form of games and lively discussions and were provided with tasty delicacies to enjoy.

4. **The life of two cities - La vie de deux villes (9th October, 2018)**
   This exciting event of the French Association depicted the life in two of the most popular metropolitan cities - Paris and Mumbai. This was done with the help of an interesting presentation which was followed by a game of housie with a French twist. It started at 3:15 and was held in room no. 23. The ambience in the classroom was filled with excitement as the event enjoyed active participation from the audience, with a quiz popping up after every 2 slides. The students also relished the French food served and everyone had a smile on the face.

5. **The French Carnival - La Fete Française (29th November, 2018)**
   The carnival was the flagship event of the French Association. It took place in the Old Canteen Area from 2:00 to 5:00 and was attended by students across FYJC and SYJC. It was a sensational event that included a wide array of stalls put up by students involving fun games to play and tasty food to relish. We also organised a series of lucky draw rounds for the audience. A student from FYJC graced the occasion by singing a mesmerizing song live that enraptured the audience and made it a memorable day for all. The event saw a footfall of 300 students, which further raised the aura of the event.

6. **The Farewell (22nd December, 2018)**
   This event was specially organised for the Students of SY by the students of FY. The event started with various games and was then followed by a classroom DJ afternoon. This was specially organised to the wish them all the best for their board exams and also to pass on their responsibilities in the association to their juniors. The FYs finally bid adieu to them after a joyful day and our teacher in charge also graced the occasion with her presence. The SYs enjoyed delicacies and the occasion was followed by a cake cutting ceremony.
rest 5 teams of 4 moved in different directions accompanied by taggers, unfolding every clue given to them in French. Each team was also provided with an opportunity for 2 translations and 2 hints, during the course of the hunt. In the meanwhile, the participants of the rest 15 teams were entertained by the members of the Association in the form of games and lively discussions and were provided with tasty delicacies to enjoy.

4. The life of two cities- La vie de deux villes (9 October, 2018)

This exciting event of the French Association depicted the life in two of the most popular metropolitan cities- Paris and Mumbai. This was done with the help of an interesting presentation which was followed by a game of housie with a French twist. It started at 3:15 and was held in room no. 23. The ambience in the classroom was filled with excitement as the event enjoyed active participation from the audience, with a quiz popping up after every 2 slides. The students also relished the French food served and everyone had a smile on the face.

5. The French Carnival- La Fete Française (29 November, 2018)

The carnival was the flagship event of the French Association. It took place in the Old Canteen Area from 2:00 to 5:00 and was attended by students across FYJC and SYJC. It was a sensational event that included a wide array of stalls put up by students involving fun games to play and tasty food to relish. We also organised a series of lucky draw rounds for the audience. A student from FYJC graced the occasion by singing a mesmerizing song live that enraptured the audience and made it a memorable day for all. The event saw a footfall of 300 students, which further raised the aura of the event.

6. The Farewell (22 December, 2018)

This event was specially organised for the Students of SY by the students of FY. The event started of with various games and was then followed by a classroom DJ afternoon. This was specially organised to wish them all the best for their board exams and also to pass on their responsibilities in the association to their juniors. The FYs finally bid adieu to them after a joyful day and our teacher in charge also graced the occasion with her presence. The SYs enjoyed delicacies and the occasion was followed by a cake cutting ceremony.
Orian Roar to Rise...

Office Bearers
Teacher in charge : Shridhar Prabhu
Secretary : Pratham Vora
Joint Secretary : Jhanvi Bhatia
Treasurer : Nidhi Patel
Members: Arya Zaveri, Vatsal Doshi, Palak Damani, Yashvee, Dhurti, Anshul, Shobhit, Samay, Yesha, Shubh, Mouli.

Report
Orian, an association run by MCVC Accounting and Auditing students, had an extremely frolic event this year. The whole team ensured that the NMites participating in the event had a blissful time.

Brain Storm, 25th August 2018.
Intriguing questions, fascinating quizzes, brain teasing puzzles... Is that what one looks for in interactive events? Then Brainstorm was the right event that the NMites attended.

Brain Storm, the first event of Orian 2018-19, emphasized on the usage of brain during fun and interactive activities and exciting pop quizzes with the audience and participants. 8 teams in pairs participated and played the first round of answering perplexing riddles. Later, there were debate rounds having newsworthy topic which made everyone engross totally. The finale round had tic-tac-toe with a major twist of only playing their turn with every correct answer from each team. This made the audience enthusiastic and curious to play something different. In conclusion, the event ended with a massive success having all smiles in the class.

Training and Placement Cell
(Annual Report 2018-19)
Training & Placement Faculties In-charge:
Aided : Mr. Smitin Belchada, Dr. Ritu Vashisht, Dr. Meena Vazirani
Unaided : Mr. Conrad Coelho, Mr. Prashant Jadhav
Development Officer : Ms. Amrita Phillips
Placement Officer : Mr. Nainesh Koli
Student Coordinators:
BCom : Aayushi Badheka, and Meet Mahuvakar
BMS : Bhavik Shah, Denise Moraes, Drishya Dinesh, and Parshva Raiyani
BAF : Rhea Suri, Sakshi Shetty, and Leeman Ullah
BFM : Jay J Shah, and Rishit Khandwala
Bsc (IT) : Romit Purohit, and Suyash Pandey
M.Com : Siddhart Bhandari, and Ranhita Agarwal

Work executed from June 2018 till February 2019:
June – July: Done registrations of students and organized Student Coordinators team to assist the Training & Placements Cell in consultation with the Placement Committee.

Started Pre-Placement Training sessions for all the TY. The sessions focused basic information on Resume Writing, Group Discussions, Personal Interviews and Business Etiquette.

August - September: Started Pre-Placement Training Mock sessions for all the TY students (aided and unaided). The sessions focused on Mock Group Discussions and Personal Interviews. Organized Campus seminars for Article Trainees for the CA student. Companies like PwC, KPMG, EY, Deloitte, KNAV, DH Consultants, CNK & Associates and Grant Thornton were invited for the same.

September – February: Organized campus recruitments, the details of which are enumerated below. Guest Lectures were also conducted for the students.

Training Summary for 2018-19:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STREAM</th>
<th>NO OF TRAINING HOURS</th>
<th>TOTAL NO OF STUDENTS TRAINED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>32 hrs</td>
<td>124 hrs of practice Pre-Placement Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAF</td>
<td></td>
<td>45 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFM</td>
<td></td>
<td>45 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc IT</td>
<td></td>
<td>70 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.Com</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Com</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 hrs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Training and Placement Cell
(Annual Report 2018-19)

Training & Placement Faculties In-charge:
Aided : Mr. Smitin Belchada, Dr. Ritu Vashisht, Dr. Meena Vazirani
Unaided : Mr. Conrad Coelho, Mr. Prashant Jadhav
Development Officer : Ms. Amrita Phillips
Placement Officer : Mr. Nainesh Koli

Student Coordinators:
BCom : Aayushi Badheka, and Meet Mahuvakar
BMS : Bhavik Shah, Denise Moraes, Drishya Dinesh, and Parshva Raiyani
BAF : Rhea Suri, Sakshi Shetty, and Leeman Ullah
BFM : Jay J Shah, and Rishit Khandwala
Bsc (IT) : Romit Purohit, and Suyash Pandey
M.Com : Siddhart Bhandari, and Ranhita Agarwal

Work executed from June 2018 till February 2019:
June – July: Done registrations of students and organized Student Coordinators team to assist the Training & Placements Cell in consultation with the Placement Committee.

Started Pre-Placement Training sessions for all the TY. The sessions focused basic information on Resume Writing, Group Discussions, Personal Interviews and Business Etiquette.

August - September: Started Pre-Placement Training Mock sessions for all the TY students (aided and unaided). The sessions focused on Mock Group Discussions and Personal Interviews. Organized Campus seminars for Article Trainees for the CA student. Companies like PwC, KPMG, EY, Deloitte, KNAV, DH Consultants, CNK & Associates and Grant Thornton were invited for the same.

September – February: Organized campus recruitments, the details of which are enumerated below. Guest Lectures were also conducted for the students.

Training Summary for 2018-19:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STREAM</th>
<th>NO OF TRAINING HOURS</th>
<th>TOTAL NO OF STUDENTS TRAINED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>32 hrs of Basic Pre-Placement Package</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAF</td>
<td>124 hrs of practice Pre - Placement Package, which included Practice Aptitude test questions, Mock Group Discussions and Mock Personal Interviews</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFM</td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc IT</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.Com</td>
<td></td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Com</td>
<td></td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SY and FY Soft Skills Training

- The SY students were trained in the following competencies: Decision Making, Conflict Management, Leadership Styles, Negotiation Skills, Precision and Perception, Team Building, Goal Setting and Stress Management.
- The FY students were trained in the following competencies: Self – Awareness, Emotional Intelligence, Goal Setting, Confidence Building, Assertiveness Training and Communication Skills.

Guest Lectures were given by the following companies:
- EY
- Teach for India
- Endurance
- Deloitte
- Remi
- Big FM

Placement Summary till February 2019:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Streams</th>
<th>No of Students registered for Placements</th>
<th>Students Placed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAF</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFM</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc IT</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCom</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCom</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Min Salary (Rs lacs per annum)</th>
<th>Avg Salary (Rs lacs per annum)</th>
<th>Highest Salary (Rs lacs per annum)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Top Recruiters
The SY students were trained in the following competencies:
Decision Making, Conflict Management, Leadership Styles, Negotiation Skills, Precision and Perception, Team Building, Goal Setting and Stress Management.

The FY students were trained in the following competencies:
Self-Awareness, Emotional Intelligence, Goal Setting, Confidence Building, Assertiveness Training and Communication Skills.

Guest Lectures were given by the following companies:
- EY
- Teach for India
- Endurance
- Deloitte
- Remi
- Big FM

Placement Summary till February 2019:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Streams</th>
<th>No of Students registered for Placements</th>
<th>Students Placed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAF</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFM</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc IT</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCom</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCom</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Min Salary (Rs lacs per annum): 2.5
Avg Salary (Rs lacs per annum): 4.36
Highest Salary (Rs lacs per annum): 11
Department of Life Long Learning and Extension (DLLE)

Teacher in charge : Dr. Ritika Khurana (Convener), Mrs. Rekha Katheeth, Mr. Darshan Panchal
Students Manager : Tvisha Tandon, Mahima Ahrkar and Vedika Agrawal

The Department of Life Long Learning and Extension is a statutory department under the Mumbai University. The college has undertaken three projects – Career Project (Teacher-In-charge-Mrs. Rekha Katheeth), Survey of Women’s Status (Teacher-In-Charge- Dr. Ritika Khurana) and Industry Orientation Project (Teacher-In-Charge – Mr. Darshan Panchal). A total of 82 students have enrolled for the projects.

THE DEPARTMENT OF LIFE LONG LEARNING AND EXTENSION hosted the first term and second term training program conducted by the teachers-in-charge. Teachers gave an insight to the students about the activities to be conducted in the second term. They also gave them a brief description about the format of the report to be submitted by the students at the year end and details about the UDAAN festivals. The DLLE Department of Mumbai University had organized its Annual Extension Festival “UDAAN –The Flight of Extension 2019”, which was hosted by M.V.M College Of Commerce and Science on 2nd February, 2019. Various colleges participated in the various competitions which ranged from street play on socio-economic issues, poster making competition etc. N. M college won the THIRD prize in the poster making competition whose topic was ‘wastage of food’.

This year DLLE introduced a event named ‘Mumbai Ki Hodi’ to spread awareness about traffic rules which was conducted on 7th September 2018. ‘Walkathon’ was conducted on 23rd December 2018 at Shivaji Park to spread awareness for organic farming and organic food. A guest lecture on Impression Management was held by Mrs. Kashish Chabbaria on 1st September 2018 where she taught the meaning of various body posters. Also, body image interactive session was also conducted by Mrs. Deepa on 14th February 2019 in which she introduced us to a new concept of body shaming and gave case studies for better understanding of the society.

Each Project in DLLE conducted a visit in a particular area related to the core idea of their project.

SWS conducted a guest lecture on “Research data analysis”. The guest lecture was conducted by Mrs. Manjree. She spoke about the various statistical tools for research data analysis in statistics. She also gave the students an insight and a brief detail on “writing a project report”. A total of 3 guidance meetings were also conducted by the teacher in-charge Dr.Ritika Khurana.

IOP conducted an industrial visit to Bisleri International Pvt.Ltd. on 7th March 2019 where members were given brief explanation about how the water is filtered, about the history and policies of the company. They were also shown the process of making plastic bottles. Also, two guidance meetings were held by the teacher in-charge Mr.Darshan Panchal.

CP conducted a career fair at Juhu Gandhigram School and Manilal Sunderji Municipal U.P. Tamil School on 2nd March 2019 where the information collected by the members was disseminated to the students of the school to help them take their career decisions. Soft Skills training was held on 15th December 2018 to help members get acquainted with the process of conducting an interview. And nine guidance meetings were held by the teacher in-charge Mrs. Rekha Katheeth in the academic year.
The Department of Life Long Learning and Extension (DLLE) is a statutory department under the Mumbai University. The college has undertaken three projects – Career Project (Teacher-In-charge-Mrs. Rekha Katheeth), Survey of Women's Status (Teacher-In-Charge-Dr. Ritika Khurana) and Industry Orientation Project (Teacher-In-Charge-Mr. Darshan Panchal). A total of 82 students have enrolled for the projects.

The DLLE Department of Mumbai University hosted the first term and second term training program conducted by the teachers-in-charge. Teachers gave an insight to the students about the activities to be conducted in the second term. They also gave them a brief description about the format of the report to be submitted by the students at the year end and details about the UDAAN festivals.

The DLLE Department of Mumbai University had organized its Annual Extension Festival “UDAAN –The Flight of Extension 2019”, which was hosted by M.V.M College Of Commerce and Science on 2nd February, 2019. Various colleges participated in the various competitions which ranged from street play on socio-economic issues, poster making competition etc. N. M college won the THIRD prize in the poster making competition whose topic was ‘wastage of food’.

This year DLLE introduced an event named ‘Mumbai Ki Hodi’ to spread awareness about traffic rules which was conducted on 7th September 2018. ‘Walkathon’ was conducted on 23rd December 2018 at Shivaji Park to spread awareness for organic farming and organic food. A guest lecture on Impression Management was held by Mrs. Kashish Chabbaria on 1st September 2018 where she taught the meaning of various body posters. Also, body image interactive session was also conducted by Mrs. Deepa on 14th February 2019 in which she introduced us to a new concept of body shaming and gave case studies for better understanding of the society.

Each Project in DLLE conducted a visit in a particular area related to the core idea of their project. SWS conducted a guest lecture on “Research data analysis”. The guest lecture was conducted by Mrs. Manjree. She spoke about the various statistical tools for research data analysis in statistics. She also gave the students an insight and a brief detail on "writing a project report". A total of 3 guidance meetings were also conducted by the teacher-in-charge Dr. Ritika Khurana.

I O P conducted an industrial visit to Bisleri International Pvt.Ltd. on 7th March 2019 where members were given brief explanation about how the water is filtered, about the history and policies of the company. They were also shown the process of making plastic bottles. Also, two guidance meetings were held by the teacher-in-charge Mr. Darshan Panchal.

CP conducted a career fair at Juhu Gandhigram School and Manilal Sunderji Municipal U.P. Tamil School on 2nd March 2019 where the information collected by the members was disseminated to the students of the school to help them take their career decisions. Soft Skills training was held on 15th December 2018 to help members get acquainted with the process of conducting an interview. And nine guidance meetings were held by the teacher-in-charge Mrs. Rekha Katheeth in the academic year.
Gymkhana Report
(Degree College)

ARCHERY
• The selection of N.M. College Archery (Men & Women) Team which will participate in the Intercollegiate Archery Tournament- 2018-19, held at the University of Mumbai, Kalina Campus.
• Sharmishtha Raguvanshi (TYBCOM), won the Gold Medal at the Intercollegiate Archery Championship, 2018-19, held at Palghar.
• Sharmishtha Raguvanshi (TYBCOM), has participated at the All India Inter-University Archery Tournament-2018-19, held at Bhubaneswar.

ATHLETICS
• Krisha Kotecha (FYBCOM), Meet Kothari (SYBMS), Dhwanil Choudhary (FYBCOM) and Abhinav Mishra (SYBSc IT) has participated at the Intercollegiate Athletics Tournament- 2018-19, held at Sports Pavilion, Marine Lines organized by University of Mumbai.

BASKETBALL
• The selection of N.M. College Basketball (Men & Women) Team which will participate in the Intercollegiate Basketball Tournament- 2018-19, held at the University of Mumbai, Kalina Campus.
• N.M. College Basketball (Men) team participated in the Intercollegiate Chess Tournament- 2018-19, held at Shishuvan School, Matunga, organized by the University of Mumbai.
• N.M. College Basketball (Women) team participated at the Intercollegiate Basketball (W) Tournament- 2018-19, held at Sports Pavilion, Marine Lines, organized by University of Mumbai.

CHESS
• The selection of N.M. College Chess (Men & Women) Team which will participate in the Intercollegiate Chess Tournament- 2018-19, held at the College Premises.

CYCLING
• Rohan Bajaj (FYBFM) has participated at the All India Inter-University Cycling Tournament-2018-19, held at Bikaner.

CRICKET
• N.M. College Cricket (Men) team selection held at the Urban Sports, Vile Parle (E) from 15th & 16th October, 2018, which will participate at the Inter Collegiate Cricket Tournament, 2018-19.
• N.M. College Cricket Team participated in the Intercollegiate Cricket Tournament- 2018-19, held at Shivaji Park, organized by the University of Mumbai.

FOOTBALL
• The selection of N.M. College Football (Men & Women) Team which will participate in the Intercollegiate Football Tournament- 2018-19, held at the St. Anthony Church Ground, Yari Road.
• N.M. College Football (Men) team participated at the Intercollegiate Football Tournament- 2018-19 and lost in Pre-Quarter Finals, held at Sports Pavilion, Marine Lines, organized by University of Mumbai.
GYMNASTICS

- Urmil Shah (TYBCOM), Anas Ali (FYBCOM) and Abhita Gokhle (FYBSc IT) participated at the Intercollegiate Gymnastics Tournament- 2018-19, held at Kalyan, organized by University of Mumbai.
- Urmil Shah (TYBCOM), Anas Ali (FYBCOM) and Abhita Gokhle (FYBSc-IT) has been selected to represent University of Mumbai Gymnastics Team, which will participate in the All India Inter University Gymnastic Tournament, 2018-19.
- Urmil Shah (TYBCOM), Anas Ali (FYBCOM), has won the Silver Medal in the Gymnastics team event in the All India Inter University Gymnastic Tournament, 2018-19, held at Chandigarh.
- Abhita Gokhle (FYBSc-IT) has represented University of Mumbai Gymnastics Team, and participated in the All India Inter University Gymnastic Tournament, 2018-19, held at Chennai.
- Anas Ali (FYBOM), has participated at the Khelo India National Games-2018-19, held at Pune.

HALF MARATHON

- Sanjana Urvaksh Zubin (SYBCOM), selected to represent the N.M College in the Inter-Collegiate Half Marathon Tournament, 2018-19, organized by University of Mumbai.

TENNIS

- N.M. College Tennis (Men & Women) team selection held at the Leo Tennis Academy, Andheri West on 08th October, 2018, which will participate at the Inter Collegiate Tennis Tournament, 2018-19.

TABLE TENNIS

- The selection of N.M. College Table Tennis (Men & Women) Team participated in the Intercollegiate Table Tennis Tournament- 2018-19, held at the Sports Pavilion, Marine Lines, organized by University of Mumbai.
- Shravi Jain (FYBMS) participated and reached Semi- Final in the Madhya Pradesh Table Tennis State Ranking Championship, 2018-19 from 1st to 4th September, 2018, held at Indore.
- Shravi Jain (FYBMS) participated and reached Semi- Final at the Intercollegiate Table Tennis (W) Tournament- 2018-19, held at Sports Pavilion, Marine Lines, organized by University of Mumbai.

SHOOTING

- Yashoraj Sing (FYBMS) won the Silver Medal representing Rajasthan Shooting Team in the 62nd National Shooting Championship, held at Oases Shooting Range, Jaipur, Rajasthan.
- Tanshi Agarwal (TYBCOM) and Nikita Shiroor (FYBCOM) has participated at the Intercollegiate Shooting Tournament- 2018-19, held at Tolani College, organized by University of Mumbai.
- Yashoraj Singh (FYBMS) participated in the 17th Rajasthan State Open Shooting Championship held from 9th to 15th August, 2018 at the RSCLCC DASES Shooting Range, Jaipur and won the Bronze Medal in the Double Trap Junior Men Event.

VOLLEYBALL

- N.M. College Volleyball (Men) team selection held at the Sadhana Ground, Vile Parle (W) on 1st October, 2018, which will participate at the Inter Collegiate Volleyball Tournament, 2018-19.
Gymkhana Report 2018-19
(Junior College)

I) Chess:

1) Pushkar Dere FYJC - F – 40
   * DSO National level tournament held at Andra Pradesh, He won Bronze Medal (Team Game).
   * DSO State level tournament held at Raigad, He stood 4th.
   * Open State tournament under - 25 held at Nashik, He won Silver Medal.
   * Open National & International tournament held at Bhopal & Udaipur, He stood 9th in both tournaments.

2) Jainam Modi SYJC – H – 114
   * DSO Division level tournament held at Bhivandi.
   * DSO District level tournament held at Andheri, He won Silver Medal.

II) DIVING:

1) Nishant Agarwal SYJC – H – 06
   * Senior National Competition held at Kerala, He stood 5th – 1 Mtrs – Spring board.
   * DSO State Level Competition held at Pune, He won Bronze Medal 1Mtrs – Spring board.

III) FOOTBALL:

Girls Football Team played final & won Silver Medal.

IV) SQUASH:

1) Avani Nagar FYJC – F – 126
   * International Squash Competition held at Mumbai, She stood 4th & 5th Position at two different competitions.
   * National level Squash Competition held at
     i) Central India Squash open Indore 2nd
     ii) Junior & Senior open Squash Mumbai 3rd
     iii) Junior National at Jaipur 6th

V) Lawn Tennis:

1) Prerna Vichare FYJC – D – 092
   * ITF (INTERNATIONAL TENNIS FEDERATION) JUNIORS GRADE 5 SINGLES WINNER
   * ITF TOURNAMENTS (INTERNATIONAL TENNIS FEDERATION)

   AUG 2018   CHENNAI ITF   GRADE 5   SEMIS DOUBLES
   NOV 2018   GUWAHATI ITF   GRADE 5   SEMIS DOUBLES

   QRTRS SINGLES

   QRTRS SINGLES
I) Chess:
1) Pushkar Dere FYJC – F – 40
* DSO National level tournament held at Andra Pradesh, He won Bronze Medal (Team Game).
* DSO State level tournament held at Raigad, He stood 4th.
* Open State tournament under - 25 held at Nashik, He won Silver Medal.
* Open National & International tournament held at Bhopal & Udaipur, He stood 9th in both tournaments.

2) Jainam Modi SYJC – H – 114
* DSO Division level tournament held at Bhivandi.
* DSO District level tournament held at Andheri, He won Silver Medal.

II) DIVING:
1) Nishant Agarwal SYJC – H – 06
* Senior National Competition held at Kerala, He stood 5th – 1 Mtrs – Spring board.
* He stood 6th – 3 Mtrs – Spring board.
* DSO State Level Competition held at Pune, He won Bronze Medal 1Mtrs – Spring board.

III) FOOTBALL:
Girls Football Team played final & won Silver Medal.

IV) SQUASH:
1) Avani Nagar FYJC – F – 126
* International Squash Competition held at Mumbai, She stood 4th & 5th Position at two different competitions.
* National level Squash Competition held at Indore 2nd, Jaipur 6th.

V) Lawn Tennis:
1) Prerna Vichare FYJC – D – 092
* ITF (INTERNATIONAL TENNIS FEDERATION) JUNIORS GRADE 5 SINGLES WINNER
* ITF TOURNAMENTS (INTERNATIONAL TENNIS FEDERATION)
  AUG 2018
  CHENNAI ITF GRADE 5 SEMIS DOUBLES QRTRS SINGLES
  NOV 2018
  GUWAHATI ITF GRADE 5 SEMIS DOUBLES QRTRS SINGLES
  JAN 2019
  DELHI ITF GRADE 4 PRE-QRTRS DOUBLES QRTRS SINGLES
  OCT 2018
  MUMBAI NATIONALS U16 SEMIS SINGLES RUNNERSUP DOUBLES
  AUG 2018
  CHENNAI NATIONALS U18 QRTRS SINGLES WON DOUBLES
  OCT 2018
  DELHI NATIONALS U18 PRE QRTRS SINGLES SEMIS DOUBLES
  OCT 2018
  MUMBAI 1 LAC WOMENS SEMIS DOUBLES
  DEC 2018
  MUMBAI 1 LAC WOMENS SEMIS DOUBLES
  JAN 2019
  MUMBAI 1 LAC WOMENS SEMIS DOUBLES
* AITA TOURNAMENTS (ALL INDIA TENNIS ASSOCIATION)
  MAY 2018
  MUMBAI NATIONALS U16 SEMIS SINGLES
  AUG 2018
  CHENNAI NATIONALS U18 QRTRS SINGLES WON DOUBLES
  OCT 2018
  DELHI NATIONALS U18 PRE QRTRS SINGLES SEMIS DOUBLES
  OCT 2018
  MUMBAI 1 LAC WOMENS SEMIS DOUBLES
* KHELO INDIA YOUTH GAMES 2019
  JAN 2019
  PUNE U17 WON SINGLES-GOLD WON DOUBLES-GOLD
* NATIONAL SCHOOL GAMES (DSO)
  SEP 2018
  MUMBAI-DISTRICT U19 1ST
  OCT 2018
  PUNE-STATE U19 1ST
  FEB 2019
  MUMBAI-NATIONAL U19 1ST GOLD IN INDIVIDUAL 3RD BRONZE IN TEAM
2) MITALI SHETTY FYJC – B – 092
* Participated at DSO State level competition held at Pune.

VI) CRICKET:
* Our boys Cricket Team reached at Quarter Final at DSO Tournament.
Enactus NM
(Degree College)

Office Bearers
Teachers-In-Charge : Ms. Pooja Singh (Convenor), Ms. Kesia Verghese, Ms. Sneha Vaskar, Mr. Sagar Talreja
President : Drishya Dinesh
Vice-Presidents : Vidur Dhabaria & Riya Nanavati
Core Team : Jashpreet Singh, Sreesreshtha Nair, Archa Chaudhary, Bhavik Shah, Jayraj Kataria, Priyesha Shah

NAVRATRI Celebrations
Students led by Kashvi, Kruti & Pranali visited Swami Vivekananda School, Kelve Road, near Palghar. Water bottles were distributed to 200 kids. NMites then played Garba with the children and taught them some brilliant dance moves too! This event was covered in Times of India as well.

PROJECT SUI DHAGA
In collaboration with Damani Packaging, 6 women of Nehru Nagar slums stitched cotton bags (raw materials which imported and then converted into the finished product). Orders are taken from local stores in the city and orders executed accordingly. Entire logistics & delivery managed by Team ENACTUS. Till date, 2200 bags have been produced!
Panel Discussion with TFI
A Panel Discussion on “Education as a tool for Social Transformation” was organized for the students. Ms. Venil Ali & Ms. Devangana Mishra from TFI were the panelists.

ENACTUS INDIA – Training Session
A training session was organized at Mukesh Patel College for ENACTUS teams from Mumbai. NMites had a fruitful discussion with the guests present and the cherry on the cake was the meeting with CFO of KPMG India – Mr. Arjun Vaidyanathan.

International Women’s Day Celebrations
A Speaker session by Ms. Ridhima Mahabal was organized on the role of women in Indian Mythology. Apart from that, Project Sui Dhaga women were invited and were felicitated for Project Sui Dhaga.

Member Training Session
Mr. Vivek Damani, mentor for Project Sui Dhaga conducted a Training session for the members of ENACTUS NM. He discussed the various aspects of Logistics and taught the team how to pitch for sales to prospective buyers.
Women Development Cell
(Degree College)

**Teacher-In-Charge**: CA Savita Desai
**Secretary**: Chaitya Sanghvi
**Joint Secretary**: Manasvi Panchal, Mudra Desai

The Student members of Women Development Cell conducted following activities for the women residents of D N Nagar Slums, Andheri West in association with NM NSS:

1. **Cloth Bag making**: In September 2018, the students taught these women how to make bags of new cloth as well as waste cloth so that they can sell these bags and earn from Home.

2. **Self-Defense Techniques**: In the month of December 2018, the students taught these women simple and easy self-defense techniques.

**Students demonstrating techniques of Self-Defense**:

---

**Student and Women making Cloth Bags**:
Milaap 2018

The Association Fair was held to help fresher’s take an informed decision about their extra-curricular activities they would choose. All 25+ associations displayed their stalls and the footfall this year was over 1000 students as many BCom students showed interest this year viz-a-viz previous years to join an association.

Mandela Day Celebration (16th July, 2018)

In order to mark the “Centenary birthday celebrations” of Hon. Nelson Mandela, students visited “Spark-A-Change Foundation”, conducted a story session on Mandela’s life and paid tribute to him by lighting candles.

NM Social Ambassador Program (throughout the year)

An opportunity for NM students to volunteer at Spark-A-Change Foundation to help the students in their day to day studies. 12 NMites throughout the year standout to be the true changemakers!

Friendship Day with Advitya (01st August 2018)

Students visited ADVITYA and celebrated friendship day. Personalized friendship bands were tied to kids. Volunteers played games, danced and indeed started a new legacy of friendship.

Raksha Bandhan Celebrations (23rd August)

Eco-friendly rakhi designs were taught to students of NGO Vivekananda Youth Forum. Volunteers sat in groups, taught and helped the students to design these rakhis.
World Gratitude Day (21st September, 2018)
In an attempt to show they are grateful for all the services they render on a daily basis, students celebrated the occasion with the housekeeping staff of the college. The event was organised as part of the college’s cleanliness campaign and also an ode to the silent services of the housekeeping department of NM College that makes substantial contribution to the upkeep of the educational organization.

Diwali Celebrations (03rd November, 2018)
Students celebrated Diwali with women of Nehru Nagar Slums, Juhu. The team played cricket and enjoyed the sport thoroughly at Juhu Beach. The event ended with Diwali greetings & distribution of sweets on this joyous occasion. The event was covered by Times of India.

Christmas Celebrations with specially abled (20th December, 2018)
Brand Building students celebrated Christmas with students of Advitya. The students learnt and designed Santa Masks.

Games like passing the parcel, spot the nose were played with the students.

National Youth Day (12th January, 2019)

Our students narrated the life of Swami Vivekananda as a child, student and a monk to the children followed by a quiz competition.

Makar Sankranti Celebrations (14th January, 2019)
Students distributed “chikki” & “til gud” to all at NM. They were distributed to all teachers, non teaching office staff and even watchmen of the premises. The aim was to spread happiness and celebrate the festival in it's truest sense.
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Narsee Monjee College MUN Club
Secretary : Aman Loharuka
Joint Secretary : Khushi Sharma

Head of Departments
Marketing : Bhavesh Dawar
Research & Editorials : Raashi Gupta
USG Delegate Affairs : Sachin Agrawal & Arushi Bhaik
Teacher in Charge : Huzefa Bhagat

Public Relations : Sagarika Khanna & Kalp Shah
Creatives : Bansari Sheth
USG Events : Rishabh Sancheti

NARSEE MONJEE COLLEGE MODEL UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE, 2019.
The Narsee Monjee College Model United Nations Conference, 2018-19 is a place for the young minds of our country to see the world not as it is but as it could be. This platform gives an opportunity to the leaders of tomorrow to voice their opinion and make it matter. The NMC MUN will foster speaking, writing and debating skills along with critical thinking, team work and leadership. Delegates from premier colleges of the country will come together and make their opinion count in this movement of change curated by the Narsee Monjee College Model United Nations Club.

MUN SABHA
The MUN Club of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics came up with its new event- The MUN SABHA gers of change to voice their opinions. MUN Sabha is a monthly meet up to encourage the students, who are the leaders of tomorrow, to discuss political and international issues helping them to evolve themselves into globally aware citizens.

RAJNEETI
The NMC MUN club conducted its flagship event on upcoming elections, on 21st January, 2019. In this competition, the students got the real life thrill of campaigning for elections, forming alliances, portraying leadership skills and creating influence on the people leading them to their main goal of filling the “vote bank” by hook or crook way.
Association of Accountancy

Office Bearers
Teacher in charge : Mrs. Savita Desai
Vice Presidents : Jay Bosamia & Manav Gandhi
Marketing HOD : Malhar Zaveri
Public Relations HOD : Hiral Shah
President : Kavya Johari
Planning & Events HOD : Mahika Kotecha
Administration HOD : Rashi Gupta
Editorials & Creatives HOD : Shainee Shah

Report:
In the very first year of its inception, the Association of Accountancy witnessed great success in achieving its objectives. The team definitely proved that together, they can soar as high as the eagles & rise beyond the horizon. The first event for the academic year 2018-19 was conducted on 24th July, 2018. AOA celebrated 'Income Tax Day 2018.' Being the premier event of the association, the students collectively decided on having a 'Study Circle' concept in which, each student shared information & facts on topics related to accountancy & taxation in the form of a presentation. The diverse range of topics included the Goods & Services Tax (GST), various ITR Forms, tax benefits for start-ups, BEP's & much more! The event turned out to be a grand success, right from its ideation to implementation & helped the audience in understanding our comprehensive & elaborate tax system in a very simple way.

The Association of Accountancy of N.M.College held its second event on 22nd September, 2018. The speaker of the event 'The Logical Banker' was Mr. Alok Karkera, who has been working with the Citibank for over 18 years now. He is also a Chartered Accountant & the author of a book titled 'Isles of Mambo.' Mr.Karkera laid emphasis on the topic 'Careers & Disruptions in Banking' for the session. He cleared queries of the students' relating to the banking sector and made them aware of the various avenues and opportunities that exist in the sector of investment banking and insurance policies. He also introduced the chirpy audience to the booming concepts of Block Chain, Artificial Intelligence & Bit Coins. He ensured an active participation from the audience by offering an enticing prize, his own book as a free gift, for the one who is the most active participant. With his positive attitude & motivational spirit, Mr.Alok definitely succeeded in giving NMites an invaluable insight into the world of banking. About 105 students were benefitted.

The third & final event for the year was held on 21st January, 2019. The speaker for the event was Mr.Rajat Ghosh, who presently heads Mumbai Operations for The Chopras. He brings in 22 years of experience specific to Higher Education with leadership and project stints with IMS, career launcher, ISB Hyderabad, Princeton Review to name a few. He is an aptitude trainer himself. The topic of the seminar was Global Careers in Accounting which was held at the Seminar hall in the new college premises. Mr.Rajat emphasized on topics like Introduction to accounting careers, Skills and qualifications required, the certifications and its impact on our CV, How relevant is MPA? Along with, Accounting with analytics & the trends that we need to watch out in global careers. Mr.Rajat was successful in providing deep insights into various avenues. With his smiling face and motivational spirit, he definitely succeeded in giving NMites an invaluable insight into the world of global accounting careers.

The year flashed by in a jiffy but the knowledge imbied shall be a forever gained treasure!
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The Dieting Dilemma (Guest Lecture)
As a part of the healthcare initiative of Commerce association a guest lecture by Ms Indrayani Hazare Pawar ;the head of the Diabetics Department at Hinduja healthcare surgical was organized on 9th October 2018. The session acted as a great platform to discuss the concepts of a balanced diet, importance of nutrients, stress and nutrition. Interesting discussion was held on how to choose food wisely and super foods one must include in our everyday diet. The session was very forthcoming, educative and interactive.

Amazon's Retail Revolution (Documentary Screening Cum Symposia)
The session started with a documentary on Amazon's history, focusing on the founder, Jeff Bezos, and how he developed Amazon from a miniscule company that dealt in books, to a multinational technology company.. This documentary of 45 minutes was followed by a speech by the secretary of the Association. This was then followed by an enriching discourse by Ms.Rekha Kateeth , Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce, about retail marketing and work culture. The event was also graced by Principal Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar, who gave an enlightening address on how students can cultivate a habit of scrutinizing a company, its culture and its customer dealings.

Industrial Visit to Bajaj Auto Ltd, Pune. (Industry-Academia Interface)
An Industrial Visit for TYBCOM Business Management students to Bajaj Auto Ltd, Chakan, Pune was organised under the guidance of Dr. Vijayshree Anand, Associate Professor and Mr. Smitin Belchada, Assistant Professor from Department of Commerce on 25th February, 2019 to get an opportunity of exposing and relating the theoretical knowledge of management and marketing with the practical world. Students understood the application
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As a part of the healthcare initiative of Commerce association, a guest lecture by Ms. Indrayani Hazare Pawar, the head of the Diabetics Department at Hindujia Healthcare Surgical, was organized on 9th October 2018. The session acted as a great platform to discuss the concepts of a balanced diet, importance of nutrients, stress and nutrition. Interesting discussion was held on how to choose food wisely and include superfoods in our everyday diet. The session was very forthcoming, educative, and interactive.

Amazon’s Retail Revolution (Documentary Screening Cum Symposia)

The session started with a documentary on Amazon’s history, focusing on the founder, Jeff Bezos, and how he developed Amazon from a minuscule company that dealt in books, to a multinational technology company. This documentary of 45 minutes was followed by a speech by the secretary of the Association. This was then followed by an enriching discourse by Ms. Rekha Kateeth, Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce, about retail marketing and work culture. The event was also graced by Principal Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar, who gave an enlightening address on how students can cultivate a habit of scrutinizing a company, its culture, and its customer dealings.

Industrial Visit to Bajaj Auto Ltd, Pune. (Industry-Academia Interface)

An Industrial Visit for TYBCom Business Management students to Bajaj Auto Ltd, Chakan, Pune was organized under the guidance of Dr. Vijayshree Anand, Associate Professor, and Mr. Smitin Belchada, Assistant Professor, from Department of Commerce on 25th February, 2019, to get an opportunity of exposing and relating the theoretical knowledge of management and marketing with the practical world. Students understood the application of kaizen theory, importance of innovation, creativity, and women empowerment. They also understood the significance of motivation and the functioning of the HR department. Students also learnt about various safety techniques used in such mega manufacturing units. A short informative film was shown emphasizing on the fabulous history of Bajaj Auto. The film also focused on various advertising techniques used by the company over the period of time. Students also got an opportunity to see the exhibition of various motorbikes manufactured at the Pune unit and also got to know about their various details and specifications.
Environmental Studies

Report on Educational Visit to Maharashtra Nature Park, Dharavi, Mumbai

F.Y.B.Com Students, Narsee Monjee College Of Commerce & Economics on Saturday, February 2nd, 2019, stepped into the man-made forest area created on a dumping ground which is indeed a miracle to pay heed to the calls of various species of birds and observe the vivid range of flora and fauna present at the MAHARASHTA NATURE PARK. The group of 11 students from F.Y.B.Com visited under the guidance of their subject teacher, Ms. Vaishali Kurhekar and the Nature park guide Prashant Gokarankar.

It was an amazing and thrilling experience to visit man-made mini forest. This was experienced by all the students as soon as they entered and saw the flawless beauty of Nature Park. Bird-watching requires a lot of time and patience. The students were lucky enough to observe vivid migratory as well as residential birds like White Spotted Fantail, Purple Rumped Sunbird, Ashy Drongo, Kukkoo, Red Brusted Flycatcher, Asian Paradise Flycatcher, Indian Jungle Crow, Male Koyal, Hyna, Tickells Blue Flycatcher, Bhardwaj, Tailorbird, White Chested Kingfisher, Rose Ringed Parakeets, etc. on their nature trail.

Some birds were seen feeding for their prey, some while resting on branches while some drinking water on the bank of Meethi river. But the trip was not just restricted to birdwatching. They could also observe and seek information about the varied range of trees and insects present in the nature park. The guide was a walking encyclopedia & he shared his wonderful knowledge about the flora and fauna present in the Nature Park.

Students taking keen interest to observe the birds

Students Participation in the Inter-collegiate Competition:

Sem I

On October 1st, 2018, Monday, Ms Prachi Shah, S.Y.B.Com G-62, and Ms Sakshi Gupta, F.Y.B.Com G-115, represented our college at Nirmal College of Commerce and Science, Kandivli west, Mumbai for an Intercollegiate Elocution Competition, organized on account of wildlife week (Oct1-Oct 7, 2018). Ms Prachi spoke on Use of Animals in the Medical Research is a necessary evil and Ms Sakshi spoke on Human-Wildlife Conflict. Both spoke well and it was Ms Prachi Shah who bagged the second prize at the event. There were 42 colleges participated in the event.

Sem II

On 11th March, 2019, Ms K Aarthi Sheetal, F.Y.B.Com Div-C, participated in ‘Geo Mumba’, an intercollegiate competition for photography and photograph interpretation organized by Dept of Geography, University of Mumbai. She bagged the First Prize for excellent photograph, its interpretation and presentation.
The visit to a butterfly garden in the park brought smile on the faces of the students. Various butterflies species like Blue Tiger, Striped Tiger, Lemon Pansy, Blue Mormon, Tailed Jay, etc. could be witnessed by them. The students also visited the Vermicomposting pits, Eutrophicated Pond, Bamboo thicket, Plant Nursery where many medicinal plants were being grown, etc.

The students also had a walk in the Nisarg Photo Gallery comprising of the mesmerizing and flawless pictures of species witnessed in the nature park.

Students were also observed the presence of nearby commercial Centre BandraKurla Complex (BKC) along the side of Meethi river. Dharavi which is close by the park, is a threat to the same yet the security of the park ensure safety to the park.

The trail came to an end with the guide presenting the informative slides about the biodiversity of Nature Park.

Time slipped like the sand slips from the hand and the trip to a very wonderful yet underrated location came to an end. With a lot of knowledge, pictures and sounds of the birds echoing in the ears of students, they returned back home after expressing their gratitude towards the guide and their teacher.
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On October 1st, 2018, Monday, Ms Prachi Shah, S.Y.B.Com G-62, and Ms Sakshi Gupta, F.Y.B.Com G-115 represented our college at Nirmal College of Commerce and Science, Kandivli west, Mumbai for an Intercollegiate Elocution Competition, organized on account of wildlife week (Oct 1-Oct 7, 2018). Ms Prachi spoke on Use of Animals in the Medical Research is a necessary evil and Ms Sakshi spoke on Human-Wildlife Conflict. Both spoke well and it was Ms Prachi Shah who bagged the second prize at the event. There were 42 colleges participated in the event.

Sem II
On 11th March, 2019, Ms K Aarthi Sheetal, F.Y.B.Com Div-C, participated in 'Geo Mumba', an intercollegiate competition for photography and photograph interpretation organized by Dept of Geography, University of Mumbai. She bagged the First Prize for excellent photograph, its interpretation and presentation.
Tree!! So normal a sight that we almost taken them for granted. Not much can be captured through the lens of a camera. There's so much life associated with the trees that even our naked eye is unable to see. Home to millions of tiny creatures, they withstand so many external factors; fierce winds, scorching heat, pouring rains but they can't seem to escape from the shackles of humans.

Every time, we put that little seed in the soil, we look forward to see a tiny, tender, fresh green shoot. We see hope. We see life. The irony being, we lose interest in seeing the same plant which we once associated our happiness with.

What caught my heart is the fact that this is a sight that goes unnoticed otherwise. We see a hundred trees and one cut down tree doesn't seem to bother us. And if this continues, we'll eventually see destruction.

Destruction of land, animals and plant cover.
Destruction of humans.
Destruction of life.

---

Life Givers
(Award winning photograph and the write up which was presented at the competition)
Friends of Library Association – Illusion (Literature Festival)

Office Bearers
Teacher Incharge : Mrs. Vaishali Dawar
Committee : Dr. Deepa Chitnis, Dr. Kedar Bhide, Ms. Vaishali Kurhekar,
            Ms. Prerna Dedhia, Ms. Shivani Bhatt, Ms. Kausar Kadri
President : Ms. Priyal Bhojani
Secretary : Mr. Sreesreshta Nair
Joint Secretary : Mr. Manav Hirani
Core : Mansi Jain, Gaurvi Sanghi, Palak Jain, Ishita Todi, Rushank Mody, Krunal Mehta,
       Shubham Agarwal, Apurva Kothari, Kavya Bhatnagar, Sachin Agarwal, Sajal Neema,
       Aditi Jagatramka, Dharmin Vora

Report: Illusion 2019 – Literature Festival – 13th February

1. Speaker Session by Ambi Parameswaran
In a world where a mere tweet can tear down monuments that took people years to build, creating and enhancing your image (the right way) is analogous to oxygen. This enriching speaker session by Mr. Ambi Parameswaran, a brand coach, brand strategist business author of 'For God's Sake' and 'Nawabs, Nudes, Noodles' gave the students an expert insight into fields like advertising and corporate governance.

2. Speaker Session by Ketan Bhagat
Mr. Ketan Bhagat is a zealous storyteller and author who is very well-known for his books like 'Complete Convenient' and 'Child/God'. He is also an amazing motivational speaker. The students were enthralled by the session as Mr. Ketan talked about various aspects of life.
3. Presidential Debate
An intercollegiate Presidential Debate competition with the format following the rules and regulations of the US Presidential debate system; it was a fiery debate amongst worthy contestants and breathtaking to witness.

4. Keynote Session by Medha Patkar
Social activist and instigator of the 'Narmada Bachao Andolan', Ms. Medha Patkar was the highlight of Illusion'19. Her session was adored by students and faculties alike. She spoke about her journey as a social activist with some interesting anecdotes of the famous protests. It was followed by an exciting Q&A round where the students asked some pertinent questions.

5. Human Library
Human Library is an organisation which believes in sharing the stories of the inspirational personalities around us. Here, the personalities are the open books which the attendees can gleefully read and experience. Adored and hailed, Human Library was an integral part of the literature festival. Following are the 4 books that were presented in Illusion’19:
   (a) Echoless Voice
   (b) The Bewitched Entrepreneur
   (c) Secret Rockstar
   (d) You are Enough

6. Speaker Session by Anuj Tiwari
The recipient of the Newspapers Association of India Achiever Awards 2014 as the 'Best Upcoming Novelist', Mr. Anuj Tiwari is also a TEDx speaker. He gave a mesmerizing session to the audience about the intricacies of writing and the art of writing about real life events.
7. LitFair 2019
The LitFair had the theme of Greek mythology; which is believed to be one of the most prolific and oldest literature and culture in the world. The NM Old Canteen area was decorated with Greek God statues. There were fun games and musical performances to celebrate the festival of literature.

Report: Illusion 2019 – Literature Festival – 14th February

1. Keynote Session by Mayank Gandhi
We all keep saying about how deep our system is drowning in the waters of corruption but we barely bother to see beneath the surface. Mayank Gandhi is a social activist who relentlessly works towards rural development and eradicating corruption. In his speaker session he spoke about the path he had chosen, the many things that have been done and the myriad of things that are to be done to help improve our system.
2. Relevant Social Issues of our time
We live in a stormy world but along with all the dark clouds we also have silver linings to hold on to, in our panel discussion on relevant social issues, these silver linings tussled out further. We had amongst us:

1) Vaishali Shah, founder of Srujna Foundation that works towards empowering under-privileged women.
2) Pearl Daruwala, the advocacy officer of the Humsafar Trust which is serving the spectrum of LGBTQ Rights in India.
3) Delice Mascarenhas, a Team Leader from Make a Difference- an NGO working towards betterment of children in orphanages and shelter homes.

They spoke about their journey, the lessons they learned, the beautiful work they’ve done and about the path ahead.

The audience was served reality in a way they’ve never seen and had mountains of things to take home.

3. Role of author
On 14th February Illusion witnessed a very interesting panel discussion on the topic "Role of Author in the 21st century". The panelist were Mrs Vandita Mishra and Mrs Saheba Atal, the discussion was moderated by Ms Dhvani Bhatt of the Illusion team. The discussion started with the author’s influence on social media and continued with various questions asked by the moderator to both the authors. The discussion covered both the creative and commercial aspect of being an author in the 21st century.

4. The Unspoken Poetry
The Bhagubhai Seminar Hall with its diffused golden lights, enraptured audience and ten alluring artists mirrored a 'mehfil'. Story tellers and poets spilled their thoughts and words lucidly and beautifully. They spoke of the emotions that run in us, about love, anxiety, pain, happiness and more. As the audience stayed buckled to their seats they managed to traverse far off lands floating on the carpets woven by the artists.

5. Creative writing workshop by Traffic lives
Micro tales have become quite the trend because well, they are micro- they say a lot while speaking so little. Traffic Lives, a popular micro tale page on social media helped the audience dabble in ink and had them write micro tales by giving prompts. The result was a string of succinct tales and a lot of fun.
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**Lensation - The Photograph Club**

**Office Bearers**

- **Teachers In Charge**: Prof. Deepa Chitnis, Prof. Geeta Desai
- **Secretary**: Shashank Sinha
- **Treasurer**: Aakash Jajoo
- **Marketing Head**: Damini Patel
- **Members**: Krish Patel, Jay Shah, Kshitij Singh, Bhoomi Joshi, Nimi Kacha, Rajvi Jappi, Devang Bhanushali, Aditya Chandarana

**1st Event - The Photography Workshop (by Mr. Saurav Sinha)**

A lovely and lively response from our students who got to experience and explore more about photography. Students and Members have got the knowledge about various things about photography. They got to learn every detail about DSLR and Photography. The students also got to understand the basics of photography and how to edit a picture in small amount. This event was a hit and was the First event of the committee. This session had received a huge amount of responses from students.

**2nd Event - Teachers Day Celebration, 5th September, 2018, Room No. 13:**

To celebrate this day and to honour them, our association along with other associations of Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics, came together to put a beautiful event followed by music performance, dance and other such games and activities. The Lensation team came together and clicked all the pictures and help the hobby centre to print those pictures of the teacher to gift them on teacher's day.
3rd Event - Photo Walk (By Sneh Shah)
1. LENSATION CLUB had taken 30 students for a walk in which the venue started from India gate to fort. This walk was mentored by Mr Sneh Shah and also we had arranged a competition in which we had given students the themes of Street and Portrait. The best photo receive first and second price. The winners of this competition was Kshitij Singh and Runner Up was Hashim Qureshi. Students got to learn various tricks of photography by the unique tools which were used in this photowalk by Mr Sneh Shah. This event was a great success and received a huge amount of participation.

4th Event - Picturesque (Photography Competition)
Lensation Club has organized a photography competition named PICTURESQUE for the students as well as teachers. The Topics for the competition were OVER THE HORIZON and EXPLORE THE NEW. We had received a good amount of response from students as well as teachers. The judges of this competition were Prof. Vijayshree Anand and Prof. Smitin H. Belchada. The pictures received by the club from students as well as teachers were really amazing.
The IQAC and Research Committee organized a Faculty Development Programme on Research Methodology on 22nd October, 2018. Dr. Kinnarry Thakkar, Associate Professor, Department of Commerce, University of Mumbai gave a Guest Lecture on “Research Methodology – An introduction to Framing of objectives and Hypothesis”, for the Teaching staff. The teachers found the talk immensely beneficial for their Research Proposal and Ph.D. Purpose.

Avishkar: Inter - University Research Competition

Zonal / District Level:
2. Mr. Vidur Dhabaria & Mr. Jashpreet Singh stood FIRST at Under Graduate (UG) Level. Paper presented in the field of humanities.

Inter-State University Level:
Ms. Kajol Vajani was declared RUNNERS-UP at Inter-State University! Her topic was:

A Study on Skill India Development Programme and it’s employability in the Western Suburbs of Mumbai.

Mumbai University Level:
1. Ms. Kajol Vajani stood FIRST at University Level.
2. Mr. Vidur Dhabaria, Mr. Jashpreet Singh, Ms. Nishtha Jalan, Mr. Aayush Sancheti & Mr. Viraj Modi participated at University Level.
This picture has the Avishkar student winners and participants along with the faculty who were part of this research paper competition.

**PHD Research Center**

Our college is granted first time recognition as a PhD. research centre (Commerce and Management) degree course to enroll students in the subject of Accountancy and Business policy and Management for the Academic year 2018-19.
## Degree College Teaching Staff

### 2018-19

### Commerce Department:
1. Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar - Principal
2. Dr. Vijaysheer Anand
3. Dr. Ritu Vashisht
4. Ms. Tessy Philji
5. Ms. Vaishali Kurhekar
6. Mr. Smitin H. Belchada
7. Ms. Rekha Katheeth
8. Dr. Sonakshi Goyal (Contractual Basis)

### Mathematics & Statistics Dept:
9. Ms. Deepa Surve - Vice Principal
10. Mr. Sunil Kadam (H.O.D.)
11. Dr. Vandana Misra
12. Dr. Meena Vazirani
13. Mr. Pradipkumar Rajapati (CB)

### English Department:
14. Dr. Muktha Manoj (H.O.D.)
15. Dr. Jennifer D'souza
16. Ms. Shashi Surana

### Accountancy Department:
17. Ms. Savita Desai (H.O.D.)
18. Dr. Kedar Bhide
19. Mr. Piyush Pandya
20. Mr. Sameer Dave
21. Dr. Harish Sharma
22. Mr. Darshan Panchal
23. Ms. Shivani Thakkar (Contractual Basis)
24. Ms. Khushboo Zulka (Contractual Basis)

### Economics Department:
25. Ms. Sneh H Choithani (H.O.D.)
26. Ms. Nirmala Atul Chavan
27. Dr. Ritika Khurana
28. Ms. Kesia Varghese
29. Ms. Avanti Kale (Leave Vacancy)

### M.Com. Courses:
30. Dr. Anupama Chavan (Coordinator)

### Business Law Department:
31. Dr. Deepa Chitnis
32. Mr. Gaurang Nallawala (Contractual Basis)

### Indl. Psychology Dept.
33. Ms. Radhika Wadke

### Foundation Course
34. Ms. Geeta Desai

### Director of Ph.D. Edn.
35. Dr. Shivesh Shukla

### Librarian
36. Ms. Vaishali Dawar

### Chief Coordinator SFC
37. Ms. Gomathi Iyer

### B.M.S. Section:
38. Ms. Conrad Coelho (Coordinator)
39. Reeta Jain
40. Ms. Heena Kankia
41. Ms. Sneha Vaskar

### BAF Section:
42. Mr. Huzeefa Bhagat (Coordinator)
43. Ms. Prerna Dedhia
44. Mr. Sagar Talreja

### BFM Section:
45. Ms. Pooja Singh (Coordinator)
46. Ms. Jinen Jadhav

### B.Sc. I.T. Section:
47. Ms. Anupama Jawale (Coordinator)
48. Mr. Prashant Jadhav
49. Mr. Dhanraj Jadhav (Contractual Basis)
50. Ms. Shital Parmar (Contractual Basis)
51. Ms. Ameeta Rawool (Contractual Basis)
Junior College Teaching Staff
2018-19

COMMERCE DEPARTMENT
1  Supriya Wadia (BK)
2  Zarana Desai (BK)
3  Shivani Bhatt (OC)
4  Girish Ambekar (OC)
5  Dharmesh Divecha (BK)
6  Maxwel Lopes
7  Blossam Rumao (Shikshan Sevak)
8  Ravleen Kaur Anand (Shikshan Sevak)
9  Mr. Mayur Harilal Rambhiyan (CHB)
10 Mrs. Prapti Mehta (CHB - Appt. as on 03.08.2018)

MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
11 Geetha Menon (Vice Principal)
12 Priti Singh
13 Jagruti Desai (Supervisor)
14 Asha Balasubramaniam
15 Bhavin Kothari
16 Bhavna Menon
17 Rajkumar Chaudhary (Shikshan Sevak)
18 Ayan Battacharjee (Shikshan Sevak)
19 Mrs. Madhavi Sanjay Salokhe (CHB - Appt. as on 08.10.2018)

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
20 Shruti S. Kale
21 Disha D. Ashar
22 Kausar M. Kadri
23 Gangamma Nayak (Shikshan Sevak)
24 Sunita Yadav (CHB) appointed on 25.07.2018

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
25 Levinda Alphonso
26 Meenal Deshmukh
27 Josphina Varghese
28 Sumana Kanjilal
29 Sonal Trivedi

GUjarati Department
30 Jimit Mull (CHB)

HINDI DEPARTMENT
31 Mamata Jha
32 Savita Nayak (CHB)

French Department
33 Divya Kaushik (On Contract)
34 Sangeeta Mundra (CHB)
35 Neha Girish Ashar (CHB)

Marathi Department
36 Sandeep Kadam (CHB)

Information Technology
37 Shailendra Pathare
38 Smita Vikas Khutal (On Contract)

Enviornment Education
39 Sakshi Parab

Physical Education
40 Advait A Gole

Vocational Course
41 Sonee Patra (Co-ordinator)
42 Anupama S. Chavan
43 Pushpita D. Roy
44 Shridhar P. Prabhu
45 Mamta Baid (On Contract)
46 Pragya Jain (CHB)
47 Soniya Mashelkar (CHB)
48 Mihir Shah (CHB)

Office & Library Staff (2018-2019)
S.N. Name Signature
1  Shri Vikas Vichare Accountant - Unaided
3  Mrs. Sushama S. Giye Head Clerk
4  Ms. Mamta Sharma Assistant Librarian
5  Mrs. Pooja Sathale Senior Clerk
6  Shri Sanjay K. Sakpal Senior Clerk
7  Shri Vinod V. Naik Senior Clerk
8  Ms. Dipali Khan Senior Clerk
9  Mrs. Sharwari N. Shelar Junior Clerk
10 Shri Rajesh B. Bhosle Junior Clerk
11 Mrs. Sarika Patil Junior Clerk
12 Mrs. Rutuja Salvi Library Clerk
13 Mr. Vishal Bude Library Clerk
14 Ms. Aruna Khurangale Junior Clerk
15 Mr. Akshay Salvi Junior Clerk
16 Mrs. Jagruti Mewada Library Clerk
17 Mr. Ajay Gond Library Clerk
18 Ms. Asha Santosh Patil Junior Clerk
19 Ms. Grishma Tuscano Junior Clerk
20 Mr. Ritesh JadHAV Junior Clerk
21 Mr. Pratham Parab Library Clerk
22 Mrs. Sushmita S. Dalvi (HSC-Vocational) Junior Clerk
23 Mr. Sushant Sawant Junior Clerk - Unaided
24 Mrs. Sarita Kadam (Contract Basis) Junior Clerk
25 Ms. Mrunalis Surve (Contract Basis) Junior Clerk
26 Ms. Riya Vilas Ghatge (Data Entry Oper.) Data Entry Operator
27 Mrs. Dipeeka Jadjar (Data Entry Oper.) Data Entry Operator
28 Mrs. Dipti Kshirsagar (Contract Basis) Junior Clerk
29 Mrs. Gayatri Raorane (Contract Basis) Junior Clerk
30 Mrs. Vimala Pratibha Ghatge (Contract Basis) Junior Clerk
31 Mrs. Gayatri Jadhav Junior Clerk
# Office & Library Staff

(2018-2019)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.N.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SHRI VIKAS VICHARE</td>
<td>Accountant - Unaided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MRS SUSHAMA S. GIJE</td>
<td>Head Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MS MAMTA SHARMA</td>
<td>Assistant Librarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>MRS POOJA SATHALE</td>
<td>Senior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SHRI SANJAY K SAKPAL</td>
<td>Senior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SHRI VINOD V NAIK</td>
<td>Senior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>MS DIPTI KHANNA</td>
<td>Senior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>MRS SHARWARI N. SHELAR</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>SHRI RAJESH B. BHOSLE</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>MRS SARIKA PATIL</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>MRS RUTUJA SALVI</td>
<td>Library Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>MR VISHAL BUDE</td>
<td>Library Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>MS ARUNA KHURANGALE</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>MR AKSHAY SALVI</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>MRS JAGRUTI MEWADA</td>
<td>Library Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>MR AJAY GOND</td>
<td>Library Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>MS. ASHA SANTOSH PATIL</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>MS GRISHMA TUSCANO</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>MR RITESH JADHAV</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>MR PRATHMESH PARAB</td>
<td>Library Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>MRS SUSHMITA S DALVI (HSC-Vocational)</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>MR SUSHANT SAWANT</td>
<td>Junior Clerk - Unaided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>MRS SARITA KADAM (Contract Basis)</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>MS. MRUNALI SURVE (Contract Basis)</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>MS RIYA VILAS GHATGE (Data Entry Oper.)</td>
<td>Data Entry Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>MRS. DIPEeka JADYAR (Data Entry Oper.)</td>
<td>Data Entry Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>MRS. DIPTI KSHIRSAgar (Contract Basis)</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>MRS. GAYATRI RAORANE (Contract Basis)</td>
<td>Junior Clerk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A BEAUTIFUL PROJECT

“Mom! I am getting bored. Tell me what do I do?” screamed Zewes. “Why don’t you go and checkout the condition of the working model you had made as your science project?” said his mother. “Oh! You mean project solar system? Yes, sure I will go and check it out. It has been so much time since I haven’t seen it. One month in our planet is equal to around 4.6 billion years on the planet earth in my project. I wonder what must be its condition now”, said Zewes. He ran into his room and climbed up a ladder to reach the topmost part of his shelf, where there was a small transparent box containing his project.

“Oh! Wow! All the other planets are almost the same but planet earth seems to have drastic changes. I can see a lot of small lights on the night side of the planet. And I can also see a wall. I wonder what it is.” He picked up his super powerful magnifying glass to see earth more clearly. “Oh! So it’s the great wall of china.” He saw all the seven wonders and other beautiful places using his magnifying glass. “Hmm, it seems the humans in my project have made a lot of progress.” His younger sister Zia came in his room and started to move his ladder. This annoyed Zewes. “Hey! Stop moving the ladder or I will fall. You remember only because of you the moon was formed. Your hand hit the earth and a small piece of earth broke and formed the moon. So you better be out of my room.” Said Zewes. Zia saw the earth and said “But, you see, only because of my mistake, the living beings on earth got a night lamp in the form of moon. So I don’t feel guilty.” “Yes, actually you are right. But still do not touch it now.” Said Zewes. “Okay fine. Hey! Do you think the humans will ever be able to find out that they are actually a part of your working modal?” asked Zia curiously. “Not so soon or maybe never. It’s not a simple working model. I have done a lot of hard work to create visual illusions for the space to seem endless. There are black holes, stars, stones and a lot of other things.” Said Zewes confidently. “Yes. But I hope the humans maintain planet earth and its beauty, it’s the best part of your project, but now itself you can see they have caused a lot of pollution.” Said Zia. “Yes. But slowly they are starting to realise their mistake. Now the life of my project is only in their hands. I hope they realise it soon and take care of Earth.” “Hmm. I too hope the same.” Added Zia. “Kids come fast, lunch is ready.” Called their mother. “Yes mom! Coming.” Screamed both of them and ran out of the room.

So friends, let’s do our best to protect and maintain this beautiful project.

By

SHIVANI SHIRISH BIDIKAR
FYJC-H
ROLL NO - 21
BEAUTIFUL ME

‘Beauty’, a simple word used by millions of people a day. But has anyone taken a moment, stopped and actually thought of the authentic meaning of what beauty really means? Is it skin color, almond shaped eyes, and straight noses, lips etc. or is it something deeper than that? How often are you called beautiful as a person rather than a face? Well, beauty is not what we see in the mirror; beauty lies within the person who stands before the mirror. Indeed, compliments on appearance are pleasing. But, the real joy is when someone compliments you for the ‘person’ you are. True beauty is about who you are as a human being, your principles, your qualities and the values that you possess. External beauty is nothing. Internal beauty is everything. It is only when you embrace the talents and goodness within you, that you become beautiful.

Believe in yourself and think you are unique For being good, I feel this is the only technique. Once you learn this, you will feel better, because now you know that external beauty doesn’t really matter.

- DEEPAUGH GHEL
FYICH

HEROES IN A TEACUP

“Follow your passion. It will lead you to your purpose.” Oprah

In the past couple of months, life has not only given us lemons, but has shaken a nice martini for all of us. While our minds deal with a funny existential crisis shifting career options, some best people who we believed would always be there for us have simply decided to drop out.

Amidst this happy chaos, I come across friends who absolutely hate the direction in which their life is going, but still keep straining for societal confirmation. I know how it feels because I’ve faced the same too. And you better trust me that it is definitely not a happy feeling. But before I unload my mind, I need you to understand something pretty important: if any struggle lies in the path of you achieving your goals, then you need to stop being a whiner and well, eventually deal with it. But hey, what if the struggle is only leading you further away from your calling?

What then?
You need to understand that you own a future. You are the hero that drives this story. As William Henley’s poem “Invictus” goes: “I am the master of my fate, I am the captain of my soul.”

Now how well that actually plays out depends on your life and career decisions.

And I can well guarantee that there will be times when you feel trapped in your bones. People who you believed would help you come out of the dark, will leave right when you need them the most. Probably because they don’t know how loud silence can be. You will feel each cell in your body fighting against your thoughts, to keep that heart beating. You will see your future collapse in your mind. There will be difficult times.

That is when you realize that the world is a cold place
where dreams die.

**What’s the deal then?**
The greatest tragedy of our world is that people go through life and die with their dreams still locked in the corners of their mind. The music still plays in their head while they listen to their bosses and remain trapped in boxes of existence. Considering that you were thrown on this blue planet to create something beautiful with your life, the present scenario is pretty much a punch in the guts.

Sure, you can 'survive', but ask yourself, are you even alive?
Let’s assume that you die tonight (sounds fun). Just ask yourself:

“**What legacy will I be leaving?**”
Or
“**If the ten-year-old me was to see me right now, would he/she be happy?**”

Be brutally honest about your own position in life. It needn’t necessarily be a career slump, but also an emotional disruption. *You can’t solve it if you don’t accept it.* Fix broken ends. Stop the stupid paradigm of comparing yourself with others: **we all grow in our own timeline. Good things happen, better ones take time.**

Fun thing: what you do next is what defines your existence. Cut down on people and things that don’t deserve your attention- *because if you are to go a mighty journey to create a dent in this universe, you need to save yourself from a life of mediocrity.* You need to rub the threads of destiny.

Otherwise you could kick back with chips in the company of douche friends and relax, aiming low and letting life flow. Yay, you won’t be disappointed either.

But if you are someone who wants to create a legendary life, **you need to create an equally legendary platform for your own story.** Scrub the toxic company that won’t lead you ahead. Let those

'friends' go who don’t believe in your vision.

**Let your worth define the humans around you.**
People and things you have loved and cared for might just abandon you too, and I understand how traumatic that can be. But you need to re-build a stronger ‘you’ and start skipping again. The human brain is pretty awkward when it comes to prioritizing the actions of your day- you need to constantly keep pinching it to make sure that it leads to the right way.

Own your mind; *don’t sell yourself short.* The Internet is filled with motivational junk, but honestly, no voodoo magic happens unless you realize your struggle; your independent mission. If you say that you haven’t found your ‘calling’ yet, I refuse to believe that. You’re just ignoring it, like most other happy humans who have a nice list of immediate explanations and excuses ready.

See, you need to throw the junk away and stop taking the good for granted. Sharpen your character, friend. *I believe that we, as a (rather stupid) carbon based species, have the potential to grow.* It is your responsibility to make it happen.

If not, then meh, that is just another beautiful life wasted.

Anyone can slog a mind under commands. If you have the vision, build an empire. Show the world that you’re not another puppet under the strings.

**Go ahead, little soldier, be the hero of your own story. (Because no one else will)**

BY PRATIK SHAH
SYBCOM-G-065
‘LET’S ENJOY STUDY’

Very seldom we can see libraries, and other study places stress free. The reason is we have not yet developed proper study methods. Indeed we have not understood thoroughly the purpose of study. For us study is just for the sake of career building rather than life enhancing. So let’s discuss how to design a perfect, inclusive study pattern by which study can be a recreational activity and it will serve the purpose not only of achieving short time targets but lifelong objectives.

Practice and Imagination- There is a famous quote by Confucius: ‘I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.’ Meaning that as long as there is no practical application you can’t understand any idea. Mahatma Gandhi in one of his lofty measure 'Nai Talim' proclaims to bring education and work together. So before learning anything we should seek to its practical applications and should apply it in that actual situation. But again here time is the hurdle and situation cannot be ever friendly to provide us work environment. This is the time when we have to use our unique ability of Imagination. We can imagine workplace, place ourself in that simulation and do the things without repugnance for eg. While studying government’s measures and financial assistance available for SSI we imagine ourself as small businessmen and can sort out the things required for smooth working of our business. Imagination is a caliber that can change our life just by feeling the existence of inexistant environment.

Awareness and Concentration - Timely evaluation of our state and accordingly making necessary corrections are the peculiarities of Controlling. But it requires complete awareness of our doing and concentration in the activity that we are undertaking. Awareness and Concentration are the reigns for our ever thinking and astucious mind. It’s very necessary to keep our hard mouthed mind on the correct track and these two are the keys.

Let’s put ideas in action- Finally we may plan our study according to the aforesaid principle. We aspire a constructive study pattern and if we dwell just in our thinking and imagination; the principles will be futile unless we actually start working on them. There is a sanskrit quote,

‘उदयमें हि सिद्धयन्ति कार्ययं न मनोरथः ।
न हि सुप्तस्य सिद्धस्य प्रविष्णित्ति मुखे मृगः ॥’

(Any work will not get accomplished just merely by desiring for it’s completion. A ‘prey’ will not by itself come to the mouth of a sleeping lion.)

Action is an inseparable part of our creativity. Creatively customized study is a vague idea without deeds. Once you start your study with proper imaginary working and concentration and awareness gradually you will start enjoying this way. The study not only serve your purpose of passing the examinations with good marks (in fact you must not think for such target; that will be natural result) but your study hours will be most fruitful and enjoying moments of your life. So enjoy study; enjoy life.

Mr. Maxwel A. Lopes
(Commerce Department)
MIDNIGHT MUSINGS

The clock strikes 3, and you have your insomniac eyes wide open, trying to direct your faint idea into profound words. Failed. Another crumbled paper ball strewn on the floor. You give a jerk to your unsupportive pen that appears to be filled to the brim with ink but has a misplaced the cap to pair with, for an indefinite period of time now.

Scratching your head, trying to brainstorm, channel a feeling, a beat, a memory. Recalling a captured view, reminiscing a picturesque scene or cursing your failing memory.

There’s so much you observe about yourself when the ambience is quiet and calm. The clock may be ticking all day but you’ll hear it only at times, because that’s when you are paying attention to it. It may take some time for the swing to stop moving completely. Water drips from the tap even after you’ve shut it tight. But these go unnoticed during the day. Counting number of tiles in the bathroom is not when you’re bored. It’s when you’re learning to make it count.

There’s beauty in the shadows, there’s detail in perspective, there’s satisfaction in good handwriting. All of this, if you observe. Because things don’t matter unless you pay attention. You do all of this not because you’re bored at certain times. Because that’s when you are living in the moment and not just surviving. Life, has struck onto you.

Thoughts, feelings, ideas, bokeh, bubble, mirage, sepia, blur, print, memory, scene.
Midnight musings.

- Hemanshi Gandhi
TYBAF A

MIND AND HEART

There are stories. Some unheard. Some untold. Some unappreciated. As I walk down from lane to lane and see thousands of people around, each having a thousand different problems, I really wonder if the things I often worry about are worth me losing my calm and time. As a 19 year old, I don’t know how farsighted I should be in life. But, whenever I fell lost and directionless, on looking closer it seemed like a journey of discovering myself. A young lad is always on this trail of finding ‘the one’. But, rejection seems to engulf us into a world of absolute disdain. If someone found you appealing for your unblemished face or impeccable stubble, you might want to rethink your decision of associating yourself with them. The unconditional love coupled with misunderstandings and fights is what keeps a bond alive. There will be ups and downs in life. Ascending and descending are just choices.

If you have to go alone through all phases in life, remember, you’re on your way to attain self-sufficiency.

Your mind and heart are shrines that you ought to protect and keep pure. You reflect what you feed on. You look at the world through the lens of your beliefs.

- Aarthi Sheetal
FY.Bcom C046
MYSTERY OF CLIMATIC CHANGES

Eight-year-old Mia suffering from fever and cold was looking out of the window wondering why these days there are sudden climatic changes. She was very confused as in real life the climatic changes did not take place in the order in which she was taught at school. She thought “summer from March to May, monsoon from June to September and winter from November to February this is what we are taught at school, but I do not see anything like this happening in reality. In some years we have a lot of rain while sometimes very little rain. There are no definite seasons nowadays, today it’s very hot and tomorrow it may be cold.” Mia had asked every possible person she knew, but had got only one answer – “Global warming and pollution”. But she was not satisfied as no one would explain to her in detail. Finally, she concluded “Maybe like humans, seasons too are quarrelling these days!”

“Yes, you are right.” said an unknown voice. “What? Who is it?” asked Mia. Suddenly an orange coloured beautiful lady appeared and said “Hello! I am Summer Spirit. Since it is summer season now, I heard what you were saying. Here, come with me.” Summer spirit took Mia magically to a place and said “Look! This place is far above the earth and visible to none of the people without our wish. I brought you here to clarify your doubt. This is the place where we all seasonal spirits reside.” “Wow! There are so many other spirits here,” said Mia.

“Yes, look, the lady there is winter spirit and he is monsoon spirit. Look, the most beautiful one is the spring spirit and the other one is autumn spirit.” “Amazing, I am so happy to meet all of you.” “But we aren’t happy to meet you.” said winter spirit and went away.

Mia became sad and asked “But why?” Spring spirit said “Wait, I will tell you. It is because you are a human. We all are very angry with humans. Summer, why have you brought her here? These humans are extremely selfish. No human ever cares about us seasons.”

Mia almost cried and turned around.

“But she does.” said summer spirit and continued “I brought her here because she was worried about fluctuating climatic conditions these days. I wanted to reply to her question. Will you let me do it?”

Spring spirit went away.

“Ok. So Mia now listen carefully. This is the place where we decide about our arrival and departure from earth. Previously, everything used to happen as planned but now our problems have
increased. We have trees, the sun, water and air as our helpers on earth. But these days you humans are polluting the air and water, cutting trees, and depleting ozone layer to fulfil your selfish needs. We are gradually losing our helpers. So now we all panic and quarrel over when to go on earth and when to depart. One of us sometimes does not get the necessary conditions to arrive on earth so the other one continues to be there.

For example –our helpers, trees who call monsoon spirit by transpiration are now lesser in number and thus monsoon spirit becomes uncertain about its arrival on earth. We all are now angry and our helpers too are angry. So humans now experience extreme heat during summer, floods or droughts during monsoon and extreme snow or cold during summer. And each of us keep intervening each other now.

Now hearing this Mia couldn’t stop herself from crying on their pitiable condition.

“You are right. Now that the mystery of climatic changes is revealed to me, I am very sorry on behalf of all of us. So we humans ourselves are responsible for ruining of the environment and ecological balance. But what can we do to compensate?”

“Here are some golden points:

- Plant a sapling on every birthday and ensure that it grows
- Do not waste paper
- Use water wisely and do not pollute land and water
- Use all natural resources wisely

That’s all humans have to do if you all want to live a happy and healthy life. As If you take care of nature, nature will take care of you. Understood?”

“Yes. Thank you so much. From now onwards I will surely follow these golden points.”

- Shivani Bidikar, FYJC H
Roll no- 21
NEW CHAPTER

A new chapter unfolded

A new place unlike the haven called school, was college.

New faces floating across the halls, where familiarity was scarce.

Mixed feelings of fear and excitement filled up the empty mind.

The trend was to enjoy the junior college as much as possible and the only way that most people felt that it could be done was to join the committees of the college festival.

While every person was drawn to the most hyped college festival I was drawn to a simpler club.

A club called Rotaract.

It had humble initiatives and a touch of kindness in its approach while determined to make a change.

I entered as a stranger to the club but it welcomed me with open arms.

It's embrace felt like home, the unfamiliar exterior enclosed the warmth that was missing in the foreign surroundings.

For the first time I engaged in conversations with complete strangers to execute a project.

For the first time I worked for something that touched many lives.

While the club shout resonated in that room, I heard and felt each word as if it spoke to me.

Telling me that I can reach great heights, that I am not alone.

While people talk about meeting new people in every club I have discovered myself in Rotaract.

- Dhvani Bhatt

SYBcom B

PERCEPTION

Perception is your own way of looking towards things and what you make out of it. It's important to have your own perception about things, but while doing so remember you have one heart and one brain, your heart beats so that the brain can function, and brain functions to understand feelings of heart, so you cannot have two perceptions about the same thing, there is one of your own and other which we gain from people around us. Everyone faces many challenges in their life but when you accept a challenge you shouldn’t accept it with a perception that you can defeat others and prove them your worth, accept it so that you can test yourself. Don't form a perception about your limits, because limits exist for non-living things and we are humans we were born to evolve so don’t stop thinking that that's your limit and you fail to achieve. Don’t judge your failure just because you fail to achieve your dream, failure is when the result is not equal to your efforts. And when you think you are not at a place of your own choice then remember that it's the place chosen by God for you so it's best place in the world and if you are at the place of your own choice then work hard to maintain yourself there. Whenever you form a perception about anything make sure it's true to yourself which makes you confident, being an exception is not a crime but being without perception is.

- Sunil Satish Solanki

TYBCOM C
SCARS- RUINS OR RUNES?

Do people make a big deal out of scars?

Few years ago, my answer would've been a loud 'Yes'.

The annoying whispers, eyebrow raises and double taking made me boil it all down to a single word conclusion.

In films and daily soaps a huge chunk of the villians have facial scarring (not your ulterior motive but your looks make you bad).

Reports say 23% people with visible scars or deformities suffer from depression. The fear of not fitting in makes them want to paint charades.

Do I still think in the same way about scars?

No.

Except for a few people who demonise disfigurement others really just end up feeling unsettled. People will always wonder and wish to know the stories behind the scars. After all scars are badges and tally marks of all the battles we've been through.

To answer the question, there are all kinds of people.

Some brood over stretch marks, blemishes, scars, birthmarks while some flaunt and appreciate them.

I think we are all shifting to a headspace where we have begun normalizing physical attributes that stand out.

Scars are evidence of life.

They are more about the healing than the hurting.

They are okay.

- Avantika Bhandari
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WOMEN AND HEALTH

YATRA NARYASTU PUJYANTE RAMANTE TATRA DEVTA
YATRE TASTU NA PUJYANTE SARVASTA TRAFALA KRIYA

MEANING: Where women are worshipped, the divine prevails and where she is not worshipped, every work becomes a failure.

A woman is the most beautiful art of the Creator. This angel shakes the cradle with one hand the earth with the other hand. In the words of Eleanor Roosevelt – “A woman is like a tea bag, you can’t tell how strong it is until you put it in hot water.” But is it always necessary to pass a woman through tests to prove herself. In Ramayana, to check purity of Seeta, she has to pass through the Agni Pariksha. The fact that women are stereotyped in a society that lives for the well-being of the family and others is something that is very disturbing. Selfless love is the heart winning quality that women possess but not on the bet of their health.

Women, yet in the 21st Century live for others without caring for oneself, there is constant struggle between Family, Food and Fantasy. If we look at the family perspective, less than 1/3 rd. of the female population is covered under Med claims, Health Insurances etc., the health of the female member is usually ignored, whenever the wife is sick, least importance is given to her for the recovery as food is to be prepared on time for all the family members. The traditional medical system disadvantages women, who, unlike men, are socialised to question themselves. Living life on their own terms always remains a Fantasy for the women.

Heading towards the mental health, according to WHO “Unipolar depression, predicted to be the second leading cause of global disability burden by 2020, is twice as common in women.” Bollywood fools women to maintain a zero figure, spotless face, flawless hair, attractive eyes etc. ultimately pushing them towards body shaming. This has a psychological effect on the women which drives them to the extent that they are ready to inject harmful toxins in their bodies to maintain the level of beauty.

Unfortunately, women sometimes live with a mental illness for months, even years, before seeking treatment. At times, this is because they don’t even realize the severity of the problem until life spirals out of control. Due to today’s busy lifestyle, women may chalk symptoms up to stress or burnout, when they actually have a bigger problem.

The solution to all of this is very simple, small efforts by the family members, sharing the burden of work brings about a huge relief to the women, preparing the bed tea and allowing her to give time to herself for exercise, would definitely make a change. The women should get herself out of the situation of doing all by herself and leave the guilt of not being able to give proper time to their children or family while taking up professional risks to reach to her maximum potential.

As Serena Williams, a tennis player quoted “While I think all women are superheroes, we are not superhuman and we need each other’s support. We need to give each other grace when we fall short—and when society sets unrealistic expectations or our workplaces have antiquated rules. We must band together and fight for what’s fair.”

It is all about being aware of the fact that each individual has to work in their own way for changing the ugly face of the society.

A woman who knows what she brings to the table
Is not afraid to eat alone.

- Shivangi Shah
SYBAF A054
YOUNG AND ENTREPRENEURIAL

As per Times of India "More than 70% of startup founders in India are under the age of 35".

Millennial have the drive to break the orthodoxical pattern of the 9 to 5 job. They refuse to slog their bodies up the corporate ladder but most importantly they refuse to work under someone while they set ablaze their passions.

The attribute of the millennial to do “jugaad” and to fear oblivion is what sets into motion, the always at peace, emotion of conviction hidden in the brave hearts of these deemed to be slothful individuals!

Finding quick solutions to a problem and the desire to make life a little less complicated serves as a birthing ground for subtle yet innovative ideas.

The power of not wanting to strive for something as simple as hailing a cab led to one of the most groundbreaking startups of all times! Uber and Ola cabs.

An idle mind is no longer a devil's workshop but a brewing pot of ideas.

Entrepreneurship is what bridges the distance between a need and how to get it with the least possible effort. The art of maneuvering along with technology is what sparks great ideas in the minds of the millennial, which people who settle for the usual are not capable of doing.

“Today’s generation wants everything on the click of a button” says Vijay Shekhar Sharma, CEO of Paytm.

These slothful millennial may seem like dormant volcanoes but you never know what’s broiling in the lava of their brain.

- Dhvani Bhatt
SYBCom B

BLINDING DEAFNESS

We can neither completely be sugar, nor be spice, Everything's not perfect, nothing is eternally nice. But life doesn’t really give an option to not be fine, We got to meet, smile & dine with them at nine.

The society is full of hypocrites and imposters, Full of morons who cry, take you through a rollercoaster, But, it's our prerogative to choose the right, There should be nobody who can impose their might, Life is in our hands at the end of it, we make our own identity, Supporting characters are for love, life is too short to have space for animosity.

- Hemanshi Gandhi
TYBAF A

BREAK FREE

Break free from the porcelain shackles that make a vase too perfect!

Caging your immortal ideas
Clouding your twinkling eyes
RestRAINing your inner beauty

Break free from the walls that you have encased yourself in!
There's more to the picture painted on the vase!

- Dhvani Bhatt
SYBCom B
Here Comes the Dawn

The nature stands still for the breaking dawn,
Transfixed is the horizon, colours flying thereon,
Sky beautifully bursting in shell pink,
Marking the joy with golden ink.
The red flower rises through scattering light,
Here comes the dawn before the early bright.
The end of darkness, the end of gloom,
A new beginning like dew drops on flower bloom,
Birds singing in the blissfulness,
Admiring thus the season of happiness.
I see lost souls with mindless obligations,
Wandering, wanting solitude and isolation.
Time halts for them, between vertical light and
darkened sky,
Listen to the deep silence, breathe in in the early high.

- Vidhi Siddhapur
FYJC - E

Earn It

Success is just like a garden,
Which gives only one chance and no pardon
It looks green and pleasant,
But there are obstacles present
The rose of the garden dangles smoothly,
Although it’s thorns prick hard and rough
The sunflower attracts us with its beauty,
But the bee on its nectar keeps away everybody
The honey is enjoyed in all its mirth,
But hard to get it from the bee giving it birth
No it’s not easy to get through this success garden,
Because one that is easy to grab never usually
Comes to mention.

- Aayushi Somaiya
SYBCom H

"Glory Lies in Growth"

It’s not about who is the best of all,
But about a person whom you see in mirror,
A person who is a mark of all your limits,
Because each day is an opportunity of crossing over it.

It’s not about what others have and you don’t,
But about character which has it all,
One with all colors of life,
And a value that no one could define.

In a world where people curse their luck,
Believe and be persistent towards your goal.
Because glory lies in growth."

- Sunil Satish Solanki
TYBCOM C

Go Count Your Blessings!!!

There is so much to think about...
There is so much to thank about...
The food you eat... The house you live in...
The dress which makes you look perfect... the
luxurious life you enjoy every minute...
So go count your blessings...

Ever imagined the life of a roadside beggar... Who
struggles for his onetime meal...?
He has no proper shelter...no good clothing....
Their children lack education... though they too have
big dreams...
So go count your blessings...

Try to find happiness in every single damn thing...
You say your life is a struggle... but look at the one
who is suffering...
Complaining to god for what you don't have is
saddening...
Have uh ever... tried to count your infinite blessings?

- Muskan Tamboli
SYBcom A
IN THE HANDS OF LOVE
Celebrated you are by hundreds of art,
Yet mysterious lies your true nature.
Broken were chains of human limitations,
Through your emancipatory presence.
Amidst gloomy realities of human life,
You live as the light and root of hope.
Thousands of lines try defining your nature,
Yet a smile of innocence reveals your soul.
From the teenage crush to grandma’s hug,
From solidarity with struggling masses,
To all acts of compassion and kindness,
In your essence lives the meaning of life,
You are puzzling yet beautiful, the emotion of love.

- Sreesreshta Nair (SN)
SYBMS A

INSIDE OUT
Thousands of secrets and mysteries I hold in my heart,
Each day I carry them but no escape to let it out
My expressions fall according to people’s expectations,
Nevertheless I know how to put them according to society’s perceptions
Calm and still is all what is demanded,
Not even bothered if from within it is fierce and anger grounded
All around surrounded with judgmental people,
Craving for a chance to put you down
All what we do is trying to tackle it,
Helplessly with a smile on face rather than a frown
After all it’s the call of the world to move ahead and grab power,
Regardless of all, fetch to become a queen to hold a victory shower.

- Aayush Somaiya
SYBCom H

LAST NAME
Marriage they say,
is two people crossing their ways;
being together for a lifetime to come,
a boon for many, and a bane to some.
Never did they say
that even though two people marry,
the husband’s name the wife will always carry
that even though no matter how successful the wife becomes
and acquires fame
but she will always be recognised by her husband’s name.
because oh woman, he is the reason you are here.
don’t you know shame?
that even though the wife will carry the child,
first in the womb, then throughout her life,
the child will always carry the father’s name,
because oh woman, don’t you know shame?
that even though the wife will leave her house
and in other man’s, she will stay,
but all important decisions will be taken by men,
because oh woman, this is patriarchy! So sorry but you don’t have a say.
don’t talk about your rights, for you will be called a feminist,
you’re talking about yourself? the problems of men is a never ending list.
equality is what they boast about
do they actually implement it? oh, we doubt!
what they should say
is that the woman gets to decide if she wants to change her last name
that the woman gets to decide where she wants to stay
that the child gets to decide what will be the middle name.
because Oh patriarchy, it’s high time you change your ideas of equality,
and change your standards of mentality and beauty.
for women today are rebel
and for less, they cannot and will not settle.

- Jhil Mehta
SYJC F
LET WORK BE YOUR PASSION
Work is worship we say all the time,
Hardly a few are with 'stich in time saves nine'
Until the due date we never bother to work,
Expectations are however to earn credits in all its mirth
Last minute we put in effort to work out the best,
But from the first day itself if we sweat, then imagine the rest
'Well began is half done' is now replaced,
'Will see in the end' is rather placed
Put your efforts for satisfaction,
Crave for excellence and not just appreciation
Excellence is followed by success,
Try excelling and you will yourself experience your progress.

- Aayushi Somaiya
SYBCom H

MARCH AHEAD
Into a world of greed we awake,
Driven by wealth and fictional happiness.
In a world of hierarchy we walk,
Evaluating one's productivity not personality.
In a world of violence we stand,
As atrocities become the standard news.
In a world of exploitation we sleep,
As brothers are pitted against one another,
In a non-existent competition for survival.
Yet hope survives in the darkest hour,
Fighting the battle of ideas within and without.
Deep within the human minds,
Survives the ideals of humanity.
Take up the weapons of love and peace,
As we march to build a world we dream,
Forget the fear of regressive elements,
Let history drop them in the dustbin of ideas.

- Sreesreshta Nair (SN)
SYBMS A

LIVE AS IF....
Live as if you were to die tomorrow,
Enjoy your life without any sorrow.
Share everything with your parents at dinner,
Concentrate on your goals to be a winner.
Live as if you were to die tomorrow,
Enjoy your life without any sorrow.

Bury your past and enjoy your present,
Help others at least by giving a cent.
Move out of your comfort zone,
Try new adventures, but don't break your bone!
Live as if you were to die tomorrow,
Enjoy your life without any sorrow.

Build up great relationships,
Also go on some nature trips.
Eat the healthiest food,
Develop a positive mood.
Live as if you were to die tomorrow,
Enjoy your life without any sorrow.

Listen to some good songs,
Correct the ones doing the wrongs.
Thank God for the wonderful day,
Encourage others also to pray.
Live as if you were to die tomorrow,
Enjoy your life without any sorrow.

- Deepal Vikas Gohel
FYJC H
REAL HEROES
A soldier is born to die,
It's not a true story but a lie
The real heroes are not meant to die,
They are the ones who let the nation survive
Mark salute to the families of these brave hearts,
Actually it's the family's guts from where it starts
The soldiers protect every dust of the nation,
They consider it as pride and passion
Not every mother can send her piece of heart to the border,
The one's who sends, finally gets her hero in a coffin after an unfortunate encounter
Those are the one's whom we should salute,
The nation is surviving due to their struggle absolute

- Aayushi Somaiya
SYBCom H

The following poem is a dialogue version showing us the importance of being considerate towards people suffering from personality disorders...

SAVIOUR TO THE WRECKED SOUL
Angel: You were a nonpareil, a lavender-lilac dove
Don't let yourself lose the taste of your goodness, my love
Be gentle on yourself...the world will make you hate
Your divine touch was the world's loving fate!
Sufferer: I pretend to be strong and bold;
From within I lost all my goodness of gold
But inside I have a weak fragile heart,
That puts my split personalities apart.
Angel: I know inside you rages on a story untold
But you are beautiful, let mysteries unfold!
Don't suffer anymore, you've had enough
After all the world around is much too tough.

Sufferer: I sit alone, alone at home;
Where I feel numb absolutely like a stone
I feel terrible for bottling and killing my emotions
For the sake of people incapable of understanding my passion.

Angel: Every scream so unheard and silent
Demons swallowing your innocence, making you violent
Tears rolling down your cheek
Ask you to break out the beauty inside of you that you keep.

Sufferer: I thank you for showing the galaxy in my soul
You are my healer, you made me whole!
When the stars in my lids became a bit too cold
You were the warm arms to hold.

Angel: Melodies will fill you up, locking the poison in a jar
Soon healing all your cuts, wounds and scars
Like a wild bird in captivity, don't let anyone clip your wings to
Keep you from flying away
No amount of feathers lost should ever make you stay.

Sufferer: Whips and chains are not for me
Satin and lace are more my cup of tea
I am soon overcoming, oh! The nuances of fate!
Now it feels with myself it's a dream date!

(It's our responsibility to be compassionate towards our fellow human beings, become somebody's savior or angel and heal those suffering with due care and love...)

- Hetvi Ketan Sangita Sanghavi
SYJC Div-I Roll No-I046
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"Through the imaginary scenarios of life by the subconscious mind
Only a conscious mind can learn the best lessons on life."
"You think of a hurdle and it creates a mountain of it,
You think yourself as a actor and it creates a movie,
You produce a thought and it directs the whole scenario,
Subconscious mind is the most magical thing one owns,
But to create a wonderful magic,
Let your conscious mind hold the magical wand."

- Sunil Satish Solanki
TYBCOM C

THE BIG BLACK DOG

It starts with that niggling feeling.
Everything's fine, but something isn't.
Everyone thinks you’re happy, you should be.
That's not how it works.
You never even realise when it's crept up from behind you,
When it's taken a ghastly form,
When it overpowers you,
And suddenly, you're in the middle of a storm.
No one understands you,
You're overreacting, they say
Darkness engulfs you even during day.
No one knows how, or why the big black dog strikes,
It just does
And when it does, it's tough to fight.
So why resist?
Don't.
Acceptance is the biggest key
It puts an end to all misery.
Right now, you don't want pity
Although you could do with a bit of empathy.
At times you'll feel that it's gone,
But trust me, it's just the calm before the storm.
I need to break free, you'll feel
But this swamp has sucked you in too deep.

Self-love, self-care
Cuddling with pups, or baking a cake.
Support is all you need, they say
But friends and family can help only in a certain way.
Hold your own hand, pick yourself up
Don't hate yourself,
You've not lost the world cup!
Tame the beast,
Don't push it away,
That big black dog is here to stay.
All you can do is embrace it and sit tight
Afterall, at the end of the tunnel, there's always light.

- Shalini Govind
SYBCom A 080

TO THE MARTYRS

We complain for even a petty reason,
They stand for us in every season
We make a pebble problem huge as a hill,
They even survive in worse and ready to have their ammunitions refill
We complain to god for our everyday troubles,
They stand aligned in cold and ignite fire through pebbles
We are fighting for our caste, creed and cultures,
They fight for humanity hiding all their personal gestures
We want to live under our communist shelter,
They aim to salute the flag and ready for every deadly surrender
We are all commoners,
They are the brave soldiers
We are all sleeping peaceful nights,
They are ready to war like warriors and knights
We light candles for martyrs to celebrate their bravery,
They actually were born to be heroes of the nation and spend life in armory.

- Aayushi Somaiya
SYBCom H
Victory is an achievement over others,
Success is when you concur your own self.
"The day would come,
The bullet will be fired,
And the race will begin.

Thousands would rush,
And at the end one will win,
Defeating the rest UNKNOWN thousands,
And the same would applaud to appreciate.

But the race would begin again,
And the process would continue,
Leaving the previous winner unknown again,

So did the winner succeed?
Was the winner the only one who succeeded?
Thousands started from same point,
Ran the same track together,
But one who succeeded didn't cross the same lines.

Because winner could be decided,
By competing within limits,
Being successful never ends,
It halts at line which is a mark,
Mark were one conquered oneself."

- Sunil Satish Solanki
TYBCOM C

WELL CAN WE LEARN AT LEAST ONE?
In ways that are infinite, nature teaches us lessons,
For with every echo, it has a message for each of us,
The birds teach us to not worry about tomorrow,
and tree barks teach us to shed our old selves to be someone better,
Raindrops fall to the ground only to help other plants grow and fill them with new life,
The sand particle in an oyster wriggles in pain only to become a pearl,
And the ocean waves keep moving ahead no matter what
The honey bee tells us that everything sweet comes only with patience and love,
While the stars show us that it is through our darkest times that we sparkle
Well with all these lessons that nature has taught us, can we learn at least one?

- Breanna Fernandes
FYJC H
हाँ मानती हूँ गजब हूँ मे। वीडी भोली तो वीडी अजब हूँ मे।
तुूँ कह मुझे वीडी कमजोर हैयूँ, तुूँ पर अपने मे एक मजबूत हूँ मे।

नहीं कहती मे कि मे तुमसे बड़ी हूँ, परिवार के लिए मदद के तरह ही खड़ी हूँ। तुम लगा दो अनेक लोखग मुझ पर, पर ना टालोगे तुम कि जिमेदारियों कि लड़ी हूँ मे।

अनेक तरह से मे लोगों के समाने आती हूं। कभी मैं बनकर तो कभी बिवी सबके दिलो मे समाती हूं, बेठी से बाप कि पहला बनजाती हूं, तो दादी बनकर पोतों के साथ खेल जाती हूं।

मुक्तक वक्त मे भी मुखरूना सीखा है, अपने जबजबे से हार को भी हराना सीखा है, गर्व है मुझे अपने आप पर क्योंकि नसीब से ये औरत का वर्धान मिला है।

- Haseena Patel
SYBCom E

अंकाँर
अंकाँर मे ये लोग हुँ
क्या इन पौलो से बघकर एक अलग जिंदगी है
क्या यह मुलाकात महज़ एक गुप्तगूँ से कुछ अलग है
क्या दिलो मे बने हुए लम्हों से बघकर एक कहानी है
क्या यह दुनिया मे खुशबू से ज्यादा कपकपी बिखरी है
क्या यह लाफ़ज़ एक मुकाम से ज्यादा एहसास पिसाना जाते है
क्या यह अंक है तिबाज़ के पीछे छुपना जानता है
क्या यह दिल खफा होना चाहता है, मुझना कभूँ नहीं
क्या बरबादी की राह में गेंदी की शुरुआत से भी कुछ ज्यादा है
क्या जमकूँ को दिलदार होने से या मुस्तफ़िज़ होने से सुलझापा जा सकता है

क्या इंकाक कि गहरायो मे तस्सली छिपी है
क्या तबहाँ और रहम का तराजु तोला जा सकता है
क्या यह तकदीर का खेल है या जीने का नतीजा
क्या विजयत हार होना जाती है।

- Gurjas Sahni
SYBAF - A

कहते है
कहते है मैं बाप को कभी भूलना नहीं
फिर क्यों कामयाबी हासिल कर भूल जाते है।
कहते है मैं बाप से नफरत करना नहीं
फिर क्यों काम न बनता देखकर नफरत कर जाते है।
कहते है मैं बाप के लिए जहर उगलना नहीं
फिर क्यों अपने अंदर का जहर उन पर उगलते है।
कहते है मैं बाप के आँखें भिंगोना नहीं
फिर क्यों अपनी प्यास उनकी आँख से बूखाते है।
कहते है मैं बाप का प्यार कभी भूलना नहीं
फिर क्यों दूसरों के लिए उनका प्यार भूलते है।
कहते है अनाथ वो जिनके मैं बाप होते नहीं
सच पूछो तो एसे लोग अनाथ कहलाते है।

- Preeti Poojary
FYBCom E
माँ
हर बक्त करती है मेरी ही हिंफाज़त
उनका यायर ही तो है मेरी ताकत
पास भी ना अने दे किसी दरिद्र की माँ कहते है उस परीदे को
हर आँधी से बचाई रखी है घर की नीवं
निह रह सकता इनके िबना घर का कोई भी जीव
हर चीज़ को वह संभाल लेती है
कर्ज़ की किस्मों से लेकर टूटते रिस्तो को माँ कहते है उस ही फरिस्ते को
बाहर के वाले खाने के खुद देखे खाने पर इनकी मिठाइयों का नही कोई जवाब
घर को खुशियों से सजा देती है
हर दीपावली होली जामी को
माँ कहते है उस गृहली को
खुद के आंसू को भूल जो रोते िशशु को सहलाये
ऐसी भावना की अधिपित कहलाए
उस सोच का नाम है माँ
अपनी खुशी की जो दूसरों पर लुटाए
उस उदारता का नाम है माँ
चोट अक्सर में बही नही पर चीख में जो नाम निकले
उस मरहम का नाम है माँ
हर मुश्किल से जो हमसे पहले टकराए
उस दीवार का नाम है माँ
गर्मी और बारिश से जो बचाए
उस छट छाया का नाम है माँ
हर रोग जिसे छूने से कतराए
उस निरोग काया का नाम है माँ
मन मे रोनक और चहरे पे मुस्कान छा जाती है
जब इनके साथ बिताए लघु की वाद आती है
कविता मे ना समा सके जिसकी अच्छाइयों को
उस उपयोग का नाम है माँ!

- Ruhi Jain
SYJC I

शायद वो बचपन ही अच्छा था..
शायद वो बचपन ही अच्छा था,
जब सिर्फ प्यार की ही भाषा आती थी।
गतती करके भी प्यार मिलता था,
और हंसने के लिए भी दुलार मिलता था।
समझ से कच्चे थे, शायद इसीलिए
सब नज़रों में अच्छे थे।
बड़े हुए तो,
प्यार के बदले प्यार तो सिर्फ
नसीब वालों को नसीब होता हैं।
और दुलार तो बस,
कुछ कर दिखाने के बाद ही मिलता है।
जो भी हो, वो बचपन ही अच्छा था,
आखिर वो मुस्कुराहट तो सच्ची थी,
अब तो वह भी फरेबी हो गई हैं।
जिन्दगी भी किसी अजीब है ना?
नासमझ थे, जब खाली थी
पर दिल भरा हुआ था।
अब समझ तो है,जब भी भरा हुआ है,
पर ये दिल खाली हैं।
शायद, वो बचपन ही अच्छा था...

– Sneha Malpani
આ સૂચિના સરજનકાર છે. આ સમગ્ર દુનિયા તેનો રચ્યો છે. પ્રસ્તુત કુશળતા તત્વો ધરાવા અને તમામ તત્વો - સૂર્ય, ચંદ્ર, તારા, નરી, પકડા, બન, વૃક્ષ, મપ, વાવણ, વરસાદ, વાવુ આપવાને જીવન આપ્યો છે. પ્રકૃતિના આ તત્વો મનુષય જીવવા માટેની ખુબ જ સંગઠન કરી આપ્યો છે. મનુષયના જીવવા માટે કુશળતા પ્રત્યેક તત્વો માટે છે.

આ સૂચિના કલાકારનો કુશળતા અસતિવ છે પરંતુ જાણવા અષ્ટે સ્થાનચે છે જ્યાં આધાર આ ના ખાતરી તબુ શયામ છે. જે ભાષા અધિક રીતે આ તરીકે આપવાને જીવવા માટે શયામ આ સાધન મળે. ગાયું અચચલ હોવું અને મારા મિત્રો જણાવવા કરવા અઠવાડા હતા. જણાવવા પણ જે અમને લાગું કે ર્થારી ઉપર સજા હતો તો અને પણ આકારી છે તારી એટલું સૂચિ વાતાવરણ હતું.

આ આકાશ મૂં અને સવાગ હતું. પણીના મીઠી કચરી કામા ગુજરતી હતો. વૃક્ષોની કરણા વયો સંમાનવા પણીના કચરોની ભારી મધ્ય સંગીત જેવું લાગતો હતો. પણીના મીઠી વાણ થાય અને કચરોના વધા જેવું લાગી રહ્યો હતો. જણાવવા કે કેટલાક પ્રસ્તુત મૃતાંગ નીકળાવવા મિત્રો જેવું લાગતો હતા. ર્થારી આ મિત્રો બીઠી સાથે પહેરી દોડ તેવું લાગતું હતું. પકડા વાસ્તુ જણાવવા કરતા અને અમને માનન દોડતો વધા શાંત વાતાવરણમાં તંત્રો પેઢી કરતો હતો. વધાથી યાદી રંગી ન અને અમને ભાગ દોડતો વધા શાંત વાતાવરણમાં તંત્રો પેઢી કરતો હતો. વધાથી યાદી રંગી ન અને અમને ભાગ દોડતો વધા શાંત વાતાવરણમાં તંત્રો પેઢી કરતો હતો. વધા થાય અને મેરા વધા ર્થારી અને સારા દોડ્યું. અને સારા દોડ્યું વધા થાય અને મેરા વધા ર્થારી અને સારા દોડ્યું. અને સારા દોડ્યું વધા થાય અને મેરા વધા ર્થારી અને સારા દોડ્યું. અને સારા દોડ્યું વધા થાય અને મેરા વધા ર્થારી અને સારા દોડ્યું.
જી રહ્યો હતો. આપણું આકાશ લાખ, પીણા, દેશની રંગોથી બરાબર ગયું હતુ. સાંજ વીતી રહી હતી અને રાતના આગમનની તૈયારી વધી જૂકી હતી. અંધકારનું સામ્રાજ્ય છેલ્લ અને તારાઓ વે આકાષ જળમળી ધરકે અને પણ આપણે જંગલમાંથી બહાર નીકળવાનું હતુ. અમે જે રસતે બહાર નીકળાય હતા ત્યાં માસલો બણતી જોઈ અને અના અજબાનીમાં જૂદીજૂદી આગણ આદિવાસીઓના નામના નાના માણસની જોવા. આમારા સહૂલીઓને આપણી જીવનમાં પામી આદિવાસીઓ અને તેના સદૃશ્ય જીવન અને અમારા જીવનમાં લાગી જે અને અંદાજ અને દુખદુખ દાખલો અમે વીડો. ગીત જંગલની વિસ્તારે આદિવાસીઓ અને અમારી અગાઉ વહેંચી પોતાની નાનાકી દુદુદામાં કરી રીતે જાવા હતા તે જોવા અન્યા લાબ અમારે માંડ્યો કે જંગલી સહકર ન હોવાની ચિંતા તેઓ કરીને કરયે વગર માત્ર કુડરતને શર્ષણ રહી પોતાની જીવની જયી રહી હતા. સહકર અમારા વળે પરિસ્થિતિની સ્વિકાર કરીને જીવન જીવવાનો અંધ ઇચ્છુક અને આદિવાસીઓ પાસેથી શીખવા મણે.

જંગલમાંથી બહાર નીકળતી વજ્ત અનાવશ્યક કુલ રહતાં આખર મનાઈ ગયો. જંગલમાં વીતાવેલો આ પ્રવાસ સુખ્દ અને સુખ અનુભવોથી બંધેલો હતો. મનાં અંદર વિવાદ આપણે પણ આખરે કે માત્ર કુલ રહતાં આખર માણસની નહી કહે આપણે તેનું રાખા પણ કરવાનું છે. આજના આધુનિક સમયમાં વિશ્વની પ્રડ્રણાને જરા છે, નિતાંત શૌધી થી સ્વાયત્ત પણ તયાર થાય છે જંગલી પોતાના સુધ-રસકર માટે પ્રકૃતિની નાસ કરે છે. વાધી કૂદ કરે કે વાધી કૂડ થાય છે કે તે માત્ર આ સ્વાધીનતા લઈ નથી કરતો પણ પોતાના જીવનને અનુભવ બનાવવા અને તયારો પણ પાણી કરતી રહ્યો છે. હારી જેનાથી આ સૂચિનું આપણે જાતન કરી રહ્યું તો આ ધરતી પર બીચેલો મનૂભાનો અંદર કાળા સાધક થયો.
श्री विले पर्ल केलवॅनी दामल के नरसेद मोंजी कॉलेज आर्किटरी एवं अर्थशास्त्र कॉलेज तय गई है।

समय पर तत्त्व निरंतर हप्त जारी करें गई। सूर्य रोज्ज सेह गई अते रोज्ज आधायें गई अने
अेम आम करतं अक्ष अइ दिवस पसार थाय गई। आ पृथ्वी पर सिरह भुलाओ निधी। पृथ्वी पोटे य
क्या भ्रम गई? आ पढा योतानी धरीणी आसपास हप्त जारी करें गई। अर्पातूं तत्त्व, अविरत बहु
भावया करें गई। परिवर्तन आ प्रकृतितिन निधिं गई अने तेथी मानवीय ज्ञानमां सुंद-अंभ आया
करें गई। मानवीय ज्ञान हरा ज्ञान मुटा हरा फटहनी योतानी ताणवाशा व्यों युगाधिकृत गई। अने
अंते योता अंते मानवीय ज्ञान मुटानु बन पूर्ण पार हरा बन। योता अर्पातूं स्मृति आ त्यावरे मानवीय
अपेक्षी तोडी अनु तोडी भोडी बेट गई।

हूं क्या जारे जारे युजकाण्या दामल हरा छुं हरा त्यारे त्यारे मारु मन १ २ भी जून २ ०१ २ रना
दिवस पर आदने अटकी जय गई। याही नुं ज्ञानलीया वडा मारवा नीकणु हरा त्यारे मारा अंते
अंते आदने अंगूं अटकी ज जय हरा क्या अधिक सिद्ध अंत योता दिवस सिद्ध अंत रचांक हरा। आ तो मारु
चुक्क व श्रीमंत नाही पणा या-पची नुं मी हशाय। मारो दिवसमो जनसत्तिक धामधूती उखावानी मारा
मर्यादा-पितानी भारी इतिहास हरा। मर्यादा-पितानु अंते मारा संतान अंते मारा
पर अपरंतररे देत वरसतुं। मारी बागावम भारी ज ईतिहास पूर्णी करावानु आत्या। जुं हं अंते
ही मारा मोटा भर्या पणा नकोतो करावतो। परतूं अंते दिवसाने यागार बनावावातुं अंत ज
आयोजन चंद्रा अंते अंत वर्षी भारी लडां रह्यां हं।

मारा पिता भारतीय नोलिमां जिंदा होडा पर रहता। तेमने अवारनवार बाहारगाम
जवावुं बढां तो वणी क्वार्क बांबा विशेष प्रवासे पणा जवावुं बढां। हूं आई भरसनो छटो अने
मारा पिताने कामार विशेष जवावुं बढां। वयाने तेयो ठोरा दिवसो घरे आवी जाता परतुं तो समय
दरमियान पणा तेयो घरमा तो अंदूं ज रहेता। मारी भा भावने नदिकार्जी भार सावाना
न रेती। मारु भूष ध्वान राजेती, हूं उदास न व्यारे जाई अंती विशेष जताण बेदी। पप्पा सावे
बागावग अंकार वे दिवस्ने होने पर अंगूं वात करावती। शान-इरवी लोगाम तो हूं क्रमुख्या पर
बेडीने वेळपयो भारकते पप्पा सावे बुझ सावेतो करता। पिताना प्रथम स्पार्श सिवाय भावने तेनो
चारिमार प्रेम भावना। अवारा उपर्यांत मारी अन्य वातावरां तेनो पूर्णतो रस बेदा। धार्या
करता
तेनुं काम बंधाई गम्यं छत्तां अने तेनो मारा जनमट्टिवस नाहीं आवी शडे अंते बागावग नको
छत्तां। तेना वाजर भाव मारा जनमट्टिवस उखावानी भार उत्साह न छत्तां परतुं पप्पा दिवेसामं बेदां।
बेका पण उपताना काम सावे मारा जनमहिल्यांच्या उजवणीनी दरेक नालवेळी भावानं आयोजन करता हता. तेथी तेथी नाराज न थाय मारे हूं पण अेमां रस वेळी अनेतेमी ईजऱा अनुसार बधी ज भावातोमां सहस्रार आपलो.

छवटे मारे इसमो जनमहिला आवी पहा. - १२ मी. जून २०१२. सवारे जीठवे हूं मम्मीने पणे लाया. तेमना आरीवांड वीढा. अमे मंडी हेछन करवाने भाने वर्षगांठना अनि तांब आया. असंजी बधी ज तेशांनी तुटीं घडी गरे होतानु तेभेच कहुं. कमला विद्यार्थी कामां मारे जनमहिला धाम्मूढी उजवणारे अ माटे तेमाटो अध्याग मंडलत करी धती. सांजे नवा कणवा पडवीने मम्मी साधे हूं कवण पर गडहाय. कुंटलाना सव्या, व्हांनो, बनाया नें घेरी वीढा. मारा दरेक अनि तांब वर्षचे घडी रखी धती. व्हांनी अहिल्यांनी जास्त धमाल करती. पणी क्वा कपवाने समय घडी त्यांची बांधक बंध करवानां आवी अने बधा अडकू शांत घडी गया. मी आश्वासीत माहितीच्या आहे अने तेना अजवायांमधून झोठ छू होत तो मारा पप्पा मारी सांजे वीढा हता. मारा आक्षरकी सीमा न रखी. अंदाज हा माटे मने वाणी केलेला होत होतो. मारा पिता मने बेटी पित्क्याच्या नें भूस भाज करह. मारी आंणूनांती आणुसू बहाल घसी आया. ओह! मारा पिता मारा जनमहिला तेमनु बधी ज काम छोडलीत नास मारा माटे आया हता. मारा जनमहिला पुश्च दस घडी वधी गई. मारी वर्षगांठने त्यां नहीं झोठ दस घडी वळी गंवाव. पणीमधून केलेली अने अने साधे भणीने नाच्या, भांडू-भींडू, पेटवर्तीने कस्ता अने मनबरीने वातो करती. भणी-पुश्चीनी अने सांज मारा माटे वजनबरत नंतर मारणेंद्र बनली गई.

मारा इसमो जनमहिला देवीकाळी पाणा आवला मारा पितानी प्रत्यक्ष दाजुरीने बघी मारी अने सांज वाचकार बनली गई.
श्री विले पर्लेकल्याणीच्या नरसेस मॉन्जी कॉलेज ऑफ कॉमर्स एंड ईकोनॉमिक्स

जिमित मुल्ल

इंटरनेटवर व्यवस

सृष्टिना सर्जनाकर इश्वरें रवेदी आ हृदिया अने प्रभुवं ज अंज बेनभू थर्जन अंत्ते मनुष्य मनुष्य आी महाभाव. पोता क्षणने वदु आरामधारण अने सगवरवृध्द बनावते ते नितंबू शोधी करतो करते छ. कठवाव छ दे कणा माध्यमा मानवी मारे करू ज असाह्य नवी. पथय सुधार आईटी मानवी शास थवेदी आ प्यावा आज आज आईटी आहू युगामां रोबो सुधी पडल्या गाडी छ.

पेक्षांती शोध, अन्नमोर शोध, मिळणी मोर जेव्ही बिजानानी अने शोधाना परिशोधाश मानवींचुं जवन धूर्मवृध्दी बढवाव गयुं छ. वातावरणी नव अने नेतांगी नामचिक बनी रखेला मानवाची जवनांमध्ये विषाणु अस्त्रे आशीर्वाद बनाने आणि रखून धे तेंदो मानवींची जवन नें सुंच, संगवर अने समृद्धी छवीच्या हीं दिवसे चे. साय साहु-साचिक दुरंत जवव वाहतो मानवी ख्ये अंशो-आराम अने वैतनी जवव जवे चे. तेनी सवार हवे सुरु हाँ किंवा साये नवी पकती पण मोबायल्स प्रमांता संदेशाली ध्ये चे. ती साय हवे हां हाँ वाणिज्यीत तेने टेली रही नवी कार्या के टेली फॉर प्रमांता नवीनीत टेली के हेला-दुनियानी भवरो मजाव हे चे. दुनियानी निराकरी बितले शिंटिंगो मानवींचे पोतानी जेव्हीच्या मानानी वाढी चे. न्यायिक, क्यंब्युटर, टेली, आई-पेट, आई-क्रॉन, गुगल, आई, वीडीपिया, यु ट्यूब, नेप गेट, इंटरनेट मलं इंटरनेट तावी संकल्पणेत अनेक शब्दे तेना रोखिला जवनाचो वाघ बनण गाडी चे. अंक जमानाचा रोटी, कपडा अने मूर्न अने मानवी भूमिवृत्त जुडत जुडत जवावी हती पण हवे आधुनिक जमानां अने समीक्षण बढवाव गयुं चे अने हवे रोटी, कपडा, मूर्न अने इंटरनेट अने मानवी भूमिवृत्त जुडत जुडत बनण गाडी चे.

जेम अंश सिंधानी वे बांध होय चे तेंत वर्षेत वस्तुना वाघ अने गर्वक बांध होय चे इंटरनेटना अंश कापाय चे. मार्त देशाना ज नवी हृदिया अंशार आंगणीत टेली भणी जव चे. माता-पिता मार्त हवे पृथक्काच वर आधार राष्ट्रीय नव नवी. घेर बेहा ज शांती गंगा वदू शके चे. कळण अने काममुळे स्वातन्त्र्य क्यंब्युटर हवे वदू चे. इंटरनेटनी मादाने मानवींचुं जवन वथू सरण बनण हीं दिवसे चे. समय, शक्ति अने संपत्त अने धमानी भवत इंटरनेट अंशेको कार्य बनण गाडी चे. परीक्षणा परिशोधाची मार्ठने शाणाकोंब्रज्ञो प्रवेश इंटरनेट मार्तपत्र ध्ये चे अंश हुणणे जवावने प्रकाश नवावो होय,
પિતાખને પ્રવાસનું આયોજન કરવાનું હોય, માતાને નવી વાંચી શીખવા વૃદ્ધી કોષ્ટક કરવા માટે બચેને વિદેશી 
નૃત્ય શીખવા શોય... ઇન્ટરનેટ માહિતી આ અને આ ઉપરાંત અનેક કામો સહેલકારી થઈ જાય 
કે. વિદેશામાં લેખા સમજો સાથે રોજ સંપર્ક રાખવા નું ઇન્ટરનેટને કાર્યો જ શક્ય બનાય છે. 
ભીમાર હાટીમાં હેરણેક જ વેબસાઇટ પર સાંભાલ શીખવવાની મંજુરી મેળવી જેમના ઉપરતીના 
દર્શન કરી શકે, તો સક્ષેત્ર યુદ્ધ પર ગુજરાતી નાટક કે હરમ પણ જોઈ શકે. ઇન્ટરનેટના 
માધ્યમને બીજી માંસ અને બ્રટન દૃષ્ટાંગે આપણી ધાતુઓ સામે કામ કરી શકીએ છીએ.

ઇન્ટરનેટના અસર્ય ધામ છે તો કેટલાક વેક્યાલ પણ છે. ઇન્ટરનેટને બીજી માંસ 
આપણું ભાગ કરવું બની ગયો છે. લોકોને પકડવા મળવાનું, સાથે મળી હતી ઊસા ઊજવવાનું, રજાના દિવસે 
મિત્રો સાથે કરવા જવાનું આ બધી બાબતોની તેનાં જીવનમાંમાં બંધારકી થઈ ગઈ છે. તેનું 
શરીર રોગાંનું ઘર બનાવવા માંડવું છે. શરીર પર બંધારણ પર અને આપણો પર જડા વસ્ત્રાં 
ઇન્ટરનેટનું જ પરિસ્થિતિ છે. ઇન્ટરનેટ દ્રારા નાની મોટી જમીને જ જોવાનું જ કરે છે તેને 
પરિસ્થિતિમાં તેમના જીવન મના પર તેની આવાસભર થાય છે. તેની સૌથી અસર તેમના અવયાસ 
અને ઉહ્હનર પર થાય છે. સમય વેકાલ છે અને સાથે તેઓ પોતાની કામ કરવાનું પણ શેખા છે.

અસંભવ અંદરા આકાંક્ષા તથા આકાંક્ષા તથા સુધી વાંચી નથી પણ જો કુલે 
અસુખ નુકસાન થાય જ. અંદરા હોઈ પણ વસુંનો અતિરિક્ત યોગય નથી. ઇન્ટરનેટનો 
પ્રમાણસાથે ઉપયોગ માણસને તાજેતરની શિક્ષણ સુધી પહોંચાડી શકે અને તેમનો અતિરિક્ત તેને 
ધૂળ વાતાવે કરી નામે. માટે ઉત્તર અંદરા અને પૉટાના મન-મુખ સંબંધિત યોગ સામાન 
જ ઇન્ટરનેટનો ઉપયોગ કરવો જોઈએ.
“ભલેલું સુખ તે જાત નથી”

પાસા, પાઉબાલ, પાણીપુરી, પીજા અને પુષ્પાપોતી જેવી “પ” થી વાયુ વતી વાણીગોના નામ સંભવિતની સાથે જ જગાઓ મોં પાણી આવે છે. પણ વર્ષો પછી જાણા શરીર જરૂર થાય, મદદસીતા વધી જય અને ક્લરનસ્ટો કરવામાં તદ્દીક થાય તયાર મોં પાણી નીક પરંતુ આંભાંયથી પાણી જ જુદી આવી. તે હિસાબે તેણ આંભાં કે આપવાં વીકલોએ આપીને સાધારણ આપી કયેક સાથે પાણી, પ્લીઝલ અને સાડો પોરાક જાવો જરીયાં. તયારે એનો વિવિધ મન્મા આંભા કે તેમની વાત ત્રાં જે માની કોટ તે આવા પરામિતા વિસ્તરો કરાય ન આવા હોત જ્ઞાનનું કોઈ પણ સુખ આપવા શરીરથી સુખપાકારી સામે નાંખી જ છે. આરોગ્ય સુખ જેનું મહૂ સુખ આ હું માનીઓ નથી.

પસા ગાડી, મહાનદી સુખ મણ્ણશે પણ તે બહુ જ થોડક સમય માટેનું છે. પસા એ હાથના મેલ છે. આજે છે તે આવતી કાદય નથી વફામ. ગાડી નથી હોય તે રીતથી જવાય.

માટે મહાનદી સુખ મણ્ણ પણ તે આંભા થશે. બહુ અમિર નથી હોય તે પણ પરિવારમાં સાથે સુખ-શાંતિથી શ્રીમતી જી લેવાશે. પણ જુરયથી બધા શરીર માટે કયેક કલ્યાણ થાય તે અંગી હૌસે ? ગાડી માટે આવી જ નથી શકે. જેનાં છબી વાત પણ નાંખી શકે. હરજમ અધ્યવસાય હોઝસાય કરવામાં કેટલાક અને આંભાં આવશ.

જ્ઞાનને ભાવ માટે ન જ્ઞાનનું હોય, પણ જ્ઞાન માટે ભાવનું હોય. ગાડીને જેમ જ્ઞાનનું ના હોય. જ્ઞાનની વાત જ્ઞાનનું ન હોય. જાણવા જૂદા કંડરે, વેજ, પ્રેતટાવા, પાઉબાળ, ગાડીને જેમ જેમ જેમ જેમ જેમ. વોરાકના શોઝી હોય છે. તેમ જ ઘટણું વોઝ્ના સાથે સાથે સાથે સાથે પરંતુ આંભા જતા ઘટણું ઘટણે તયાર રોટર આપીને સાધારણ આપી છે કે સાડો વોરાક જ જ જ જીઓ જ જીઓ. ઘરાના બોઝે પ્રાર્થના કોઈ ઉત્તમ બોજ નથી. આવી જ શરીરને પણ તયાર, મદ્ધુર અને નીરોગી બનાવવા સમય આપાય જ લેવો જીઓ. જીઓ ક્ષેત્ર અને જીઓ વોરાક આપવા જ્ઞાનને મહત્વપૂર્ણ કારણો આપે છે.

આંભા ના જ્ઞાનને આંભા જ જીઓ રાખે ઉજાગર કરે છે. અથવા રાત સુખી મોનાઈલા પર કોઇ છ કી તો ધીરી - સિનંબર જોખો રહે છે. તેમની સાથે તેમનું ભાવનું પણ મોરે સુખી વાયુ જ હોય છે, જે આપવા તન-મન અને જાણ રાખી રાખતા નાંખે છે.
આપણા જીવનનું સૌથી મોટા મહત્ત્વપૂર્ણ સુંદર જે કેટલા રીતે તે જાતે નાબુના શ્રેષ્ઠભોજપણે અંપોટે કે શરીરનું સુંદર હોવું. કેટલા પણ શ્રેષ્ઠ ભોજપણ તે પ્રાથમિક જ્રાંથી લેવાનું કરવી જે ભોજપણ શરીરની સુખાતારીને આપછે, શરીર સુખુમ હોય તે મધ્યનાંદા ધમકી, નીતિનો પ્રતિ કમાવી પોતાના પરવારની આશ્રયી પૂરી પાડી શાંતિપૂર્વક પોતાનું જીવન વિતાવી શકોને.

આમ, તંકુકાક શરીર પર જ પહુંચી નિર્મળ છે. ઉતારમ પુરસ્થોને કહ્યું છે કે જે જેનું તન સાથે, તેનું મન સાથે અને મન સાથે તો નીતિનું ધન મળે. નીતિનું ધન જે મળે તો તેનું જીવન પણ ઉતારમનાં જ હોય તેમાં શકાને કેટલા સારા નથી. ‘આકાર તેવા ઓઝખાર’ માટે સાધો, છણ્યો પોયા પાવ. શરીર સાથે રહે તેથી મનમાં પોઝિટિવ વિચારો આવે. આમ, વાંખું જીવન જીવવા માટે નીરોગી શરીર જોઈએ અને આપણે નીરોગી લાગે તે રહું જવાય તન અને મન પવગણ હોય. તેથી જે મહાપુરુષોને જે કહ્યું છે કે ‘પહેલું સુંદર તે જાતે નાખી’ તે પાઠ્યામાં જ છે.

- કૃષ્ણા શેક

(ઘ. ૧૧)

૦-૦-૦
Jimit Mull

વર્સાદને લગતી કેટલી કાયાંકિતો

● આખ્યા રે વર્સાદ વેશભરી પરસાદ
  જીની જીની રોટવી ને કારેખાનું શાક.

● આખ્યા નેખરાજ વગડવાથી વાજા.

● ગાગડુજીયે મેઢ પદાર્થા બદલને હૂંબુંકબીલી છે.

● વાલ વર્સાદીની મોષિમ છે વર્સાદ તાજખાને
  માંગો દો દો દર્શિયા તરસાતા જઈને.

● અંદરમેંક કરો પછી વાલ આખ્યાથી સાધ બીજનીયે
  વાલ આખ્યાથી બેઠ થઈ વર્સાદ બીજનીયે.

● મન મોર જીની બનગાત કરે.

● આખ વર્સાદું વાલ ગાગડું, ધરતી અને આખ્યા બીજની
  બીની બીની સોફા બદલાને વાયુ બીજણો બીને.

● બાપી અંદર છેઠે ગીત : ગીત વર્સાદના
  મને નવાશિય બીજની ગીત : ગીત વર્સાદના.

● આખ આખ્યા વર્સાદ સાથ અંદર આખ્યા
  બીજણો મોડા નો’તો, ન મોડલું’તું કરીયત
  તો આખ્યા જીની મારે બાદ્યો.

● સાબ અધિક મુશણધાર ધોખામકર ને નવખાન ધારા આ બાકી વર્સે છે.

● છાયી રે પોકાલિ બનયા મોરકા
  પ્રમાણ ! આખ્યા અનારાજગર
  આખ રે રાજનો રાજ મેલુયો.
Qu'est-ce que le bonheur? 
Pour moi, c'est avoir la paix intérieure, sachant que tous mes proches sont en bonne santé et en sécurité et appréciant de ma vie. Toutes les réalisations, les prix et les gains matériels sont un bonus à mon bonheur.

Comme disait Léon Tolstoï: Le bonheur ne dépend pas des choses extérieures, mais de la façon dont nous les voyons.

Le bonheur vient de l'intérieur: jusqu'à ce que vous décidez de vouloir être heureux, aucun pouvoir dans le monde entier ne peut vous rendre heureux.

Le bonheur est parfois caché dans l'inconnu – Victor Hugo

La vie est faite de petits bonheurs; nous devons donc saisir le moment et vivre consciencieusement dans le présent. S'inquiéter de choses indépendantes de notre volonté nous enlève notre bonheur.

Pratiquons la joie de vivre comme En fin de compte, nous contrôlons notre propre Bonheur.

J'ai décidé d'être heureux parce que c'est bon pour moi. Et toi?

- Kimberly Crasta

La cuisine française (The French Cuisine)

La cuisine française est considérée comme un art en France et manger ne consiste pas seulement en plats et boissons, mais aussi en culture en famille et un socialisation. La cuisine française est connue pour sa richesse gustative et son élégance. La culture différente de la région ajoute à sa grandeur.

L'aspect important qui rend la cuisine française merveilleuse est sa présentation. Le plat français peut être simple mais sa présentation lui donne un aspect adorable. La cuisine française avec des recettes de différentes régions avec divers climat et géographie. Quoi que ce soit, la tarte à l'oignon, les escargots, les crêpes, la quiche lorraine, l'aligot, la salade niçoise. En ce qui concerne, les repas français il va du fromage, de la baguette, du vin à des plats remarquables et des différents variétés du vin.


La préparation des plats français est longue et compliquée mais la cuisine est faite du cœur. C'est la partie de la vie et chaque moment passé en cuisine est un plaisir pour eux.

- Deep. J. Gada
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QU'EST CE QUE LE BONHEUR?
Pour moi, c'est avoir la paix intérieure, sachant que tous mes proches sont en bonne santé et en sécurité et appréciant de ma vie. Toutes les réalisations, les prix et les gains matériels sont un bonus à mon bonheur.

Comme disait Léon Tolstoï: Le bonheur ne dépend pas des choses extérieures, mais de la façon dont nous les voyons.

Le bonheur vient de l'intérieur: jusqu'à ce que vous décidiez de vouloir être heureux, aucun pouvoir dans le monde entier ne peut vous rendre heureux. Le bonheur est parfois caché dans l'inconnu – Victor Hugo.

La vie est faite de petits bonheurs; nous devons donc saisir le moment et vivre consciencieusement dans le présent. S'inquiéter de choses indépendantes de notre volonté nous enlève notre bonheur.

Pratiquons la joie de vivre comme En fin de compte, nous contrôlons notre propre Bonheur. J'ai décidé d'être heureux parce que c'est bon pour moi. Et toi?

- Kimberly Crasta
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LA CUISINE FRANCAISE (THE FRENCH CUISINE)
La cuisine française est considérée comme un art en France et manger ne consiste pas seulement en plats et boissons, maison culture en famille et un socialisation. La cuisine française est connue pour sa richesse gustative et son élégance. La culture différente de la région ajoute à sa grandeur.

L’aspect important qui rend la cuisine française merveilleuse est sa présentation. Le plat français peut être simple mais sa présentation lui donne un aspect adorable. La cuisine française avec des recettes de différentes régions avec divers climat et géographie. Quoi que ce soit, la tarte à l'oignon, les escargots, les crêpes, la quiche lorraine, l'aliot, la salade niçoise. En ce qui concerne, les repas français il va du fromage, de la baguette, du vin à des plats remarquables et des différents variés du vin. L'élément principal de la culture française est la cuisine traditionnelle composée du poulet du gâteau, des fruits de mer et des fruits. Le fromage, le Vin et le pain sont les aliments principaux. Le pain est consommé chaque jour. Au petit déjeuner, les familles françaises mangent du pain ou des croissants avec du beurre et du café. Pour le déjeuner et le dîner, ils sont d'abord un apéritif composé de soups et des légumes. Puis ils ont le plat principaux composé de viande ou de poisson avec des légumes et un plat des fromages de 3 à 4 fromages. À la fin, ils mangent des desserts. Aussi ils ont trois styles de cooking. Ils sont la haute cuisine, la cuisine nouvelle et la cuisine du terroir.

La préparation des plats français est longue et compliquée mais la cuisine est faite du cœur. C'est la partie de la vie et chaque moment passé en cuisine est un plaisir pour eux.

- Deep. J. Gada
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VERS UN MONDE INTERCULTURAL
La diversité culturelle se manifeste par la reconnaissance des différentes langues, histoires, religions, traditions, modes de vie, échanges interculturels ainsi que toutes les particularités attribuées à une culture.

La connaissance des autres cultures et des échanges interculturels sont nécessaires pour renforcer la paix, le développement et la stabilité dans le monde. La diversité culturelle est une force motrice du développement, non seulement concernant la croissance économique, mais aussi pour mener une vie plus épanouissante intellectuellement, affectivement, moralement et spirituellement.

L’UNESCO a déclaré le 21 mai comme la journée internationale de la diversité culturelle qui aide, Apprendre à mieux ‘vivre ensemble’
Mieux connaître et apprécier les autres cultures
Connaître nos différences et les respecter
Lutter pour les valeurs humaines communes et contre les préjugés
Découvrir la richesse de la diversité les cultures et les avantages d’une bonne communication interculturelle.

Au collège, on peut organiser une semaine interculturelle où chacune des communautés culturelles y installera son kiosque pour présenter sa langue, la culture, ses traditions et ses plats typiques. Dans cette façon, on peut découvrir une nouvelle culture.

- Khushboo Balani
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L’amitié
Je préférerais marcher avec un ami dans le noir,
Que de marcher seule dans la lumière
Parce que mon ami me donne l’espoir
Parce que mon ami m’aidera toujours.

L’amitié, c’est le crayon qui écrit le bonheur,
C’est la gomme qui efface la haine,
C’est comme un temps qui partage la chaleur,
Elle est le plus proche au coeur mais aussi le Plus lointain.

Beaux esprits inspirent la magie,
Tout commence par un rêve fidèle,
Les amis sont les esprits uniques,
Qui inspirent la magie extraordinaire.

La vie est une fleur dont l’amitié est le miel,
Elle parle avec les yeux et écoute avec le coeur,
Elle est moderne mais aussi ancienne comme Le ciel,
Elle montre le chemin, parfois, elle se Comporte comme un voleur.

Alors, choisissez soigneusement vos amis,
Parce que c’est eux que vous ne pouvez pas oublier,
Ils créent les souvenirs incroyable,
Après les ans, vous les reconnaîtrez .

J’ai compris avec le temps,
L’amitié est le plus beau cadeau
Si vous ne l’avez pas maintenant,
Attendez, parce que le meilleur Arrivera bientôt.

- Roshni Iddy
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VERS UN MONDE INTERCULTURAL

La diversité culturelle se manifeste par la reconnaissance des différentes langues, histoires, religions, traditions, modes de vie, échanges interculturels ainsi que toutes les particularités attribuées à une culture.

La connaissance des autres cultures et des échanges interculturels sont nécessaires pour renforcer la paix, le développement et la stabilité dans le monde. La diversité culturelle est une force motrice du développement, non seulement concernant la croissance économique, mais aussi pour mener une vie plus épanouissante intellectuellement, affectivement, moralement et spirituellement.

L’UNESCO a déclaré le 21 mai comme la journée internationale de la diversité culturelle qui aide, Apprendre à mieux ‘vivre ensemble’,

Mieux connaître et apprécier les autres cultures

Connaître nos différences et les respecter

Lutter pour les valeurs humaines communes et contre les préjugés

Découvrir la richesse de la diversité les cultures et les avantages d’une bonne communication interculturelle.

Au collège, on peut organiser une semaine interculturelle où chacune des communautés culturelles y installera son kiosque pour présenter sa langue, la culture, ses traditions et ses plats typiques. Dans cette façon, on peut découvrir une nouvelle culture.

-Khushboo Balani
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L’amitié

Je préfèrerai marcher avec un ami dans le noir,

Que de marcher seule dans la lumière

Parceque mon ami me donne l’espoir

Parceque mon ami m’aidera toujours.

L’amitié, c’est le crayon qui écrit le bonheur,

C’est la gomme qui efface la haine,

C’est comme un temps qui partage la chaleur,

Elle est le plus proche au coeur mais aussi le plus lointain.

Beaux esprits inspirent la magique,

Tout commence par un rêve fidèle,

Les amis sont les esprits uniques,

Qui inspirent la magique extraordinaire.

La vie est une fleur dont l’amitié est le miel,

Elle parle avec les yeux et écoute avec le cœur,

Elle est moderne mais aussi ancienne comme le ciel,

Elle montre le chemin, parfois, elle se comporte comme un voleur.

Alors, choissisez soigneusement vos amis,

Parceque c’est eux que vous ne pouvez pas oublier,

Ils créent les souvenirs incroyable

Après les ans, vous les reconnaîtrez.

J’ai compris avec le temps,

L’amitié est le plus beau cadeau

Si vous ne l’avez pas maintenant,

Attendez, parceque le meilleur arrivera bientôt.

-Roshni Iddya
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>TYBCom Sem V</th>
<th>TYBFM Sem V</th>
<th>TYBMS Sem V</th>
<th>TYBSclT Sem V</th>
<th>TYBAF Sem V</th>
<th>TYBCom Sem VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Class</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Class</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: Distinction, First Class, Second Class, Fail, ATKT
H.S.C. (Regular) Accounting & Office Management

- Distinction: 95%
- First Class: 0%
- Second Class: 0%
- Fail: 0%

H.S.C. (Vocational) Marketing & Salesman

- Distinction: 90%
- First Class: 10%
- Second Class: 0%
- Fail: 0%

H.S.C. (Regular) Toursim and Travel Techniques

- Distinction: 82%
- First Class: 18%
- Second Class: 0%
- Fail: 0%

MCom BUSINESS MANAGEMENT Sem IV

- Distinction: 39%
- First Class: 5%
- Second Class: 0%
- Pass: 3%
- Fail: 53%

H.S.C. (Vocational) Toursim and Travel Techniques

- Distinction: 82%
- First Class: 18%
- Second Class: 0%
- Fail: 0%
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